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ABSTRACT

Difficulties identifying drug-resistant epilepsy (DRE) at disease onset and complex
temporal patterns of epilepsy represent challenges in research and clinical practice. A
better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of DRE is needed to enable
biomarker development, early diagnosis, and personalised treatments. This work
explores the influence of genomic variation on DRE through genome-wide association
(GWAS) and heritability analyses. It is part of a collaborative, European Commission
funded project: EpiPGX (Epilepsy Pharmacogenomics: delivering biomarkers for clinical
use).

Individuals with epilepsy were recruited from specialised clinical centres across
Europe. Healthy controls were obtained from several publically available sources. To
establish whether common genomic variants are associated with DRE, two GWAS were
performed by the Author. The first analysis, comparing individuals with DRE and
controls with drug-responsive epilepsy, did not reveal any variants with genome-wide
significance. The second analysis, comparing individuals with DRE and healthy controls,
revealed several loci with genome-wide significance. The top genome-wide association
signal (rs75700350), located at 4q31.1, likely represents an artefact. Other findings
include the signals at loci 5p13.2, and 11p13, pointing to potentially significant
candidate genes, SLC1A2 and SLC1A3, implicated in glutamate reuptake and
excitotoxicity. Furthermore, one of these loci has been linked to an important epilepsy
comorbidity, autism. The functional variants driving these signals may represent risk
factors

for

drug

resistance,

epilepsy

susceptibility,

or

variants

affecting
3

pathophysiological pathways common to DRE and its comorbidities. The main
limitations of these GWAS analyses were small sample sizes and the lack of replication.

To explore if drug resistance in epilepsy has a polygenic inheritance component, a
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) heritability analysis was performed. This analysis
yielded an estimate of DRE SNP heritability of 0.22, showing that drug resistance in
epilepsy is heritable.
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IMPACT STATEMENT

The findings of this thesis provide insight into the genetic background of drug
resistance in common epilepsies. The heritability analysis presented in this work
demonstrates that drug resistance in epilepsy has a heritable component, justifying
further genome-wide research efforts in this field. The GWAS results provide
preliminary evidence of potential functional variants underlying drug resistance across
different

epilepsy

syndromes.

Alternatively,

they

could

also

reflect

the

pathophysiological pathways common to DRE and its comorbidities.

Together, these findings may point to a future role of genomic variants as a screening
tool to predict response to antiepileptic drugs (AEDs). If the results are confirmed in
replication studies, this would increase our understanding of DRE mechanisms and
facilitate the development of biomarkers and targeted therapies.

The extensive database of epilepsy cases with well-phenotyped long-term outcomes
created in the course of this project is a rich resource for future research efforts
seeking to understand epilepsy prognosis and treatment outcomes.
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

Epilepsy has a highly variable clinical course with outcomes ranging from response to
the first anti-epileptic drug (AED) to treatment failure with numerous AED trials, as
well as varying degrees of impact on cognitive function, mood, quality of life, and
independence (1-3).

Drug resistance remains poorly understood, despite being the most significant
contributor to disease burden in people with epilepsy (PWE). Drug-resistant epilepsy
(DRE) is associated with higher frequencies of comorbid illnesses (4, 5), psychological
dysfunction (6, 7), social stigmatisation (8), reduced quality of life, and a higher risk of
premature mortality in comparison with drug-responsive epilepsy (4, 9-13). The
mechanisms underlying drug resistance remain to be fully elucidated. There is general
consensus that genetic factors likely contribute to variable AED response in humans;
however, this is supported by limited scientific evidence (14, 15).

The present work explores the contribution of common genomic variation to DRE.
Currently, the application of evidence-based management of epilepsy is limited by
significant gaps in knowledge. Studying the genetic landscape of DRE is important to
identify novel mechanisms underlying DRE and to establish genome-based biomarkers
23

for use in clinical practice and research. Early identification of DRE would decrease the
burden of failed AED trials and shorten the periods of time individuals might spend
taking AEDs without benefit. It would encourage better counseling, early consideration
of rational combination therapy, and early referral for epilepsy surgery, resulting in
better epilepsy outcomes (16-18). Predictive biomarkers of DRE have a significant
potential for use in pharmaceutical drug development, enabling clinical trial designs
where genotypes are used as eligibility or stratification criteria and not only in posthoc analyses (19).

1.2 Definitions

1.2.1 Definition of drug resistance

Defining DRE appropriately and consistently is vital to the success of studying its
epidemiological, clinical, genomic, and pharmacogenomic aspects. However, even this
important first step remains a challenge and a subject of debate. Several definitions of
DRE were proposed and used by various authors in the past decades (20-23). Some
studies used strict definitions. For instance, Berg et al. suggested the following criteria
in 1996: “uncontrolled seizures with an average frequency of at least one seizure per
month for a period of at least two years” and “failure of at least three different AEDs,
either because they did not control seizures or because of unacceptable side effects”
(24). In contrast, other authors used much more lenient definitions, such as the one
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proposed by Arts et al. in 1999: failure to attain at least three months’ seizure-free
period at six months after diagnosis (20). Significant differences in the way DRE has
been defined pose a challenge for establishing unified treatment guidelines and
comparisons between different studies.

To improve the medical care of PWE and to facilitate inter-study comparisons, the
International League against Epilepsy (ILAE) proposed a consensus definition of DRE in
2010 (25). The ILAE definition framework encompasses two hierarchical levels. Level 1
outlines standard criteria for AED trial outcome classification into the following
categories: “seizure-free”, “treatment failure”, or “undetermined”. Categorising an
AED trial outcome as “seizure-free” or “treatment failure” requires the AED trial to be
“appropriate for the epilepsy and seizure type” and “adequate”, i.e. “applied at
adequate dosage for a sufficient length of time”. Level 2 outlines the core definition of
DRE as “failure of adequate trials of two tolerated and appropriately chosen and used
AED schedules (whether as monotherapies or in combination) to achieve sustained
seizure freedom”. Seizure freedom refers to “freedom from all seizures, including
auras” (25, 26). If appropriate, this core definition may be modified to fit specific
purposes. It is important to note that DRE classification is not static as the course of
epilepsy in an individual may fluctuate over time. As a consequence, an individual may
be deemed drug-resistant at certain points in time and not others (26).
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1.2.2 Definition of drug response

According to the ILAE definition Level 1 scheme, the outcome of an AED trial is
categorised as “seizure-free” (Category 1 response) if the treatment results in “seizure
freedom for 12 months, or for a minimum of three times the longest pre-intervention
inter-seizure interval, whichever is longer” (26). This definition implements the “rule of
three for calculating confidence intervals for zero events” (27). If the observed period
of seizure freedom is “at least three times the longest pre-treatment inter-seizure
interval”, then the certainty that there has been a therapeutic effect is 95%. Level 2 of
the ILAE framework defines drug-responsive epilepsy as a Category 1 outcome of the
current AED treatment, i.e. “freedom from seizures for a minimum of three times the
longest pre-intervention inter-seizure interval, or 12 months, whichever is longer” (26).

Often, studies of long-term epilepsy outcomes describe drug-responsiveness as
terminal remission. This is defined as the time from the last seizure to the end of the
follow-up, on or off AEDs. One-year or five-year terminal remission is most commonly
reported (17, 28, 29).

1.2.3 Undetermined response

In some cases, it may not be possible to classify the epilepsy as drug-resistant or drugresponsive. According to the ILAE consensus proposal, the response should be
temporarily classified as “undetermined” in such circumstances (26). Some examples
are listed below:
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a) In an individual with newly diagnosed epilepsy where the seizures stop after
introducing an AED, but not enough time has passed to categorise the outcome
as seizure freedom.
b) If seizures continue, but the individual has had fewer than two informative AED
trials. An AED trial may be uninformative because the drug is not appropriate
for the seizure or epilepsy type, because it has not been administered at a
sufficient dose, or for long enough due to adverse drug reactions or other
reasons.
c) If there is an apparent change in drug responsiveness, for example, if there is a
relapse of seizures after a period of remission. In such cases, “the epilepsy is no
longer drug-responsive, but it can only be considered drug-resistant if it
subsequently meets the criteria for drug resistance” (26).

1.3 Epidemiology

Establishing reliable epidemiologic estimates for a complex group of disorders such as
epilepsy is challenging. Prevalence and incidence estimates vary widely across studies
and are usually higher in developing countries (30). Two meta-analyses including 222
and 65 studies in adult and paediatric populations have attempted to assess the global
prevalence rates of epilepsy (31, 32). The overall lifetime prevalence of epilepsy was
estimated at 7.6/1,000 (31). The estimates ranged from 5.2 to 5.8/1,000 for developed
and 8.8 to 15.4/1,000 for developing countries. The overall prevalence of active
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epilepsy was estimated at 6.4/1,000. It ranged from 4.9 to 5.5/1,000 for developed and
from 6.7 to 12.7 for developing countries. There was substantial variability between
estimates from individual studies included in both meta-analyses, depending on the
country income, age range of the population, and sample size. Other potential sources
of variability included imbalances in the frequency of different aetiologies and
differences in case definitions or case ascertainment (31, 32). Commenting on the
relationship between the lifetime prevalence and prevalence of active epilepsy is
difficult since the estimates come from different subsets of individual studies included
in both meta-analyses, resulting in imbalances in cohort characteristics for both types
of prevalence. In addition, studies reporting active epilepsy used a variety of case
definitions which were not taken into account in the meta-analyses. Some examples
include: an individual who is “currently taking medication for epilepsy or has had at
least one seizure in the past year”, “at least one epileptic seizure in the previous five
years, regardless of AED treatment”, and definitions using different time frames, such
as two years (33, 34).

Two meta-analyses have provided global incidence rates of epilepsy. Overall incidence
rates were estimated at 50 to 61/100,000/year. They ranged from 45 to
49/100,000/year for developed and from 82 to 139/100,000/year for developing
countries (31, 35). The incidence rates were also higher in the paediatric and elderly
age groups (31).
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1.3.1 Long-term outcomes of epilepsy

1.3.1.1

Remission

The likelihood of achieving terminal remission is one of the ways to describe the longterm prognosis of epilepsy (36, 37).

There is general consensus that up to 70% of PWE eventually achieve long-term
seizure freedom (38, 39). This is supported by several studies assessing the prognosis
of epilepsy by following well-defined cohorts of newly diagnosed individuals
prospectively for 5 to 40 years, as summarised in Table 1.1. The proportion of PWE in
one-year terminal remission at the end of follow-up ranged from 59 to 84%, the
median duration of follow-up being 5 to 11 years (17, 28, 40-43). The proportion of
PWE in five-year terminal remission ranged from 54 to 73% (29, 37, 41, 42, 44-46). The
median duration of follow-up in the studies reporting five-year terminal remission
rates was 7.1 to 40 years.
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Table 1.1: Studies of long-term outcomes in epilepsy
Study

Annegers et al.,
1979 (44)

Bell et al., 2016
(45)

Brodie et al.,
2012* (28)

Number of subjects
Study design
Duration of FU
N = 457
Paediatric cohort
Retrospective
Minimum 5 years FU (72%
of the cohort had ≥ 10 years
FU and 30% had ≥ 20 years
FU)
N = 354
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 22.3 years (IQR
12.1-24.1)
N = 1,098
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 7.5 years (IQR
4.7-12)

Proportion of
subjects with
≥ 1-year remission at
any point during FU

Proportion of
subjects with
≥ 5-year remission at
any point during FU

Proportion of
subjects with
≥ 1-year terminal
remission

NA

65% within 10 years
76% within 20 years

NA

NA

NA

NA

75%

NA

68%

Proportion of
subjects with
≥ 5-year terminal
remission

Proportion of
subjects not in
terminal remission
at the end of FU

61% at 10 years
70% at 20 years

39% not in 5-year
terminal remission at
10 years
30% not in 5-year
terminal remission at
20 years

73%

NA

27% not in 5-year
terminal remission

32% not in 1-year
terminal remission
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Chen et al., 2018*
(40)

Cockerell et al.,
1997 (41)

Geerts et al., 2010
(29)

Giussani et al.,
2016 (47)

Hanaoka et al.,
2017 (42)

Kwan and Brodie,
2000* (17)

N = 1,795
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 11 years (IQR 716)
N = 564
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 7.1 years (CI 5.7,
8.1)
N = 413
Paediatric cohort
Prospective
Median FU 14.8 (range
11.6-17.5)
N = 747
Paediatric and adult
Retrospective
Median FU 9.5 years (IQR
4.5-22.5)
N = 258
Paediatric
Retrospective
FU 10 years
N = 525
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 5 years (range 212)

NA

NA

63.7%

NA

36.3% not in 1-year
terminal remission

96%

71%

84%

54%

26% not in 1-year
terminal remission
46% not in 5-year
terminal remission

NA

NA

NA

70.9%

29.1% not in 5-year
terminal remission

NA

The probability of
starting 5-year
remission was
50.2% at 20 years

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

71.7%

59.3%

28.3% not in 1-year
terminal remission
40.7% not in 5-year
terminal remission

NA

NA

63%

NA

37% not in 1-year
terminal remission
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Lindsten et al.,
2001 (48)

Mohanraj and
Brodie, 2006* (43)

Silanpää and
Schmidt, 2006 (37)

Wakamoto et al.,
2000 (46)

Zhang et al., 2013
(49)

N = 107
Adult cohort
Prospective
Up to 12 years FU (80% of
the cohort had ≥ 5 years FU,
35% ≥ 10 years FU)
N = 780
Adult cohort
Prospective
Median FU 79 months
(range 24-252)
N = 144
Paediatric cohort
Prospective
Median FU 40 years (range
11-42)
N = 155
Paediatric cohort
Retrospective
Mean FU 18.9 +/- 5.3 years
(range 6-37.5)
N = 180
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 5 years (range 210)

68%

58%

NA

NA

NA

64.4%

NA

59.2%

NA

40.8% not in 1-year
terminal remission

NA

NA

NA

67%

33% not in 5-year
terminal remission

37.2% not in 5-year
terminal remission

40% not in 1-year
terminal remission

NA

NA

NA

62.8% at final FU
Estimated 52% at
10 years from
onset and 56% at
20 years from
onset

80%

NA

60%

NA

CI = confidence interval, FU = follow-up, IQR = interquartile range, NA = not applicable
*There was an overlap of participants in these studies.
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For most individuals who achieve seizure remission, this happens early in the disease
course (28). Approximately 47 to 60% of people with newly diagnosed epilepsy achieve
seizure freedom with the first AED, 13% to 17% with the second AED, and 3% with the
third AED, with only 0.6% to 0.8% responding to further trials (17, 43, 49).

1.3.1.2

Drug resistance

While the prognosis in terms of AED response is favourable for the majority of PWE,
some individuals do not achieve remission, despite treatment with several AEDs (17).

Several studies suggest drug resistance develops early in the epilepsy course (17, 21,
43). The work of Brodie and colleagues indicates that a large proportion of people who
respond to their first AED never experience another seizure (78% in a recently
published study) and that drug resistance can be predicted very early in the disease
course, with most PWE responding to the first or second AED and a decreasing
probability of responding to further trials (17, 28, 43). Lindsten et al. concluded that
the majority of the drug-resistant population can be identified within two years
following epilepsy diagnosis (48). In the study by Kwan and Brodie, only 11% of
participants for whom the absence of response to the first AED was due to the lack of
efficacy subsequently achieved seizure freedom (17). These results imply that the
likelihood of a favourable prognosis is small once an individual is identified as resistant
(17, 23). On this basis, the ILAE has defined DRE as ”failure of adequate trials of two
tolerated and appropriately chosen and used AED schedules (whether as
monotherapies or in combination) to achieve sustained seizure freedom“ (26).
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DRE was variably defined by different authors prior to the ILAE definition and as a
result the reported prevalence of DRE varies across studies. In hospital-based studies,
using variable definitions of drug resistance, 25 to 35% of participants are reported to
have DRE (20, 28, 43). Population-based studies report lower rates of drug resistance:
19.2% to 22.5% (50, 51), likely because less severe cases are usually not seen in tertiary
centres. The study by Berg et al. was not strictly population-based; however,
recruitment of PWE from academic centres, as well as private centres and community
clinics, allowed for a more comprehensive inclusion of cases. The proportion of
individuals with DRE in this study was 10% (21). One study reported the prevalence of
DRE as 1.36/1,000 (50). To illustrate the impact of different definitions of DRE, Berg
and Kelly (52) assessed the proportion of resistant cases in their cohort using six
different definitions. The proportion of cases categorised as drug-resistant varied from
9 to 24%, depending on the definition used.

To my knowledge, only three studies have reported the incidence or prevalence of DRE
using the ILAE definition (see Table 1.2). Giussani et al. studied the population of the
Italian province Lecco; the prevalence of DRE was 0.73/1,000 population (15.6% of all
people with active epilepsy) (47). The remaining two studies were tertiary-centre
based and the proportion of people with DRE was 21.5% (53) and 17% (54).
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Table 1.2: Studies of the incidence/prevalence of DRE using the ILAE definition
Study

Giussani et al.,
2016 (47)

Kong et al.,
2014 (53)

Ramos-Lizana
et al., 2012
(54)

Study design
Retrospective,
population-based
study, paediatric
and adult
population
Adult population
Retrospective,
tertiary referral
centre based
Paediatric
population
Prospective,
tertiary referral
centre based

Number of subjects
Duration of FU

Total N = 1021
Incident cohort N = 342
Prevalent cohort N =
747
Median FU 9.5 years
(IQR 4.5-22.5)
N = 557
Mean FU 12 years
(range 1-28)
N = 508
Mean FU 90 months (SD
45, range 24-168)

FU = follow-up, IQR = interquartile range, SD = standard deviation.

Definitions

ILAE definition of DRE

Incidence/prevalence of DRE

Prevalence of DRE: 107/684 (15.6%) of all
individuals with active epilepsy (0.73/1,000
local population of Lecco, Italy)
Incidence of DRE: 10.5% during the FU period

Drug response defined as ”12 months of
Prevalence of DRE: 21.5% of the entire cohort
seizure freedom“ or ”at least three-times Prevalence of drug-responsive epilepsy: 40.9%
Undefined response: 37.5%
the pre-treatment seizure-free interval“
ILAE definition of DRE
Dug response defined as achievement of
seizure freedom on the first or second
AED regimen

Prevalence of DRE: 17% of the whole cohort,
19% of the treated individuals

Undefined drug response - not fitting any
of the above categories
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1.3.2 Predictors of drug resistance

The course of epilepsy and the development of drug resistance are challenging to
predict, irrespective of the epilepsy type (55). As already mentioned in Section 1.1,
reliable prediction of DRE would significantly improve counselling of PWE regarding
expected outcomes, facilitate timely consideration of alternative treatments, and
potentially provide a useful means of stratification in clinical trials (16-18).

Studies of DRE predictors often produce conflicting results, which can partly be
explained by different methodologies and heterogeneous study populations. Epilepsy
cohorts often consist of individuals with different epilepsy types and the results can be
skewed in favour of the most represented aetiology or seizure type (56). In addition,
epilepsy oucomes may be defined differently across studies.

The most consistently reported predictors of drug resistance are:

Symptomatic aetiology
Individulas with epilepsy due to structural brain abnormalities are less likely to respond
to AEDs than individuals without abnormal imaging findings. This has been showed in
several studies for both focal and generalised epilepsies (17, 44, 57-60). Deficits on
neurologic examination at disease onset and focal lesions on brain imaging which are
indicators of a symptomatic cause (44, 61, 62) are also predictors of a poorer outcome,
although some studies have not confirmed this (63). Among the localisation-related
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epilepsies due to symptomatic causes, certain syndromes, for example mesial
temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal sclerosis (MTLE-HS), are overrepresented in
drug-resistant populations and in populations referred to specialist epilepsy services
(57, 64).

Seizure type
Several studies have suggested that individuals with complex focal seizures are less
likely to achieve seizure freedom in comparison with individuals experiencing
generalised tonic-clonic and absence seizures (44, 65). Subgroup analysis of the data
from the Standard and New Antiepileptic Drugs (SANAD) trial Arm A (focal epilepsy)
showed that secondary generalised seizures were a risk factor for time to treatment
failure and focal simple or focal complex seizures only were a protective factor (2). In
the UK National General Practice Survey of Epilepsy (NGPSE), the seizure type was not
an important predictor of prognosis (66). Individuals experiencing multiple seizure
types have been shown to have a less favourable prognosis (29, 67-69). Recent
research also suggests seizure clusters are associated with a poorer prognosis (70).

High seizure frequency at the onset of the condition
Several large studies have identified high seizure frequency or seizure density at onset
as a predictor of drug resistance in multivariate analyses (2, 21, 36, 66, 71). In the
study by Sillanpää and Schmidt, pre-treatment seizure frequency of less than one
seizure per week was a predictor of the cumulative probability of one-year remission
at any point during follow-up, one-year terminal remission, and continuous remission
up to the end of follow-up in univariate analyses, but it only remained a significant
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predictor in multivariate analysis for the latter outcome. The probability of
uninterrupted remission in individuals with fewer than one seizure per week was 23%,
compared with 14% in individuals with equal or more than one seizure per week.
Weekly seizures prior to initiating treatment were associated with a higher likelihood
of never entering one-year terminal remission (59). Kwan and Brodie have found a
linear relationship between the proportion of individuals developing DRE and the
seizure number prior to treatment start. Epilepsy was resistant to treatment in 51% of
individuals reporting more than 20 seizures at diagnosis, compared to 29% of those
who reported fewer than 20 seizures (17). On the other hand, a study in rural Kenya
has shown a similar likelihood of remission in individuals who had been experiencing
seizures for several years before starting treatment than in those starting treatment
after a small

number of seizures (72). Detailed analysis of data from several

observational studies has suggested that the seizure frequency prior to treatment
initiation is a predictor of drug resistance only in individuals with complex partial
seizures (73). In the study by Sillanpää and Schmidt, a higher seizure frequency prior to
treatment start predicted DRE only in individuals with symptomatic epilepsy (59). This
would imply that the initial seizure frequency is a reflection of aetiology driving the
response to AEDs (74). Differences in the outcomes of individual studies could be due
to different methods, but also to different representation of certain aetiologies.
Especially in paediatric populations, frequent seizures may be the initial presentation
of an array of epileptic syndromes that vary widely in severity (59). It is also possible
that frequent seizures induce changes leading to DRE, as Gowers stated in 1881: ”The
tendency of the disease is toward self-perpetuation; each attack facilitates the
occurrence of the next by increasing the instability of the nerve elements” (75).
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Poor response to initial treatment
Initial response to AED treatment appears to be a significant predictor of long-term
outcome. A significant reduction or complete seizure control observed in the first
months of starting the first AED has been shown to predict the likelihood of
subsequent remission (58). Continuing seizures despite an adequate dose of an
appropriately selected AED are a predictor of a lower chance of remission, while this is
not the case if an AED failure is due to the lack of tolerability (17). A study in a
paediatric population showed that children continuing to experience a weekly seizure
frequency within the first year of initiating treatment were eight-fold more likely to
develop DRE and had twice the risk of never achieving a one-year terminal remission
(59). If the first AED trial fails to control the seizures, the likelihood of success for the
subsequent AED regimens gradually declines (17, 20, 23, 44, 58, 76-78). More recent
studies have demonstrated remissions in a proportion of PWE who had failed more
than five AED regimens, suggesting that AED failure does not indicate a uniformly poor
prognosis (28). Many of these individuals with late remissions will, however,
subsequently relapse (79). This is discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.3.5.

Factors that are less likely to be significant predictors of drug resistance or for which
the evidence is inconclusive include:

Younger age at disease onset
Several studies in children suggest lower age at onset is a poor prognostic factor (2, 80,
81). However, age less than 12 years in the study by Camfield et al. (36) was a
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predictor of remission, and in the study by Sillanpää and Schmidt, age at onset was not
a predictor of outcome (59). The effect of age at onset on the outcomes was not
shown to be consistent in studies including adult and paediatric populations (44, 66).
Similarly, age at onset was not found to be an independent factor correlating with
prognosis in multivariate analyses of prognostic factors (66). Of note, comparisons
between studies are often difficult as different authors use different ways to
categorise age at onset, e.g. younger or older than one year, 10 years, 12 years, or 70
years. Different categorisations may also affect the results. Taking all of this into
account, it is likely that any effects of age on outcomes reflect the differences in the
frequencies of epilepsy syndromes in different age categories (56).

Learning disability
Learning disability has been associated with DRE (36, 76) and seizure relapse after
experiencing remission (82). Studies including all age groups or adults only, however,
have not replicated these findings. Studies of the NGPSE and Glasgow cohorts did not
show a significant effect of learning disability on prognosis (66, 71). It is possible that
learning disability may not be an independent risk factor of DRE; however, it could be a
reflection of an underlying neurological deficit and therefore a symptomatic or genetic
cause (21, 83).

Despite the existing knowledge about the factors influencing the outcome of epilepsy,
accurate prediction of drug resistance that could inform treatment decisions remains
challenging (55). Few prognostic models enabling outcome prediction have been
proposed.
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1.4 Mechanisms of action of AEDs

Current AEDs suppress seizures, but fail to influence the underlying epileptogenic
mechanisms (84). AEDs control seizures by either reducing neuronal excitation or
enhancing neuronal inhibition directly, through interaction with specific ion channel
subunits, or indirectly, through influencing the synthesis, metabolism, or reuptake of
neurotransmitters that act on ionotropic receptors. AEDs are typically grouped
according to their principal molecular target (see Table 1.3), although some AEDs are
thought to exert their effects through more than one mechanism, and for many the
precise mechanism of action is not known (85-87).
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Table 1.3: Mechanisms of action of AEDs (adapted from Brodie and Sills,
2011 (87), and Sills, 2015 (86))

AMPA = α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid; GABA = γ-aminobutyric acid;
GAT-1 = GABA transporter 1.

Currently, we have an incomplete understanding of the spectrum of AED effects; the
aforementioned mechanisms are merely those as of yet identified (85, 88).
Traditionally, mechanisms of action of AEDs have been evaluated on isolated neurons
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in vitro. Consequently, we have a good understanding of acute actions of AEDs on
single neurons and a limited understanding of AED effects on neuronal interactions
and neural network modifications (89). Since epilepsy is a disease of neuronal
networks, methods focusing on single neurons might be limiting AED development for
DRE. A further factor limiting AED development could be the models used in drug
discovery. Most AEDs were discovered serendipitously or by testing a range of
compounds in acute seizure models like the pentylenetetrazole or the maximal
electroshock model (90). This could be limiting the development of AEDs with unique
mechanisms of action. For instance, levetiracetam did not demonstrate efficacy in
traditional seizure models used for drug screening, e.g. the pentylenetetrazole and
maximal electroshock models, but it was shown to be efficacious in less conventional
models such as the kindled and genetic animals (91).

Similarly, our understanding of the mechanisms of drug resistance and the overlap
between drug resistance and disease aetiology is incomplete (92). Experimental and
clinical data suggest that the basis of DRE is multifactorial (93). Most individuals with
DRE are resistant to multiple AEDs targeting different pathways, suggesting that nonspecific factors influence DRE or that several mechanisms act in an integrated manner
to produce drug resistance (85, 93-96). Alternatively, there could be several specific
mechanisms, none of which are addressed by current AEDs. Several hypotheses of
drug resistance have been proposed, including the target hypothesis, the multidrug
transporter hypothesis, and the intrinsic severity hypothesis (93).
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1.5 Mechanisms of drug resistance

1.5.1 The target hypothesis

According to the target hypothesis, DRE results from the loss of target sensitivity due
to “a structural or functional change at the site of action” (94). Alterations of the
structure or function of ion channels and excitatory neurotransmitter receptors that
are the principal targets of AEDs cause pharmacodynamic changes. These target
alterations may develop in the course of epilepsy due to external factors, such as AEDs,
or they may be genetically determined (96-98).

The target hypothesis originates from extensive research of carbamazepine effects on
voltage-gated sodium channels in hippocampal neurons (99). Vreugdenhil and
Wadman studied the effect of carbamazepine on sodium currents in hippocampal
neurons in a rat kindling model of epilepsy. Carbamazepine selectively shifted the
voltage threshold for steady-state inactivation to more hyperpolarised potentials. This
shift was most pronounced shortly after kindling, recovering after a period without
seizures, which suggests an epileptic activity-dependent block (100). Remy et al.
studied changes in hippocampal tissue from people with TLE who underwent epilepsy
surgery, comparing individuals who were resistant to carbamazepine with responders.
They demonstrated that activity-dependent sodium channel block was lost in
carbamazepine-resistant cases and preserved in responders. In the same paper, they
also demonstrated the absence of the activity-dependent sodium channel block in
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isolated dentate granule cells in pilocarpine-treated rats. Based on their experiments
using human tissue and rat models, the authors proposed that seizure activity itself
may cause a chronic change in sodium channel properties resulting in the loss of
carbamazepine sensitivity (101). This mechanism could explain the development of
carbamazepine resistance in the course of epilepsy, but it is uncertain whether the
effect would extend to other AEDs (95). Furthermore, the loss of carbamazepine effect
on sodium-channel properties demonstrated in the kindled rat model was transient
and it is uncertain whether it is relevant in chronic epilepsy (100).

Another widely studied AED target are GABAA receptors, which exhibit significant
alterations associated with seizures (95). The GABAA receptor is a ligand-gated chloride
channel that is the main mediator of neuronal inhibition in the central nervous system
(CNS). There are several GABAA receptor subtypes characterised by different subunit
composition, regional and cellular distribution, affinity for GABA, ion channel
properties, and desensitization rates. Changes in channel composition may affect the
receptor sensitivity to benzodiazepines and barbiturates (99).

Mutations or variants affecting the genes encoding GABAA receptor subunits have
been shown to underlie a spectrum of epilepsy syndromes, including idiopathic
(genetic) generalised epilepsies, genetic epilepsy with febrile seizures, and epileptic
encephalopathies (EE). Functional consequences of these mutations include GABAA
receptor kinetics changes resulting in hyperexcitability (102-104). In addition to
genetically determined alterations, there is evidence from clinical and preclinical
studies indicating acquired GABAA alterations in status epilepticus (SE) and chronic
epilepsy. The efficacy of benzodiazepines declines as the duration of seizures increases
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(105-107). Individuals who experience SE are more likely to develop AED resistance
(108). Studies in human epileptic tissue and animal models indicate that the
mechanisms underlying the resistance to benzodiazepines could be GABAA receptor
changes, including reduced number of receptors in the target tissue and altered
subunit composition and function (109).

Drug-resistant individuals with MTLE-HS have been shown to have a reduction of
benzodiazepine-binding sites in the hippocampus greater than what could be
attributed to neuronal loss in sclerotic areas (110, 111). Furthermore, the affinity of
benzodiazepine binding has been shown to change in drug-resistant focal epilepsy,
indicating a biophysical change in GABAA receptors. [11C]flumazenil positron emission
tomography (PET) imaging in drug-resistant focal epilepsy also suggests a loss of
GABAA receptors (112, 113). These research findings indicate a deficit of
benzodiazepine-sensitive receptors in some types of DRE, in line with the target
hypothesis (109).

Studies in a rat pilocarpine model of epilepsy provide insights into the GABAA receptor
function and pharmacology in the process of epileptogenesis. In this animal model, SE
is induced using pilocarpine injections, and following a latent period animals begin to
have spontaneous seizures of temporal lobe origin. During animal SE, there is
development of rapid functional plasticity of GABAA receptors with profound reduction
of benzodiazepine efficacy (114). Experiments in single dentate granule cells from rat
brains combining patch-clamp recordings and single-cell messenger RNA (mRNA)
methods show GABAA receptor subunit expression alterations preceding chronic
seizure onset by weeks and correlating with significant changes in receptor
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pharmacodynamics (increased sensitivity to zinc blockade and decreased sensitivity to
benzodiazepines). These observations indicate that abnormalities in the expression
and function of GABAA receptors represent an important mechanism underlying
epileptogenesis (115). Importantly, GABAA receptor changes have an increased impact
in the context of other changes, such as mossy fiber sprouting. GABAA receptor
changes represent only one aspect of the complex process of DRE development (94,
115).

An important limitation of AED target studies in humans is accessing the brain tissue of
drug responders as they generally do not undergo epilepsy surgery. This is reflected,
for example, in the study by Remy et al. where the number of controls was much
smaller than the number of cases, and they differed in pathology (101). A limitation of
most studies using animal models is the lack of pre-selection of animals according to
their in vivo AED response (99). Despite some very elegant studies of sodium channel
and GABAA receptor changes in epilepsy, it is unlikely that these changes explain drug
resistance to all drugs acting on these targets, let alone other AEDs or AEDs with
multiple mechanisms of action. Most people with DRE are resistant to multiple AEDs
with a broad range of targets, suggesting that non-specific mechanisms may contribute
to drug resistance (116).

1.5.2 The multidrug transporter hypothesis

The multidrug transporter hypothesis postulates that DRE results from inadequate AED
concentrations in target tissue as a result of increased efflux via the multidrug
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transport proteins due to their modifications or increased expression. The multidrug
transporter hypothesis is built on the following premises:

-

Most AEDs are substrates of multidrug transport proteins

-

The changes in multidrug transporter proteins primarily affect epileptogenic
brain tissue, explaining the occurrence of CNS adverse effects in drug-resistant
individuals

-

Modifications or increased expression of multidrug transporter proteins are a
feature of DRE and not epiphenomena of the underlying pathology (98)

Most multidrug transport proteins belong to the ABC (adenosine triphosphate (ATP)binding cassette) superfamily and they are located on capillary endothelial cells
forming the blood-brain barrier (BBB) (97). One of the best characterised transporters
in several medical conditions is P-glycoprotein (P-gp), encoded by the ABCB1 (ATPbinding cassette subfamily B member 1) gene (117, 118). Tishler et al. observed
increased expression of P-gp mRNA in brain tissues of PWE undergoing surgery,
suggesting that insufficient penetration of AEDs to the CNS may underlie drug
resistance in epilepsy (119). This report and several subsequent studies demonstrating
overexpression of P-gp in the affected brain tissue of individuals with DRE led to the
multidrug-transporter hypothesis (95). For instance, Sisodiya et al. found increased Pgp expression in resected tissue from individuals undergoing epilepsy surgery due to
focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumours, and MTLE-HS
(120). These findings were replicated in some animal models, suggesting that
increased P-gp expression in the brain tissue is associated with decreased AED
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concentrations. P-gp inhibitors have been shown to reverse this decrease (118).
Observed differences in P-gp expression in humans may be due to genetic factors,
exposure to certain drugs, or seizures themselves (121). The genetic factors, in
particular ABCB1 polymorphisms, were explored by Hoffmeyer et al. (122). They
reported that the ABCB1 exon 26 polymorphism C3435T affects P-gp expression and
function. The TT genotype, present in 24% of the population, was associated with
significantly lower expression of P-gp and higher tissue concentration of digoxin (which
is a P-gp substrate) (122). In 2003, Siddiqui et al. reported a higher frequency of the
C3435T CC genotype (associated with increased expression) in individuals with DRE in
comparison with drug responders (123), but this has not been consistently reproduced
in further studies (14). As a result, the association between variation in ABCB1 and DRE
has been challenged in the past decade. Genetic variation in ABCB1 will be discussed in
more detail in Section 1.8.2.2.

Other assumptions underlying the multidrug transporter hypothesis have also been
challenged. Firstly, not all AEDs seem to be substrates of multidrug transporter
proteins such as P-gp. Determining whether an AED is a substrate of P-gp is not
straightforward since consensus criteria defining the P-gp substrate status have not
been established. The available evidence is not equally reliable for all AEDs and the
results from different models are often inconsistent. Furthermore, cell culture models
used to determine whether a drug is a P-gp substrate may not fully represent the
physiology in vivo. Taking all of this into account, phenytoin, phenobarbitone,
oxcarbazepine and lamotrigine have consistently been shown to be P-gp substrates
both in vivo and in vitro. Acetazolamide, carbamazepine, eslicarbazepine,
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levetiracetam, and lacosamide are probable substrates, and valproate, topiramate,
and gabapentin are possible substrates. Vigabatrin, zonisamide, and ethosuximide are
unlikely substrates (118). As a consequence, the multidrug transporter hypothesis does
not adequately explain broad AED resistance. Furthermore, the overexpression of P-gp
in DRE may only be an epiphenomenon related to frequent seizures and/or underlying
pathology, without affecting AED brain concentrations and efficacy (98).

1.5.3 The intrinsic severity hypothesis

According to the intrinsic severity hypothesis, “common neurobiological factors
underlie both epilepsy severity and drug resistance” (85). Drug resistance is therefore
an inherent property of the epilepsy related to its severity which can be described as a
continuum ranging from mild to severe (85, 94, 96, 99). The intrinsic severity
hypothesis originates from observations that high seizure frequency at disease onset is
a predictor of DRE. Both the number of seizures at onset (2, 17, 21, 36, 66, 71) and
immediately after introducing treatment have been shown to be important predictors
of drug resistance (20, 44, 58). One possible explanation of these epidemiological data
is that seizure frequency at disease onset reflects the inter-individual differences in
inherent epilepsy severity, influencing the response to AEDs (85). An alternative
explanation

could

be

that

frequent

seizures

at

presentation

trigger

a

pathophysiological process similar to kindling in animal models, resulting in DRE. This is
inherently linked to the question whether ‘seizures beget seizures’ (75). However,
symptomatic treatment following the first unprovoked seizure does not seem to
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influence the long-term prognosis, despite controlling seizures in the short term (56,
124-126). It could be argued that such findings are not supportive of a kindling-like
process, but could be in favour of the intrinsic hypothesis.

Experiments in acute seizure models show that suppression of epileptic activity by
increasing doses of AEDs can be counteracted by intensifying the excitatory stimulus
(127, 128). If the threshold for seizures is low, it may not be possible to suppress them
with a non-toxic dose of any AED, in line with the hypothesis that the factors underlyng
epilepsy severity and drug resistance may be shared (85).

While the link between high seizure frequency and drug resistance fits the intrinsic
hypothesis well, the seizure patterns in some types of epilepsy are more difficult to
explain by intrinsic severity, for example spontaneous remission in some childhood
epilepsies that appear resistant at onset, progression over time in EE, and relapse after
early remission in mesial temporal lobe sclerosis (85). In conclusion, the intrinsic
hypothesis alone does not seem to be sufficient to explain DRE.

1.5.4 Other proposed mechanisms of drug resistance in epilepsy

More recent hypotheses that have received considerable attention are the network
hypothesis and the methylation hypothesis (129). The network hypothesis is based on
the premise that repeated seizures induce alterations in the brain, including neuronal
death, gliosis, neurogenesis, axonal sprouting and synaptic reorganisation, resulting in
remodelling of the network. This new, abnormal network is less sensitive to inhibitory
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effects of endogenous antiepileptic systems and to the action of AEDs. However,
plastic changes are not found only in DRE, but also in epilepsy cases responding well to
AEDs. It is currently unclear if changes in DRE are different or more severe than in
drug-responsive epilepsy (130).

According to the methylation hypothesis, DRE is a consequence of epigenetic
modifications triggered by persistent seizures. Excessive depolarisation of the neuronal
membrane may result in persistent epigenetic changes, including deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) methylation patterns, histone modifications, and non-coding ribonucleic
acid (RNA) changes. These epigenetic processes influence gene transcription, with the
potential for persistent and dynamic regulation of neuronal gene expression. DNA
methylation can suppress gene expression by directly or indirectly affecting the
binding of sequence-specific transcription factors. Thus, epigenetic modifications may
be mediated by recurrent seizures, resulting in DRE (131). Epigenetic changes could
potentially explain observations such as discordance of monozygotic twins and
fluctuating epilepsy course seen in some individuals (55). An example of epigenetic
modifications that may potentially contribute to increased susceptibility to epileptic
seizures following an episode of epileptic activity are changes in potassium channel
subunit activity. Potassium channel subunits Kv7.2 and Kv7.3, encoded by the KCNQ2
(potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily Q member 2) and KCNQ3 (potassium
voltage-gated channel subfamily Q member 3) genes play a crucial role in the
repolarisation of neurons and raising the threshold for firing an action potential via
non-activating potassium currents (M-currents), therefore regulating neuronal
excitability (132, 133). Mutations in KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 cause benign familial neonatal
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convulsions, an autosomal dominant epilepsy occurring in neonates (134-136), and
early-onset EE (137, 138). Mucha et al. identified regulatory elements within the
KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 and showed that the transcription of both genes is facilitated by
transcription factor Sp1 (also known as specificity protein 1), and reduced by the
repressor element 1-silencing transcription factor (REST). Repression of KCNQ2 and
KCNQ3 expression by REST results in the inhibition of M-currents, causing neuronal
hyperexcitability that may contribute to chronic epilepsy (139). Neuronal expression of
REST increases as a consequence of kainate-induced seizures in animal models (140),
cerebral ischaemia (141), and inflammatory mediators (139). Thus, long-term synaptic
changes resulting from seizures may be mediated by the regulation of KCNQ2 and
KCNQ3 transcription.

Albeit not formulated as a separate hypothesis, it has been suggested that
inflammation is involved in the development of DRE as it can promote epileptic
activity. It may significantly contribute to a high seizure frequency and intrinsic
severity, but it could also be a consequence of persistent seizures (93, 142, 143).
Accumulating evidence supports the role of inflammation in different types of
epilepsies. For instance, anti-inflammatory treatments represent the standard-of-care
in specific epilepsy syndromes such as infantile spasms where prednisolone and
adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) are highly efficacious in controlling seizures.
Specific epileptic disorders such as limbic encephalitis have been associated with the
presence of antibodies directed against neuronal antigens (144). In addition, there are
data supporting an inflammatory component of the epileptogenic process in focal
epilepsies. For example, PET imaging has shown increased translocator protein 18 kDA
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(TSPO; biomarker of neuroinflammation) in individuals with temporal lobe epilepsy,
suggesting ongoing inflammation (145).

Inflammatory mediators released in the epileptic brain tissue have been reported to
significantly contribute to neuronal hyperexcitability and drug resistance in
experimental models (146). In addition to promoting local inflammation, cytokines
such as tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) can also mediate alterations in the expression
and subunit composition of neurotransmitter receptors, affecting neuronal function
and excitability (142, 143, 147, 148). For example, TNF-α has been shown to increase
the release of glutamate from microglia (149). It upregulates AMPA receptors and
causes exocytosis of AMPA receptors in hippocampal pyramidal neurons, thus
increasing the number of AMPA receptors on the neuronal surface and enhancing
glutamatergic transmission. Furthermore, it causes preferential exocytosis of
glutamate receptor 2 (GluR2) subunit-lacking AMPA receptors with changed
biophysical properties resulting in enhanced conductance and consequently increased
excitatory synaptic strength. To further enhance neuronal excitability, TNF-α also
induces endocytosis of GABAA receptors, resulting in a smaller number of surface
GABAA receptors and a decrease in inhibitory synaptic strength (150). These
observations suggest that TNF-α can regulate neuronal circuit homeostasis in a manner
that may result in drug resistance. Other examples of immune mediators that may
increase neuronal excitability and lower seizure threshold in epilepsy models include
interleukin-1β (IL-1β), interleukin-6 (IL-6), and high-mobility group box 1 (HMGB1)
(144).
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1.5.5 Links between different hypotheses of DRE

The aforementioned hypotheses of drug resistance are predicated on experimental
and clinical studies showing correlations between various factors and drug response.
However, associations alone do not permit causality to be ascribed. Studies to
determine causality of different factors in DRE are difficult to design considering the
intimate relationship between the causes and consequences of seizures (93).

The proponents of the intrinsic hypothesis argue a high seizure frequency results in
target, network and BBB alterations, which are seen as merely a reflection of the high
intrinsic severity. On the other hand, changes in the network, receptors, ion channels,
or the BBB can contribute to epileptogenesis and to intrinsic severity once epilepsy has
developed (93).

1.5.6 The role of genetic factors

Genetic factors may affect the intrinsic severity of epilepsy as well as the disease and
therapy associated alterations (Figure 1.1). Pharmacogenomics of drug resistance of
epilepsy will be discussed in section 1.8.2.
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Figure 1.1: Factors influencing individual drug response (modified from
Potschka, 2013 (93))

GENETIC
FACTORS

INDIVIDUAL
DRUG RESPONSE
DISEASE
AND THERAPY
ASSOCIATED
ALTERATIONS*

INTRINSIC
SEVERITY OF
EPILEPSY

Genetic factors may underlie the intrinsic severity of epilepsy, as well as the disease-associated
alterations. *Target and network changes, inflammation, changes to the BBB, AED metabolism
or distribution.

1.5.7 Drug resistance – an inherent property of epilepsy or a separate
condition?

The multidrug transporter hypothesis and the target hypothesis define drug resistance
in terms of neurobiological factors distinct from the epilepsy itself (96). For instance,
epilepsy may be caused by different underlying pathologies (including head trauma,
structural brain abnormalities, or ion channel mutations), but the associated AED
resistance may be a result of independent (e.g. genetic) factors (151). This view implies
that individuals with DRE and individuals who respond to AEDs constitute two separate
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categories (74) and that specific pharmacoresistance factors determine the lack of
response to AEDs (152, 153). Treatments reversing resistance mechanisms, rather than
reducing excitatory activity, could therefore lead to treatment response (96).

The intrinsic severity hypothesis on the other hand considers drug resistance as an
inherent feature of the epilepsy, rather than a consequence of specific
pharmacoresistance factors. It holds that there is a continuum of epilepsy severity,
with severe epilepsy syndromes being more challenging to treat. The development of
efficacious treatment approaches may benefit from a better understanding of the
underlying mechanisms of epilepsy severity variations (96).

1.6 Definition of genomics and pharmacogenomics

Genetics and genomics
The terms “genetic” and “genomic” are often used interchangeably; however, the
term genetic usually refers to the study of specific, individual genes and their role, and
the term genomic refers to the entire genetic material. The term genome was
conceived by Hans Winkler in 1920, combining the words “gene” and “chromosome”
to designate the complete genetic makeup of an organism (154). The concept of
genome changed and evolved in the decades that followed, from referring to “the
haploid chromosomal number”, “the total chromosomal complement”, “the set of
chromosomal genes composed of DNA”, and more recently “the totality of the DNA”
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(155). When using the term “genomic” in this work, I refer to the latter meaning. As
this work focuses on genome-wide approaches, I mostly use the term “genomic” in
further text (unless the term “genetic” is more appropriate).

Pharmacogenomics
Pharmacogenomics is the study of the relationship between genomic variation and
drug response. The mission of pharmacogenomics is to identify DNA sequence
variations

associated

with

the

variability

of

drug

pharmacokinetics,

pharmacodynamics, and adverse effects in the population. Two important objectives
of epilepsy pharmacogenomics are to expand our understanding of biological
mechanisms underlying DRE, potentially identifying new drug targets, and to find
biomarkers that could predict drug response, eventually serving to guide epilepsy
treatment (156). Biomarkers allowing stratification of PWE into potential responders
or non-responders, or those at risk of developing adverse events would transform
epilepsy clinical practice by allowing a personalised medicine approach to the
investigation and management of PWE. Identifying reliable genomic biomarkers of DRE
could lead to the implementation of genotyping at an individual level to guide
pharmacotherapy (157, 158).
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1.7 The human genome sequence and variation

1.7.1 The reference genome

The reference genome is an electronic database that contains the human DNA
sequence and serves as an approximation of the DNA of any individual and can be used
for comparison of sequencing data and other research efforts. The first draft of the
human genome was the product of The Human Genome Project (HGP). Running from
1990 to 2003, HGP mapped nearly all DNA bases (over 3 billion) using Sanger
sequencing. The human genome sequence released in 2004 was 99% complete. The
final HGP publication predicted between 20,000 and 25,000 protein-coding genes in
the human reference genome (159). However, a recent examination of seven
extensive proteomic studies estimated that the number of protein-coding genes may
be closer to 19,000 (160).

Since the completion of HGP, the reference human genome has been curated and
regularly updated by The Genome Reference Consortium (GRC). The Genome
Reference Consortium Human Build 38 (GRCh38), released in 2014, is the most recent
version. Its predecessor, GRCh37, was released in 2009 (161, 162).
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1.7.2 Genomic variation in humans

In a typical individual genome, there are 4.1 million to 5.0 million sites that differ from
the reference human genome (163). Genomic variation occurs at several levels; from
gross chromosomal abnormalities, structural variations, and indels (insertions or
deletions of bases), to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Depending on the
minor allele frequency (MAF) in the population, the genetic variants can be classified
as rare and common. Variants with MAF < 0.5% or 1% are considered rare (164, 165).
Most variants found in an individual’s genome are common in the population. Only
40,000 to 200,000 variants in a typical individual genome (1 to 4%) occur with a
frequency of less than 0.5%. However, on the population level the proportions of both
types of variants are the reverse from this, with most observed variants being rare. The
final 1000 Genomes data set contained approximately 64 million autosomal variants
with a frequency of less than 0.5%, approximately 12 million with a frequency between
0.5% and 5%, and approximately 8 million with a frequency of less than 5% (163).

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
SNPs are single nucleotide (base-pair) changes in the DNA sequence compared with
reference. SNPs are by far the most common form of variation, estimated to account
for over 95% of all sequence variation (163). The term SNV (single nucleotide variant)
is sometimes used interchangeably with SNP. Both terms denote a difference in one
base pair between individuals within a population. The term SNP implies that a variant
is common in a population, usually defined as MAF ≥ 1% (166). With SNV, there is no
implication about frequency.
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Indels
Indels describe deletions and insertions less than 50 base pairs in size (167). Indels are
estimated to account for approximately 4% of all sequence variation (163).

Copy number variations (CNVs)
CNVs are defined as structural rearrangements increasing or decreasing the DNA
content. The size of CNVs is typically defined as larger than 50 base pairs (167).
Although SNPs and short indels represent more than 99.9% of the genomic variation,
CNVs affect a larger number of bases. Approximately 2,100 to 2,500 CNVs can be
found in a typical individual genome, affecting approximately 20 million bases of DNA
(163).

Distinction between SNPs and mutations
Mutations and SNPs can be structurally equivalent; however, the term SNP is generally
used to describe common single base-pair changes, i.e. those found in at least 1% of
the population, and the term mutation refers to rare genetic variants. The arbitrary
threshold of 1% was established in preparation of the human genome sequence to
differentiate common variants (SNPs) and rare variants (mutations). The assumption
underlying this definition is that higher prevalence in the population indicates that
SNPs have neutral or beneficial effects (168-170). Since the emergence of next
generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, it has become evident that genomic
variation in the population is more complex than previously thought. The distinction
between SNPs and mutations is often not straightforward based on their frequency or
disease-causing potential alone. For example, some pathogenic mutations have been
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found in more than 1% of the population (171). SNPs can cause amino acid changes,
affect mRNA stability and the affinity for transcription factor binding, resulting in
functional consequences (172). This might explain why some SNPs are associated with
complex diseases. Conversely, many rare variants that meet the mutation definition
are not associated with disease, and some mutations are exclusively associated with
disease in certain populations (173).

1.7.3 Genomic variation and complex traits

The majority of genetic variation in the human genome is not thought to have
pathologic consequences. The challenge is to identify variants increasing risk of disease
or acting as disease modifiers. The extent to which genetic variants influence complex
traits depends on their MAF and effect size, i.e. the increase (or decrease) in risk
carried by a given variant (170). Commonly occurring variants usually have small effect
sizes, typically representing a 1.2 to 1.5-fold increase in the relative risk (RR). Genetic
variants with high effect sizes are typically very rare (examples are mutations causing
Mendelian disorders). Figure 1.2 illustrates the relationship between MAF and the
effect of genetic variants on disease risk.
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Figure 1.2: Allelic architecture of complex traits (modified from Manolio
et al., 2009 (174); Bush and Moore, 2012 (170))
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OR = odds ratio; MAF = minor allele frequency. Most of the genetic variants that have been
associated with diseases in humans lie on the diagonal between the two dashed lines. Most
variants identified in GWAS are common SNPs with small effect sizes (lower right). There are
also a few examples of common variants with large effect (upper right) influencing common
diseases, usually those that occur in old age. Mendelian mutations with large effect sizes
(upper left) are often discovered by linkage studies that focus on familial segregation. Rare
variants of small effect (lower left) are very difficult to identify by current genetic methods.

1.7.4 Genetic methods to detect genetic loci contributing to diseases

Common traits have a different underlying genetic architecture compared to rare
disorders and as a consequence, the appropriate choice of genetic methods to study
specific traits may differ. Linkage and association studies are the predominant
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strategies used to identify contributory genetic loci influencing complex phenotypes.
Linkage studies focus on familial aggregation and are suitable for identifying rare and
highly penetrant variants causing Mendelian diseases. Conversely, association studies
seek disease risk alleles at the population level. They can be conducted using a
candidate gene approach or genome-wide approach. While both linkage and
association studies have their strengths, association analyses are particularly
informative in pharmacogenomics. Whilst the candidate gene approach has proven
especially valuable in studying the genes known to influence drug pharmacokinetics,
genome-wide approaches have the potential to discover variants affecting drug
pharmacodynamics (175, 176). Examples of GWAS discoveries expanding our
understanding of inter-individual variability of drug response have been the GWAS
linking SNPs in VKORC1 (vitamin K epoxide reductase complex), the warfarin drug
target, and cytochrome P450 (CYP) genes CYP2C9 and CYP4F2 with warfarin response,
and the association of CYP2C19 genotype with the effect on platelet aggregation and
clinical response to clopidogrel (177, 178).

1.7.4.1

Linkage studies

Linkage studies are suitable for discovering rare variants with large effect sizes and
may require genotyping a relatively small number of genetic markers. Before genomewide approaches were available, linkage mapping of large families, with several
affected members, facilitated the discovery of numerous genes causing Mendelian
diseases (170). An example of a successful linkage study in epilepsy was the
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identification of SCN1A (coding for the sodium voltage-gated channel type I alpha
subunit; Nav1.1) as the causal gene for generalised epilepsy with febrile seizures plus
(GEFS+) (179, 180). Following this discovery, SCN1A was also linked to Dravet
syndrome (181). Generally, linkage mapping is unsuitable for common traits with
polygenic inheritance where multiple variants contribute to overall genetic risk, as the
effect size of each risk allele is not sufficient to be detected this way (182). However,
there are a few exceptions, including the identification of the APOE (apolipoprotein E)
locus in early onset Alzheimer’s disease (183, 184). Over the past few years, there has
been a resurgence of interest in family-based linkage analyses coupled with NGS.
Several research groups have used linkage in combination with whole-exome, wholegenome, or targeted NGS to identify new disease susceptibility genes (185). For
example, Bowden et al. recognised that the linkage signal in the Insulin Resistance
Atherosclerosis Family Study (IRASFS) originated from only a few families. They
performed targeted sequencing of the chromosome interval restricted to the lineage
peak, identifying a rare c.133G>C (p.Ala45Arg) mutation in the adiponectin gene
(ADIPOQ) (186). In the future, linkage analysis of NGS data is expected to be even more
widely used.

1.7.4.2

Candidate gene studies

Candidate gene studies focus on associations of selected gene variants and
phenotypes of interest. Identifying suitable candidate genes depends on the preexisting knowledge of their biological, pathophysiological, or functional link with the
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disorder. If the understanding of biological mechanisms for a trait are limited, this
approach will be biased. This is the case in epilepsy, where the poor understanding of
drug resistance mechanisms represents a major limitation for candidate gene studies
(187). Nevertheless, this approach has revealed the association between the human
leukocyte

antigen

HLA-B*1502

and

carbamazepine-induced

Stevens-Johnson

syndrome in people of South Asian origin and HLA-A*3101 in Caucasians (188, 189).

1.7.4.3

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS)

GWAS is a powerful approach for assessing known DNA variants across the genome to
identify genetic risk factors for common diseases or traits (170). Unlike candidate gene
analyses, GWAS do not require a priori assumptions for involved genes and
consequently have the potential for discovery of novel pathophysiological mechanisms
underlying a phenotype (190). Despite having significant limitations, such as case
selection biases, genotyping errors, and/or the potential for false-positive and falsenegative results, GWAS remain a powerful research tool for examining the genome
and providing insights into the biological pathways involved in common traits (191).

The concept of GWAS is based on the common disease-common variant hypothesis
(192, 193). The common disease-common variant hypothesis is built around the
premise that common traits are caused by genetic variants common in the population,
each causing a small increase in the disease risk. The disease risk (or effect size) carried
by an individual variant must be small in comparison to that found in Mendelian
diseases, otherwise these diseases would affect a much larger proportion of the
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population. Consequently, a single variant can explain only a small proportion of the
total phenotypic variability attributed to genetic factors (170).

GWAS were conceptualised by Risch and Merikangas in 1996 as a technique suitable to
identify risk variants with small effects that cannot be detected with linkage analysis
(194). However, the implementation of GWAS in practice followed a decade later,
when the microarray technology, required to genotype hundreds of thousands of SNPs
in large cohorts became available (195). Another important factor enabling GWAS was
the completion of the International HapMap project. The HapMap Project, initiated in
2002, identified the location and density of common SNPs and it provided information
on the haplotypes, i.e. sets of associated SNP alleles in a region of a chromosome that
are inherited together, and the SNPs that tag those regions (170). Population-specific
differences in genetic variations were catalogued. Phase I data were published in 2005,
Phase II in October 2007, and Phase III in 2010 (196-198).

The 1000 Genomes project that followed was designed to provide a reference set of
markers to allow the imputation of genotypes. The 1000 genomes project final
analysis, published in 2015, lists “88.3 million variants, including 84.4 million bi-allelic
SNVs, 3.4 million bi-allelic indels, and 60,000 structural variants (SVs) consisting of
large insertions, deletions, inversions, and multi-allelic CNVs. The final release also
included approximately 475,000 multi-allelic SNVs and indels” (164).

The haplotype information provided by the HapMap and 1000 Genomes projects has
been successfully used in GWAS (170). In most chromosomal regions there are only a
few common haplotypes accounting for most of the inter-individual variation in a
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population (196). By genotyping only the SNPs that are representative of each
haplotype (tagging SNPs), utilising the concept of linkage disequilibrium (LD; ”the
degree to which an allele of one SNP is inherited or correlated with an allele of another
SNP within a population” (170)), it is possible to capture most of the information on
the pattern of genetic variation in the region. For example, by using 250,000 to
500,000 tagging SNPs that are representative of each LD block and predicting most of
the remaining SNPs, it is possible to capture almost as much mapping information as
with several million SNPs (170, 199-201).

When the GWAS methodology first became available, scientists got the opportunity to
interrogate the entire human genome without predefined hypotheses and at levels of
resolution that had previously been unattainable (191). The first GWAS was published
in 2005, identifying the complement factor H gene as a risk factor for age-related
macular degeneration (202). In 2007, a landmark GWAS study with approximately
17,000 participants identified 24 independent association signals for seven common
diseases: bipolar disorder, coronary artery disease, Chron’s disease, hypertension,
rheumatoid arthritis, type 1 diabetes, and type 2 diabetes (195). This was followed by
several other GWAS successes in prevalent diseases with complex phenotypes. As of
August 2018, the National Human Genome Research Institute and the European
Bioinformatics Institute (NHGRI-EBI) GWAS catalog contains 3,541 unique GWAS
studies with 69,969 unique SNV-trait associations (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/).

The GWAS field is advancing rapidly, with an emphasis on larger sample sizes and
advancing technology, for example high-density genotyping arrays and NGS (203, 204).
Over the past decade, several consortia have formed to meet the large sample size
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requirements that are beyond the reach of single research groups. Increasing sample
sizes and large-scale meta-analyses will likely continue to lead to new genetic
discoveries, increasing the list of variants and genes associated with diseases and
allowing the evaluation of disease heterogeneity. GWAS using SNP array data are
increasingly being replaced with GWAS using NGS data (205). GWAS can also be
conducted using mRNA data in expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) studies.
Additionally, GWAS results can be integrated with gene expression data,
methylation/acetylation, and protein-protein interaction data (186, 204, 206, 207).

1.7.4.4

Estimating heritability from genome-wide data

The purpose of GWAS is to identify individual loci associated with a phenotype. In
GWAS of complex traits, it is common practice to estimate how much of the
phenotypic variability in the studied population can be explained by each associated
SNP, by all associated SNPs combined, and by all SNPs in the GWAS. This is then
compared with the total heritability of the phenotype estimated from pedigrees (208).

Narrow sense heritability
Heritability in the narrow sense (h2) is defined as the proportion of the total
phenotypic variance between individuals in a population due to additive effects of all
causative genetic variants (209). Heritability can range from zero (no genetic
contribution) to 100% (all phenotypic variance in the population is due to genetic
variation). Traditionally, heritability was estimated by studying pedigrees, comparing
the observed and expected phenotypic resemblance between parents and children,
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siblings, or monozygotic and dizygotic twin pairs. When estimating heritability by
comparing relatives, shared environmental factors can act as a confounder (210),
hence the need for an analysis model that specifies how much of the expected
phenotypic similarity is due to the genetic and environmental factors. For example, in
analyses of monozygotic and dizygotic twins, the phenotypic similarity attributed to
shared environment is assumed to be the same (211). By utilising genetic marker data,
more recent methods enable heritability estimation without the requirement for such
assumptions (212).

Missing heritability
For the majority of common diseases studied with GWAS, the proportion of variance
explained by genome-wide significant SNPs (h2GWS) is much less than the estimated
total heritability of the trait (h2). The gap between h2 and h2GWS is referred to as the
missing heritability (174, 204, 213). It has been posited that in the case of complex
traits, heritability is hidden rather than missing (214). Possible explanations include
rare variants with large effects, structural variation, or a large number of common
variants with individual effect sizes insufficient to reach genome-wide significance
(174, 215). The missing heritability issue triggered the development of methodology to
estimate the amount of phenotypic variance accounted for by all SNPs used in a GWAS
in conventionally unrelated individuals (see below) (209).

SNP-based heritability
SNP-based heritability (h2SNP) is the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by a
defined set of SNPs; this can be either all SNPs used in a GWAS (genotyped and
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imputed) or all genomic variants from NGS (216, 217). In complex traits caused by a
large number of variants with small effect sizes, consistent with a model of polygenic
inheritance, more of the heritability can be explained by estimating heritability from
the entire GWAS data set than just the significantly associated SNPs (h2GWS) (208).

Figure 1.3: SNP heritability explains some of the missing heritability
(modified from Witte et al., 2014 (208))

Methods to estimate h2SNP are typically applied to conventionally unrelated individuals
(216). Any random pair of unrelated individuals has common distant ancestors and
consequently shares a small amount of genomic variation. These matching variants
occur at random, i.e. they are independent. It is possible to make estimates of
heritability by comparing these genetic similarities. If individuals sharing the same
phenotype also tend to have genetic similarities, this represents evidence that
heritability is non-zero. Estimating heritability from data of unrelated individuals has
two key advantages. Firstly, as unrelated individuals are unlikely to share common
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environment, the estimates are unlikely to be confounded by common environmental
factors. Secondly, the sample sizes in GWAS analyses are significantly larger than in
pedigree studies. This approach has shed some light on the missing heritability debate.
The classic example is human height. The heritability of human height has been
estimated at 80% from pedigree studies (218, 219). By 2008, several GWAS studies had
identified approximately 50 SNPs associated with height, jointly explaining only
approximately 5% of phenotypic variance (i.e. h2GWS is 5%). Increasing the sample size
represented the opportunity to discover additional associated variants using the GWAS
design (209). Indeed, a larger 2014 study by the GIANT consortium increased the
number of loci to over 400, increasing the h2GWS estimate to 16% (220). In 2010, Yang
et al. introduced a mixed linear model approach to estimate h2SNP using GWAS data
and showed that a set of SNPs captured on a genotyping array explained 45% of
variance in height, which is a significant proportion, but still less than h2 (80%) (216). A
smaller h2SNP in comparison with h2 is expected because not all causal variants can be
perfectly tagged by SNPs on a genotyping array, and because the SNPs on the array
may not be in perfect linkage diseuqilibrium (LD) with the causal variants. More of the
variance can be explained by increasing the number of SNPs tested or by using NGS
data. However, when working with GWAS data, even the latest genotyping arrays do
not include all SNPs. Most microarrays contain only common variants (present in > 1%
population), so h2SNP does not reflect the contribution of rare SNPs and other types of
genomic variation, such as structural variants (e.g. CNVs), epigenetic effects, and a
whole host of ‘omics’ (proteomics, lipidomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, etc.)
(209, 217).
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1.8 Genomic variation and drug resistance in epilepsy

1.8.1 Evidence for the genetic basis of epilepsy

There is no consensus estimate of the heritability of epilepsy, reflecting the
heterogeneity of the condition and the variability of study designs and statistical
approaches used to measure it (221). Twin studies of epilepsy susceptibility have been
performed since the 1960s when Lennox first showed that monozygotic twins are
more likely to be concordant for epilepsy more often than expected by chance (222).
More recent epidemiological studies show significantly higher concordance rates in
monozygotic compared with dizygotic twins, indicating that genetic factors are
important in the pathogenesis of IGE (GGE), but also have a contribution in focal
epilepsies (223-227). Heritability estimates from twin studies range from 8 to 88%
(228-230). Potential reasons for the variable estimates can be attributed to the
inclusion of different epilepsy syndromes, as well as different terminology and
methodology across the studies (230).

A significant proportion of epilepsies are thought to have a genetic background. This
includes monogenic causes (familial or de novo) and epilepsies with complex or
polygenic inheritance where multiple genes, susceptibility alleles, and genetic
modifiers play a role (231, 232). A polygenic genetic architecture has generally been
associated with common epilepsies with complex patterns of inheritance, although the
actual underlying genetic risk factors have proven difficult to discover (233, 234). Due
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to the gaps in knowledge and the fact that genetic testing is not routinely applied in
epilepsy management, we do not have a reliable estimate of the proportion of
epilepsies that have a genetic underlying aetiology (235, 236). However, epidemiology
studies quantifying the genetic contribution for epilepsies have provided valuable
insights on the population level. Reliable estimates of epilepsy prevalence in relatives
of PWE have been established by the Rochester Epidemiology Project. The overall risk
of being diagnosed with epilepsy before the age of 40 is increased approximately
threefold in relatives of PWE compared with the general population. The increase in
risk is higher for idiopathic (genetic) generalised epilepsies (IGE; GGE) than for focal
epilepsies (221). In addition, we have a good understanding of the genetic structure of
epilepsy subpopulations where routine genetic screening is commonly used, for
example EE, and preliminary estimates for the frequency of some monogenic
epilepsies in the overall epilepsy population. A recent epidemiology study including
close to 6,000 adults and children reported the prevalence of Dravet syndrome and
tuberous sclerosis in the epilepsy population as 2.1% and 1.2%, respectively. The
frequency of chromosomal/monogenic causes of epilepsy (excluding Dravet syndrome
and tuberous sclerosis) was reported as 3.9% (236). There is substantial evidence that
IGE (GGE) have a significant genetic contribution. This genetic basis is thought to be
complex in most cases and monogenic in a minority. Pathogenic variants of SLC2A1 are
estimated to account for up to 1% and CNVs for approximately 3% of cases (237).

A number of genes causing or contributing to individual epilepsy syndromes have been
discovered over the past two decades (238). Wang et al. recently performed an
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extensive search of online databases and identified 977 genes associated with
epilepsy. They categorised them as follows:

-

84 epilepsy genes causing syndromes with epilepsy as the only or the most
prominent symptom

-

73 genes causing abnormalities of brain development and epilepsy

-

536 epilepsy-related genes causing syndromes with abnormalities of several
organ systems where epilepsy is one of the features

-

284 potential epilepsy genes (232)

As there is continuous progress in the identification of novel epilepsy genes, this list
may not be comprehensive.

This large base of genetic knowledge started with the discovery of a number of gene
mutations causing rare Mendelian forms of epilepsy using linkage analysis. The first
one was CHRNA4, coding for the neuronal nicotinic acethylcholine receptor subunit
alpha 4, identified in 1995 in a large Australian kindred with autosomal dominant
nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (ADNFLE) (239). Multiple other epilepsy gene
discoveries in monogenic familial epilepsies followed, mostly coding for ion channels,
including KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 in families with benign familial neonatal convulsions (134,
135), and SCN1A in GEFS+ (180). SCN1A mutations were later shown to have a wide
phenotypic spectrum, ranging from milder epilepsy disorders such as GEFS+, febrile
seizures plus (FS+), and simple febrile seizures to severe myoclonic epilepsy of infancy
or Dravet syndrome (181, 240).
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NGS technologies have accelerated the identification of disease-causing mutations
through targeted gene panels, whole exome sequencing (WES), and whole genome
sequencing (WGS). Most notably, NGS has facilitated the discovery of de novo
causative mutations in sporadic diseases. A common method to achieve this is the
comparison of exome or genome sequences of the affected individual and both
(unaffected) parents (i.e. trio analysis). The application of these methods in the
epilepsy field has helped identify pathogenic mutations in a wide spectrum of genes as
causes of EE, expanding the list of proteins and pathways involved in epilepsy
pathogenesis beyond ion channels. Some examples of epilepsy genes identified with
NGS include: de novo SCN8A (sodium voltage-gated channel alpha subunit 8)
mutations in EE and in milder phenotypes such as benign infantile seizures (241, 242),
KCNQ (potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily), previously shown to cause benign
familial neonatal convulsions (135), as a cause of early-onset EE (137, 138), de novo
mutations in HCN1 (potassium/sodium hyperpolarisation-activated cyclic nucleotidegated channel 1) in individuals with early infantile EE resembling Dravet syndrome
(243), GABRA1 (GABA type A receptor alpha1 subunit) and STXBP1 (syntaxin binding
protein 1) in individuals with SCN1A-negative Dravet syndrome (244), mutations in
SYNGAP1 (synaptic Ras GTPase-activating protein 1) in individuals with EE, absences
and myoclonic seizures, and mutations in CHD2 (chromodomain helicase DNA binding
protein 2) in EE associated with myoclonic seizures and photosensitivity (245-248).

These discoveries have significantly improved the clinical management of individuals
with specific epilepsy syndromes and provided the basis to develop targeted
treatments. The numerous rare variants in epilepsy genes that can explain epilepsy in
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selected families, however, constitute only a fraction of the heritability of common
epilepsies. As of now, the molecular basis of the majority of common epilepsies
remains elusive (232).

Gross chromosomal abnormalities, detectable by karyotyping, can also cause epilepsy.
One such example is the ring chromosome 20 syndrome (249). The frequency of CNVs
is higher in PWE, especially when epilepsy is associated with learning disability, autism,
or psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia (237, 250). CNVs have been established
as a risk factor for EE, generalised and focal epilepsies using array comparative
genomic hybridisation (aCGH) or high-density SNP and CNV arrays, providing key
insights into the genetic structure of common epilepsies. The first CNV linked with
epilepsy was the 15q13.3 microdeletion, reported in individuals with idiopathic
(genetic generalised) epilepsy (GGE) (251). Microdeletions of 15q11.2 and 16p13.11
are two additional examples of CNVs that are well established risk factors for epilepsy
(252-255).

These observations indicate that rare CNVs carrying intermediate risks may represent a
sizeable fraction of the heritability of common epilepsies. Pathogenic CNVs are
thought to be the underlying cause of epilepsy in 3 to 5% of EE cases (256, 257).
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Epilepsy GWAS

Several large GWAS studies have explored the genetic susceptibility loci of common
epilepsies. The GWAS efforts have resulted in the establishment of several
international consortia: EPIGEN (The Epilepsy Genetics Consortium), EPICURE, EMInet
(Epilepsy and Migraine Integrated Network), The ILAE Consortium on Complex
Epilepsies, and EpiPGX.

The first large-scale GWAS of GGE identified two genome-wide significant loci: 2p16.1
and 17q21.32. Analyses of subgroups revealed significant associations of the 2q22.3
locus with absence epilepsy and 1q43 with juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME). In
addition, suggestive evidence for an association was detected at 2q24.3, close to the
SCN1A gene, suggesting its role in common epilepsies (258). Another GWAS linked
MTLE-HS with febrile seizures to common variants within the locus containing SCN1A
(259). These findings were remarkable because they expanded the genetic spectrum of
SCN1A-related epilepsies from rare syndromes caused by mutations in the gene to
common epilepsies caused by common variants representing risk factors (260).

The GWAS efforts in epilepsy reached a new level with the establishment of the ILAE
Consortium on Complex Epilepsies, bringing together several consortia to investigate
common genomic variation in epilepsy. The ILAE Consortium has published two GWAS
meta-analyses. The original ILAE meta-analysis included 8,696 individuals with epilepsy
and 26,157 controls and utilised the phenotypic and genotypic data from 12 cohorts.
To allow combining the phenotypic and genome-wide association data from five sites,
investigators used standardised imputation and quality control (QC) to enable the joint
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analysis of data acquired on different genotyping platforms. Meta-analysis including all
epilepsy cases identified loci at 2q24.3 (rs6732655, c.2590-424T>A), implicating SCN1A,
and at 4p15.1, harbouring PCDH7 which encodes protocadherin 7. The association with
SCN1A further consolidated the importance of its variants as risk factors for common
epilepsies. Due to the significant overlap of samples, this GWAS is not considered a
formal replication of SCN1A associations identified in previous studies (260). In
contrast, protocadherin 7 had previously not been associated with epilepsy. Metaanalysis of the GGE subgroup identified a single signal at 2p16.1, implicating vacciniarelated kinase 2 (VRK2) or Fanconi anaemia complementation group L (FANCL). In the
sub-analysis analysis of focal epilepsy, no SNP reached genome-wide significance.
However, a SNP at 2q24.3, harbouring SCN1A (rs12987787, c.4284+591A>G) was close
to reaching genome-wide significance (261). rs12987787 is in high LD with the SCN1A
variant (rs7587026, c.-142+4684G>T) reported in the GWAS of mTLE-HS and febrile
seizures (259).

The recently published extended ILAE meta-analysis included 15,212 individuals with
epilepsy and 29,677 controls, combining the original ILAE cohort with additional 6,516
cases and 3,460 controls. As a consequence, the extended analysis does not represent
a formal replication of the original ILAE analysis. Meta-analysis including all epilepsy
cases confirmed two previously identified associations at 2p16.1, harbouring FANCL,
and 2q24.3, harbouring SCN1A. It also led to the identification of a new genome-wide
significant locus at 16q12.1, harbouring two potential candidate genes: HEAT repeat
containing protein 3 (HEATR3) and bromodomain containing protein 7 (BRD7). In
contrast with the original ILAE analysis, the locus at 2q24.3 also reached genome-wide
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significance in the analysis of focal epilepsy. In addition, the extended ILAE metaanalysis lead to the identification of 14 genome-wide significant loci associated with
GGE, 8 of which were novel, and 2 novel loci associated with MTLE-HS. In detailed
analyses of the associated loci, some signals were only significant in a single epilepsy
subtype, whereas others were suggestive of pleiotropic effects. However, since the
sample sizes in these epilepsy subtype analyses were small, the results should not be
overinterpreted. The loci with genome-wide significance from all analyses
corresponded to 146 genes in total. A scoring system with multiple criteria was used to
establish the putative risk genes for epilepsy. These were defined as the genes with the
highest score at each locus, including “seven ion-channel genes (SCN1A, SCN2A,
SCN3A, GABRA2, KCNN2, KCNAB1, and GRIK1), three transcription factors (ZEB2,
STAT4, and BCL11A), the histone modification gene BRD7, the synaptic transmission
gene STX1B, and the pyridoxine metabolism gene PNPO” (262).

The ILAE GWAS demonstrated the value of pooling all types of epilepsy in one sample,
as well as analysing sub-phenotypes. Larger sample sizes would have enabled further
analyses of epilepsy sub-phenotypes.

How to improve the yield of epilepsy GWAS?

Epilepsy GWAS performed up to date have uncovered a relatively small number of risk
variants compared to studies in other neurologic conditions. This most likely reflects a
highly heterogeneous genetic background and likely a large number of common
susceptibility alleles carrying very small risks, requiring large cohorts of tens of
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thousands of cases for definitive GWAS studies (260). Although the ILAE Consortium
meta-analysis included the largest cohort of PWE published to date, the sample size is
modest compared to those in some other complex disorders. For instance, GWAS of
schizophrenia and migraine have included cohorts of over fifty thousand cases and
identified several dozen independent risk loci (263). The recently completed GWAS of
insomnia has included in excess of 1.3 million cases and has identified 956 genes linked
to the sleep disorder (264). Importantly, epilepsies are a heterogenous group of
disorders. Analysing them as a group may have limitations in terms of discovering
genetic risks. Sub-phenotyping and performing GWAS limited to sub-syndromes may
prove more successful in the future. This approach has already proven beneficial in the
ILAE Consortium on Complex Epilepsies GWAS meta-analysis where GGE and focal
epilepsies were analysed as sub-phenotypes (261). A further dissection of epilepsy subphenotypes may be possible in the future as the epilepsy consortia accumulate
sufficiently large cohorts with well-defined phenotypes.

1.8.2 Evidence for the genetic basis of drug resistance in epilepsy

Genomic variation is thought to be at least partly responsible for differences in
response to AEDs among PWE; however, the heritability (i.e. extent of genetic
contribution) of drug resistance in epilepsy has not been quantified yet. Using family
studies to define the heritable component of phenotypic variance is much more
challenging when applied to drug response than disease susceptibility. It is usually
difficult to find pedigrees with multiple members affected with the same disease and
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well-defined drug-response phenotypes; consequently, the contribution of heritability
to the variability in drug response may be unknown (19). Epilepsy is not an exception.
Whilst there is abundant evidence for the heritability of epilepsies from twin studies,
candidate gene association studies, GWAS, and NGS approaches (223, 225, 226, 229,
230, 265), little is published on the genetic contribution to DRE. The available evidence
for the heritability of DRE comes from animal studies, twin studies, and candidate gene
association studies. Few studies have attempted to identify the genetic component of
DRE in humans as finding suitable pedigrees or twin pairs affected by epilepsy is
difficult. Generating heritability estimates in animal models is easier as it allows the
elimination of some of the variability by using the same strain, aetiology, and
controlling for environmental factors. In contrast with the small number of studies
exploring the heritability of common epilepsies in humans, there is an abundance of
candidate gene association studies and studies elucidating drug resistance in selected
epilepsy syndromes. Whole genome approaches have not been extensively utilised for
this purpose yet.

1.8.2.1

Evidence from heritability studies

One study has assessed the heritability of drug response in 37 twin pairs concordant
for epilepsy (27 monozygotic, 10 dizygotic). Twin pairs were concordant for epilepsy
type and had no antecedent environmental factors (such as brain trauma) that could
potentially contribute to their epilepsy, allowing the assumption that their shared
genetic predisposition was most likely the underlying cause of epilepsy. Clinical
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outcomes of epilepsy were defined as seizure presence or absence in the year
preceding the study assessment and epilepsy severity was assessed by a neurologist on
a scale of 1 to 6, where 1 was remission and 6 was severe DRE. A high correlation for
clinical outcome and severity of epilepsy was observed in twin pairs (0.62 for all twin
pairs combined; 95% CI 0.42, 0.80), with no difference between the monozygotic and
dizygotic twin pairs. The high correlation in clinical outcome was consistent across the
different epilepsy syndromes and concordant outcomes were observed even with
discordant treatments. This study thus failed to demonstrate that the clinical outcome
is determined by genetic factors distinct from those determining susceptibility to the
disease. Considering the predominance of GGE in the sample, it is possible that the
epilepsy genetic susceptibility shared by twins contributed substantially to the clinical
outcome (266). Nevertheless, the study was small and its results do not mean a role
for genetic factors in drug resistance can be discounted. Experiments in animal models
of focal symptomatic epilepsy indicate DRE could have a genetic component. Löscher
et al. discovered that it was possible to select phenytoin responders and nonresponders from a population of amygdala-kindled outbred Wistar rats. In contrast to
responders, non-responders did not show any significant increase of after-discharge
threshold following an intraperitoneal application of phenytoin. They showed that the
response to phenytoin did not depend on the plasma level differences, kindling
parameters, or electrode placement, but appeared to be an inherent property of the
selected rats (267). An attempt to reproduce these results in Sprague-Dawley rats was
unsuccessful (268). Cramer et al. compared five different inbred rat strains. Even
though inbred strains are more genetically homogenous than outbred strains, they
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demonstrated within-strain differences in response to phenytoin (269). Overall, animal
data provide limited support for a genetic contribution to DRE.

1.8.2.2

Evidence from studying individual genes/syndromes

An extensive body of epilepsy pharmacogenomics studies has been published to date,
mostly utilising candidate gene approaches. A large number of variants in different
genes have been proposed to contribute to DRE. In a recent review, Balestrini and
Sisodiya proposed a working classification of the genetic factors influencing drug
resistance

according

to

the

mechanisms

affected

by

genetic

variation:

pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and gene mutations capable of causing
epilepsy (14).

i)

Genetic factors influencing AED pharmacokinetics

Pharmacokinetics refers to the absorption, bioavailability, distribution,
metabolism, and excretion of drugs. The onset, duration, and intensity of
the effect of a drug are determined by its pharmacokinetics (270). Two
processes have received considerable attention in relation to AEDs:
metabolism with microsomal CYP enzymes and transport across the BBB
which can both affect the response to AEDs in the population. The oxidation
of several AEDs is catalysed by one or more of the CYP enzymes. The
variability in the metabolism is the result of the presence of many CYP
isoenzymes and polymorphisms in their coding genes (271). The first study
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showing an association of genetic polymorphisms with metabolism of an
AED was published in 1998 by Mamiya et al. They showed that
polymorphisms in genes encoding drug-metabolising enzymes CYP2C9 and
CYP2C19 influenced phenytoin doses used clinically (272). Since then it has
been firmly established that CYP2C9 polymorphisms are a significant
determinant of the phenytoin metabolism rate (273, 274). The CYP2C9
enzyme accounts for approximately 90% of phenytoin metabolism (273,
275, 276). Two CYP2C9 haplotypes are associated with poor metabolism of
phenytoin: CYP2C9*2 (rs1799853, c.430C>T, p.Arg144Cys) and CYP2C9*3
(rs1057910, c.42614A>C, p.Ile359Leu). Individuals with these variants have
a significantly higher risk of experiencing adverse drug reactions with
phenytoin therapy (277-279). It has been shown that the CYP2C9*3 allele is
associated with an approximately 50 mg lower maximum phenytoin dose
compared with wild-type homozygotes in regular usage in a series of
individuals with epilepsy (274).

There are preliminary data showing that the metabolism of the following
drugs is influenced by polymorphisms of genes coding for their
corresponding major metabolising enzymes:
- carbamazepine - CYP3A4 gene and epoxide hydroxylase 1 gene (EPHX1)
polymorphisms
- clobazam - CYP2C19 gene polymorphisms
- lamotrigine - uridine diphosphateglucuronosyl transferase gene
polymorphisms
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- phenobarbital - CYP2C19 gene polymorphisms
- valproate - CYP2C9, CYP2A6 and CYP2B6 gene polymorphisms
- zonisamide - CYP2C19 gene polymorphisms (14, 280).
Most of the aforementioned associations were established by studying drug
levels and toxicity, with only a few exceptions where the association with
drug response was determined. For instance, while the association of
CYP2C9 haplotypes with phenytoin toxicity has been well established, much
less research has been done on the association of CYP2C9 variants with
drug resistance. Two studies have suggested a role of CYP2C9
polymorphisms in DRE (281, 282); however, such results need to be
interpreted

with

caution.

A

recent

study

showed

that

EPHX1

polymorphisms influence plasma carbamazepine levels, but no association
with drug response to carbamazepine was shown. The plasma level of
carbamazepine was not associated with carbamazepine response (280).

In summary, the relationship between the variation in genes encoding the
main AED metabolising enzymes and the metabolism, levels, toxicity, and
response to individual AEDs is complex. Since AEDs are metabolised via a
number of different enzymes, it is unlikely that any single CYP or other
variant would completely explain DRE.

Another important aspect of pharmacokinetics is AED transport across the
BBB via ATP-dependent transport proteins (multidrug transport proteins);
located on capillary endothelial cells forming the BBB. Multidrug transport
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proteins are members of the ABC superfamily. According to the multidrug
transporter hypothesis, drug resistance results from inadequate AED
concentration in the target tissue as a result of increased efflux via the
multidrug transport proteins due to their modifications or increased
expression (98). The most extensively studied transporter across medical
conditions is P-gp, encoded by the ABCB1 gene (117). Tishler et al. found an
increased expression of P-gp mRNA in resected brain tissue of 11 out of 19
PWE who underwent epilepsy surgery. The variability in P-gp expression
may be due to genetic variation, environmental factors, or both (119).
There is a high number of polymorphisms in the ABCB1 gene, with over 800
variants described to date, some of which alter the expression of the
multidrug transporter (122, 283-285). The c.3435C>T (rs1045642)
polymorphism is the most widely investigated. Siddiqui et al. observed
increased expression of P-gp in individuals with the rs1045642 CC genotype,
associated with DRE (123). While some studies replicated this finding (286289), others either found a reverse association (290, 291), or no association
(292-294). Contrary findings prompted several meta-analyses, mostly with
negative results (295, 296). However, two recent meta-analyses including
8,604 cases from 30 studies and 8,331 cases from 23 studies, respectively,
identified a significant correlation between the ABCB1 rs1045642 CC
genotype and DRE in Caucasian, but not Asian populations (297, 298).
Another meta-analysis including 734 cases from 13 studies in Caucasian and
Asian populations found an association between the TT genotype and drug
resistance (299). Meta-analyses highlighted several difficulties when
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comparing different studies, including different definitions of DRE. Some
studies used stratification by epilepsy syndrome or seizure type, whereas
others did not. Various studies included different uses of AEDs
(monotherapies, combination therapies). Some AEDs, for example
valproate, are not P-gp substrates. The use of valproate in a significant
proportion of individuals in studies may have confounded the results of
some meta-analyses, making it difficult to accurately determine whether
the rs1045642 polymorphism is truly correlated with DRE (298, 299). In
addition, the effect of a single polymorphism could be modified by variants
in other genes and the environment. In conclusion, various analyses have
resulted in contradictory conclusions regarding the relationship between
C3435T and other ABCB1 polymorphisms and DRE. The link between ABCB1
polymorphisms and DRE thus remains unertain (14).

ii)

Genetic factors influencing AED pharmacodynamics

Pharmacodynamics refers to the target binding, effects on the target, and
chemical interactions of a drug at its site of action. Structural of functional
changes at the site of action, resulting in altered pharmacodynamics, can be
the cause of drug resistance. Alterations of AED targets, including ion
channels and neurotransmitter receptors, can be genetically determined
(300). To my knowledge, all genetic variants influencing pharmacodynamics
are also genetic causes of epilepsy; I will thus discuss them in the next
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section.

iii)

Gene mutations capable of causing epilepsy

There are several examples of rare genetic forms of epilepsy where the
causative mutation also determines drug resistance. Perhaps the most wellknown example are mutations in SCN1A gene encoding Nav1.1 which is a
key player in action potential generation and propagation in neurons.
Missense mutations in SCN1A commonly result in a mild phenotype (e.g.
GEFS+) with seizures that are easily controlled by AEDs. In contrast,
truncation mutations or missense mutations affecting the channel pore
region cause a severe disturbance in protein function resulting in Dravet
syndrome (severe myoclonic epilepsy of infancy), characterised by drug
resistance as one of its main features. Loss of function of Nav1.1. in Dravet
syndrome results in reduced sodium current and consequently reduced
neuronal excitability, so an epilepsy phenotype would not be expected
(240, 301). Studies in a mouse model of Dravet syndrome have provided
initial insights into the neurobiological changes associated with the loss of
one copy of Scn1a. They helped establish that the mutant sodium channel
subunits

are

expressed

predominantly

in

GABA-ergic

inhibitory

interneurons. Consequently, reduced sodium current density and impaired
neuronal excitability is observed in hippocampal inhibitory interneurons,
but not excitatory neurons, leading to the prevailing hypothesis that
impaired GABA-mediated inhibition leads to network hyperexcitablity and
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seizures in Dravet syndrome (302, 303). Sodium channel blockers (which
bind to the α-subunit of the voltage-gated sodium channel) decrease the
sodium current in the inhibitory interneurons even further, resulting in
seizure worsening (304). Importantly, some studies in human-derived
induced pluripotent stem cells have not provided supporting evidence for
an interneuron-specific decrease in excitability, suggesting that the
mechanisms underlying seizures and drug resistance are more complex
than previously thought (305). Changes in sodium currents and neuronal
excitability may depend on the specific SCN1A mutation and several
modifying factors such as the individual’s genetic background and
developmental stage (306). Nevertheless, understanding the underlying
mechanism of seizures has enabled better clinical management which
includes avoiding AEDs that exacerbate seizures, such as carbamazepine,
and prioritising clobazam, valproate, stiripentol, topiramate, and the
ketogenic diet (307). The new insights have also facilitated the exploration
of targeted treatments such as cannabidiol (approved by the FDA in 2018
(308)) and fenfluramine which has recently shown clinically meaningful
seizure improvements in open label studies and case series (309-311).
Fenfluramine is not yet available on the market. A Phase 3 study comparing
fenfluramine with placebo has recently been completed, but the results
have not been published yet (312).

Since common variants around SCN1A have been identified as risk factors
for a wide range of common epilepsies (259, 261), it is possible that
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variation in the SCN1A gene could also be associated with drug resistance in
common epilepsies. Considering that multiple AEDs target sodium channels,
investigating the SCN1A gene variation in relation with the clinical response
could lead to important insights in DRE (313). Several studies have explored
the association of SCN1A SNPs with drug resistance. Tate et al. explored the
haplotype-tagging SNPs in SCN1A and reported the association of the
rs3812718 (c.603-91G>A) genotype with the maximum dose of phenytoin
and carbamazepine in regular usage in PWE (274). This SNP is located in a
splice donor site which determines the alternative splicing of exon 5
encoding a voltage sensor domain of the sodium channel (274, 314). The
association of serum phenytoin levels at maintenance dose and rs3812718
genotype was detected in a second study in a Chinese population (315).
However, a further study in Austrian individuals did not replicate these
findings (316). One study in a Japanese population has found an association
of the AA genotype with the lack of response to carbamazepine (317);
whereas several other studies in a range of populations did not succeed to
replicate the association between the rs3812718 SNP and drug resistance
to carbamazepine, oxcarbazepine, and multiple AEDs (280, 318-322). One
study found a marginally statistically significant association between a
different SCN1A SNP, rs10188577 (c.265-699A>G), genotype and drug
resistance (322). Margari et al. explored the association of 14 SCN1A SNPs
(located both in exons and non-coding areas) with drug resistance in a
paediatric epilepsy cohort. Three intronic SNPs (but none of the exonic
SNPs) were statistically significantly associated with treatment outcomes
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(rs6730344, c.3430-9985G>T; rs6732655, c.2590-424T>A; rs10167228,
c.2044-168A>C) (313). Of note, rs6732655 was also found to be an epilepsy
risk factor in the ILAE GWAS of genetic determinants of common epilepsies
(261).

While the mechanism of drug resistance in monogenic epilepsy syndromes
caused by SCN1A mutations is at least to some extent explained, the
relationship between SCN1A polymorphisms and drug resistance in
common epilepsies appears to be more complex. There is limited support
for the role of rs6730344, rs10167228, rs3812718, and rs6732655 in DRE, at
least in some populations. These SNPs are intronic, potentially resulting in
splice site alterations and changes in the protein (313, 320). More research
is needed to establish whether the variation around SCN1A affects drug
resistance in the general epilepsy population.

Another extensively studied example of a gene causing epilepsy and drug
resistance is SLC2A1 (solute carrier family 2 member 1). Mutations of the
gene result in glucose type 1 transporter (GLUT-1) deficiency and
consequently impaired transport of glucose across the BBB which affects
brain development and function (323). Individuals with GLUT-1 deficiency
have low CSF and brain glucose presenting with a variety of phenotypes
including myoclonic-astatic epilepsy, early childhood refractory absence
epilepsy, rarely juvenile absence epilepsy, and paroxysmal exercise-induced
dyskinesia (324, 325). The severity of the phenotype depends on the extent
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of the reduction of the GLUT-1 transporter function (326, 327); however,
genotype-phenotype correlations are not clean-cut or easy to establish.
Individuals with the same mutation may exhibit phenotypic heterogeneity
in terms of the range and severity of clinical symptoms, allowing the
possibility of genetic modifiers influencing the phenotype (328). Epilepsy
associated with GLUT-1 deficiency is resistant to classic AEDs, but amenable
to treatment with the ketogenic diet, which generates ketones replacing
glucose and restoring brain energy metabolism (329). GLUT-1 deficiency
syndrome is a great example of how understanding the underlying cause
enables personalised treatment.

There are a few other examples of epilepsy syndromes where the
underlying gene abnormality at leaset partially explains drug resistance to
conventional AEDs and where precision therapy might be implemented to
treat epilepsy. These include the use of mTOR (mammalian target of
rapamycin) inhibitors in epilepsy associated with tuberous sclerosis (330)
and the potential use of memantine in individuals with EE due to GRIN2A
(glutamate NMDA receptor subunit 2A) mutations (331).

Mutations in the above listed genes explain resistance to individual or multiple AEDs in
a few rare genetic epilepsy syndromes. In these syndromes, the mutations causing
epilepsy also likely contribute to drug resistance, which would be consistent with the
intrinsic hypothesis. However, the phenotypic heterogeneity frequently seen in
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monogenic epilepsy syndromes allows for the possibility of genetic or other modifiers
affecting both the seizure severity and drug resistance (96). These modifiers could be
either syndrome-specific or acting across a broader spectrum of epilepsies.

1.8.2.3

Evidence from genome-wide approaches

Severe mutations in genes like SCN1A are rare, but it is possible that common variation
in these genes could partially explain drug resistance in common epilepsies (92). GWAS
have the potential to help elucidate this. GWAS studies in the field of epilepsy have
mainly focused on identifying common susceptibility loci conferring an increased
epilepsy risk (332). With increased collaboration among scientific groups enabling
larger sample sizes, better exploration of drug response with GWAS approaches is
becoming feasible. However, as of now, only one GWAS focussing on drug response
has been published. Speed et al. reported a GWAS comparing responders and nonresponders in a prospective cohort of newly-diagnosed PWE. Suggestive evidence for
association with response to AEDs was found for the following loci: 6p12.2, 9p23 and
15q13.2. The authors argued that any individual common variant is unlikely to explain
more than 4.4% of the variation in the treatment outcomes in newly-diagnosed
epilepsy (333). There are no published GWAS on drug resistance in chronic epilepsy.
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1.9 Rationale to study the genetic basis of drug resistance

Genomic medicine is transforming the field of epilepsy. Large-scale international
collaborations and progress in sequencing technology have enabled the exploration of
the genetics of common and rare epilepsies, explaining the aetiology in an increasing
proportion of PWE (334). So far, the field has been most successful in establishing the
genetic causes of EE, but there have also been novel gene discoveries in common
epilepsies. For example, NGS have recently expanded our knowledge of the genetic
causes of familial focal epilepsies and IGE (335). GWAS of common epilepsies suggest a
complex genetic architecture, with several loci, each carrying a low disease
susceptibility risk (261). There is still potential for novel discoveries in all epilepsies
using both approaches, GWAS as well as NGS. Both approaches will continue to benefit
from large international collaborative efforts, allowing pooled analyses of large cohorts
with well-defined phenotypes.

The rationale to study the genetic basis of drug resistance in general epilepsies is
supported by the following existing knowledge:

-

Drug resistance is a major unmet medical need in epilepsy, representing a
problem that is both difficult to predict in an individual and difficult to manage
(156).
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-

DRE occurs across the whole spectrum of AEDs and epilepsies, regardless of the
underlying aetiology, implying that it could be driven by a non-specific
mechanism (116).

-

Albeit limited, combined evidence from animal models and studies in
individuals with epilepsy provides sufficient support for a genetic basis of DRE.
Increased risk for DRE may be the consequence of genetic variation in genes
coding for proteins involved in drug pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and
genes that (when mutated) cause epilepsy. So far, efforts to establish specific
pharmacogenomic markers of DRE have produced less robust or conflicting
findings needing further validation, for example variation in genes encoding
drug transporters and AED targets (14).

-

There is a significant unmet need for genomic markers of DRE to guide epilepsy
management.

GWAS is a valid method to explore the genetic basis of DRE for the following reasons:

-

The GWAS experimental design is well suited to explore common genomic
variation.

-

It is reasonable to assume that DRE could potentially be caused by common
genomic variation, considering that drug resistance is a common trait in the
epilepsy population, affecting approximately 30% of PWE (20, 28, 43).
Furthermore, since variants in genes mediating drug response are not expected
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to be subject to selection pressure, functionally important variants may be
common in the population (19).
-

In the field of epilepsy, the GWAS approach has already resulted in discoveries
impacting patient care, most notably the risk alleles associated with severe
adverse drug reactions to AEDs (336). Similarly, the GWAS approach has the
potential to provide insights into the prognosis of epilepsy.

-

The unbiased nature of GWAS allows the exploration of DRE without the
limitation to known pathways which have been extensively studied using
candidate approaches.

Potential positive GWAS outcomes might contribute to the understanding of the
molecular basis of DRE. Better understanding of DRE could facilitate targeted or
precision therapies to address the neurochemical deficits leading to resistant seizures
in an important subset of PWE (337-339). Rare successful examples of targeted
molecular therapies to treat extremely resistant epilepsy syndromes have already
attracted significant interest and enthusiasm from the epilepsy community (311).
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1.10 Aims and hypotheses

The aim of this work is to explore the genetic contribution to DRE and identify
common genomic variants associated with drug resistance in epilepsy of any aetiology.
The identification of such variants could have two potential implications:

i)

Pointing to novel biological pathways, increasing our understanding of DRE

ii)

A variant highly associated with DRE could be useful as a biomarker to predict
the outcome early in the disease course

This work has one principal research question:
Does common genomic variation contribute to drug resistance in epilepsy, regardless
of the epilepsy type?

The following hypotheses were tested:

Hypothesis 1:
Common genomic variants are associated with drug resistance in common epilepsies.

To test Hypothesis 1, I performed a GWAS analysis comparing individuals with DRE and
individuals with drug-responsive epilepsy (GWAS1).
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Hypothesis 2:
Identified variants are determinants of drug response rather than epilepsy
susceptibility variants.

To test Hypothesis 2, I performed an additional GWAS analysis comparing individuals
with DRE and healthy individuals (GWAS2). If Hypothesis 2 is accurate, the loci
identified in GWAS1 will not be replicated in GWAS2.

Hypothesis 3:
Drug resistance in epilepsy has a polygenic inheritance component.

To test Hypothesis 3, I performed a SNP heritability analysis, using the data from
GWAS1. The heritability analysis explores the joint contribution of all variants included
in the GWAS analysis of drug resistance.
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CHAPTER 2: ESTABLISHING A PHENOTYPIC DATABASE OF DRUG
RESPONSE IN EPILEPSY

2.1 Introduction

As stated in the preface, I completed this work as part of collaborative, European
Commission 7th Framework funded project: EpiPGX (Epilepsy Pharmacogenomics:
delivering biomarkers for clinical use). This was an extensive effort with contributions
from numerous researchers. The full list of researchers is provided in the preface and
my contribution is outlined in Table 1.

In this chapter, I outline the EpiPGX organisation and scope of work, focussing on the
procedures for case selection for the GWAS and heritability analyses. I describe the
results of the phenotyping work and the cohorts available for analyses. Lastly, I discuss
the relevance and the impact of the chosen case definitions.

2.1.1 DRE definitions

Appropriate phenotype definitions and classification of cases and controls are of key
importance in GWAS, particularly when cohort sizes are restricted. The analysis should
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involve a representative sample of cases and controls to increase the likelihood of
detecting a relevant signal and to eliminate potential confounding factors (340).

Defining drug resistance in epilepsy has been challenging, reflecting the complex and
diverse course of the disorder. Before the ILAE proposed a unified concept of DRE in
2010, no consensus definition existed and drug resistance was defined differently
across studies, making comparisons difficult. Definitions used in large studies of
epilepsy outcomes before 2010, as well as the ILAE definition, are summarised in Table
2.1.

Table 2.1: DRE definitions used in studies of epilepsy outcomes
Reference

Arts et al., 1999 (20)
Berg et al., 2001 (21)

Dlugos et al., 2001 (23)
Camfield and Camfield, 2003
(22)
Kwan and Brodie, 2004 (84)
ILAE definition
Kwan et al., 2010 (26)

Definition

“Failure to be ≥ 3 months seizure-free at 6 months
after diagnosis”
“The failure or lack of seizure control with ≥ 2 firstline AEDs with an average seizure frequency ≥ 1
seizure/month for 18 months and no more than 3
consecutive months seizure-free during that
interval”
“Failure to be ≥ 6 months seizure-free at 2 years
after diagnosis”
“An average of ≥ 1 seizures in each 2-month period
during the last year of follow-up, despite treatment
with at least 3 AEDs as monotherapy or
polytherapy”
“DRE is defined as < 1 year of seizure freedom
despite treatment with at least 2 AEDs”
“A failure of adequate trials of 2 tolerated,
appropriately chosen and used AED schedules
(whether as monotherapy or in combination) to
achieve sustained seizure freedom”
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Berg and Kelly applied the definitions mentioned above (apart from the ILAE)
prospectively in a de novo cohort of 613 children. Absolute agreement between any
two definitions was above 0.80, but there were discrepancies in the kappa statistics
(“agreement after correcting for agreement expected by chance alone”). Importantly,
all definitions correlated well with the likelihood of a two-year and five-year remission
at the last follow-up (52). The ILAE definition has been validated against the Berg,
Kwan and Brodie, and Camfield and Camfield definitions in a recent study by TellezZenteno et al. The ILAE definition was found to be reliable (inter-observer kappa score
0.77) and correlated well with the three older DRE criteria which retain their clinical
significance. The differences in the proportion of the population classified as having
DRE using the four definitions were not statistically significant (341). In conclusion,
different DRE definitions seem to capture the resistant population well. As stated by
Berg and Kely in the conclusion of their work, having a choice of several definitions of
DRE is not necessarily a negative thing as it is unlikely that a single definition of DRE
will suit all purposes. Depending on the research purpose, one definition may be more
appropriate than another, or sometimes a slight modification (which the ILAE
framework allows) may be required (26, 52).

The main advantage of the ILAE definition, in addition to providing consensus, is that it
allows an early diagnosis of drug resistance in clinical settings and it has been widely
used in studies of epilepsy outcomes over the past years (341-345). However, it is less
readily applicable in some types of studies, for example clinical trials of new
investigational drugs and pharmacogenomic studies.
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Early phase pharmaceutical trials of novel AEDs are almost without exception
conducted in individuals with DRE; however, the way this population is defined is
usually guided by the design and the ethical imperative to include only individuals who
have the potential to benefit from experimental treatments. Typically, at least two to
eight seizures per month over a period of a few weeks (often eight) is required, as well
as having failed a minimum of two to three AEDs. Sometimes an additional criterion
requiring “no continuous 21-day seizure-free periods” is added (330, 346-351). These
criteria are tailored to the design that usually includes a few weeks of screening during
which the baseline seizure frequency can be assessed.

Similarly, epilepsy pharmacogenetic and pharmacogenomic studies often tailor the
DRE criteria to increase the probability of demonstrating efficacy, resulting in a
multitude of definitions in the published literature. Often, these are based on the
criteria proposed by Siddiqui et al., requiring a minimum of four seizures over a period
of 12 months despite treatment with more than three AEDs (123). The number of AED
trials required by different authors may vary from two to four (123, 352, 353). Other
definitions used in these studies may require higher seizure frequencies, for instance
one seizure per month or ten seizures over a period of 12 months (352, 353). The use
of the ILAE definition in pharmacogenomic studies published prior to 2015 was rare,
but has been increasing in the past three years, although it is still less common than
variations of the Siddiqui et al. definition (294, 313, 353-355). Drug responsiveness is
almost without exception defined as one year of seizure freedom (123, 352, 353), in
contrast with the ILAE proposal recommending either “seizure freedom for 12 months,
or for a minimum of three times the longest pre-intervention inter-seizure interval,
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whichever is longer” (26). This may be due to the often retrospective phenotypic data
collection where the exact intervals between seizures may not be readily available.

2.1.1.1

Addressing pseudo-resistance

Uncontrolled seizures due to factors other than DRE are often referred to as pseudoresistance. Before determining the outcome of epilepsy as drug resistance, it is
important to consider potential causes of pseudo-resistance, including (but not limited
to): poor adherence, other conditions with symptoms mimicking seizures (e.g. NES),
inappropriate medication for the epilepsy or seizure type, and insufficient dose of the
correct medication (356, 357). The latter category also includes situations where
suboptimal seizure control is accepted to balance the benefits, risks, lifestyle issues,
and personal preferences. In some individuals, complete seizure control cannot be
achieved without unacceptable adverse effects (358). Rarely, treatment with the most
efficacious AED for the condition may not be appropriate due to the potential risks. For
example, valproate remains one of the most efficacious AEDs to treat some types of
epilepsy, such as CAE and JME (359-361), but it is associated with higher rates of
congenital malformations and developmental disorders as a result of intrauterine
exposure than other AEDs (362-365). In 2014, the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellene (NICE) published a guideline recommending to avoid valproate use in
pregnancy (366). More recently, the CMDh (Coordination Group for Mutual
Recognition and Decentralised Procedures), a medicines regulatory body representing
the European Union, and the EMA (European Medicines Agency) endorsed more
stringent measures. According to the new requirements, “valproate should not be
used in pregnancy unless the woman has a form of epilepsy that is unresponsive to
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other AEDs”, and it “should not be prescribed to women of child-bearing potential who
are not enrolled in a pregnancy prevention programme” (367). As for some women
valproate may be the only AED that controls their seizures, switching to a different
AED due to pregnancy planning or pregnancy may mean accepting suboptimal seizure
control (368).

Other situations where drug response may be challenging to ascertain include
provoked and reflex seizures. Provoked seizures are seizures that are associated with
provoking external factors. These include fever, sleep deprivation, and menstrual cycle
changes. In clinical practice it may be difficult to establish the causal association
between the seizure and the external factor with certainty and thus determine
whether a seizure was provoked or a result of AED failure. The same may be true for
reflex seizures which are epileptic events precipitated by external stimuli (e.g. light
flashes), internal mental processes, or both (369, 370).

According to the ILAE DRE definition, potential causes of pseudo-resistance have to be
considered when determining the outcome of individual AED trials. For the trial to be
informative, the AED has to be “appropriate for the epilepsy and seizure type” and
“applied at adequate dosage”. Consequently, seizures that occur in the context of nonadherence are not considered a sign of drug resistance. The ILAE framework does not
specifically address situations where suboptimal seizure control is accepted by the
affected individual due to lifestyle reasons, safety, or tolerability. Provoked seizures
are interpreted as AED failure and reflex seizures are not mentioned (26).
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2.1.2 Consistency of data entry and classification in multicentric studies

Agreeing on and carefully applying definitions is especially important in international
multicentric studies. Regardless of the definitions used, there may be cross-centre
diversity of practice and interpretation. Definitions of DRE usually do not include
instructions on how to classify an AED trial as adequate, how to interpret the
outcomes of AED trials after epilepsy surgery, when to consider an individual nonadherent to medication, etc. As a consequence, classification of cases can depend
heavily on the interpretation. Such challenges should be expected and managed to
allow reliable classification of phenotypes.

2.1.3 Aim of the phenotyping work

The aim of phenotyping within EpiPGX was to provide reliably classified cases for
GWAS studies, including the drug resistance GWAS. Establishing a collection of DNA
samples linked with a database of phenotypic data was a prerequisite to allow
meaningful genomic analyses.

2.2 The EpiPGX Consortium
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The EpiPGX Consortium (referred to as the Consortium in further text) was established
in 2011, with the aim to identify genomic markers of epilepsy treatment response to
improve and guide epilepsy treatment.

2.2.1 EpiPGX sites

The following centres are part of the Consortium: UCL, ULB, IGG, EKUT, SEIN, UKB,
RCSI, HSCT, deCODE, UL, UMCU, ULIV, Imperial, UGLA, GABO:mi (full names are
provided in the Statement of contribution section).

2.2.2 Scope of work

The Consortium addresses several aspects of epilepsy pharmacogenomics, including:
i)

Early and late response to AEDs

ii)

Drug resistance

iii)

Adverse drug reactions of AEDs

iv)

Developmental malformations caused by specific AEDs

The scientific work is organised into ten work packages (WP). Each WP has a leading
centre and a varying number of collaborating parties. The work on each WP focusses
either on one of the epilepsy pharmacogenomics aspects, or activities that feed into all
other WP (see Table 2.2). The EC funding started in November 2011 and finished in
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October 2015. The Consortium is still active and analyses of the data continue to this
date.

Table 2.2: EpiPGX WP
WP

WP01
WP02
WP03
WP04
WP05
WP06
WP07
WP08
WP09
WP10

Scope of work

Characterisation of pharmacogenomic phenotypes and
phenotype quality assurance
Genome-based biomarkers of early treatment response
in newly-diagnosed epilepsy
Genome-based biomarker discovery for resistance to
multiple AEDs
Genome-based biomarker discovery for late response to
specific AEDs
Genome-based biomarker discovery for specific ADRs
Genome-based biomarker discovery for valproate
teratogenesis
Core analytic and bioinformatic processing
Development of diagnostic tests and in silico database
Project Management
Dissemination and Training

Leading site
ULB

ULIV
UCL
EKUT
RCSI
BHSCT
UL
deCODE
GABO:mi
UCL

Shortly following its establishment, the Consortium generated detailed consensus
phenotype definitions relating to different aspects of epilepsy pharmacogenomics and
a corresponding project-specific case record form (CRF). The CRF formed the basis for a
centralised electronic phenotypic database enabling direct entry and sharing of the
data across the sites. Parallel to these efforts, there was ongoing recruitment of
individuals with epilepsy to establish a collection of DNA samples linked with the
phenotypic database. PWE were recruited across all clinical EpiPGX sites. DNA samples
were shipped to DeCODE for SNP-genotyping and WES. GWAS and other analyses to
identify biomarkers associated with pre-defined epilepsy pharmacogenomic
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phenotypes started soon after the genotype data became available. The present work
is part of WP03 which focuses on broad AED resistance. The methods for phenotypic
collection in WP03 are described in detail below.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Ethics

All study participants provided written, informed consent for genetic analyses. Local
institutional review boards reviewed and approved study protocols at each
contributing site (see Appendix 5). This work was undertaken in accordance with
national and international regulations listed in Appendix 5. The EpiPGX project was
also guided by an Ethics Advisory Board consisting of three expert ethicists,
representing legal, philosophical, and social aspects of ethical issues in genetics, one
rotating scientific advisory board member, and one rotating EpiPGX WP leader. The
Ethics Advisory Board ensured a high standard of ethics was maintained in the overall
pursuit of the project.
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2.3.2 Recruitment and inclusion criteria

Individuals with epilepsy were recruited from clinical centres in the UK, Ireland,
Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, and Italy, as outlined in Table 2.3. They had to meet
the following inclusion criteria:

1. Diagnosis of epilepsy
2. Written informed consent (or assent where appropriate) signed by the
individual or their legal representative
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Table 2.3: EpiPGX recruiting centres
EpiPGX site Recruiting centre

Ancestry

UCL

British

ULB
IGG
EKUT
SEIN
UKB
RCSI
UMCU
ULIV
UGLA

Outpatient Epilepsy Clinics at the Department of
Clinical and Experimental Epilepsy (DCEE), National
Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery (NHNN),
London
Epilepsy Clinics at UZ Gasthuisberg, Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, and Hôpital Erasme, Université
Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels
Outpatient Epilepsy Clinics at Instituto Giannina
Gaslini, Genova
Outpatient Epilepsy Clinics at the University Hospital
Tübingen
Tertiary Referral Center for Epilepsy at Stichting
Epilepsie Instellingen Nederland, Heemstede
Klinik für Epileptologie, Universität Bonn
Specialised Epilepsy Clinic at Beaumont Hospital,
Dublin
Outpatient Epilepsy Clinics at University Medical
Center Utrecht
Outpatient Epilepsy Clinics at The Walton Centre for
Neurology & Neurosurgery, Liverpool
Epilepsy Unit, University Department of Medicine
and Therapeutics, Western Infirmary, Glasgow

Belgian
Italian
German
Dutch
German
Irish
Dutch
British
British

Ethnically matched healthy controls were obtained from publically available sources,
as outlined in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4: Sources of healthy controls
Contributor

Description

Ancestry

National Blood Bank
Service (NBS)
Wellcome 1958 Birth
Cohort

Healthy blood donors from the UK Blood
Service
Individuals born in a single week in 1958 in
England, Scotland, and Wales, participating in
The National Child Development Study (NCDS)
Healthy young adult volunteers of Irish
ancestry
Blood donors and healthy volunteers of
Belgian ancestry
Epidemiologically recruited cohort from the
Northern region of Germany
Epidemiologically recruited cohort from the
Southern region of Germany
Healthy employees from Epilepsy centres in
Italy

British

Trinity Student Study
Belgian donors
KORA
PopGEN
Italian SP1 and SP5

British
Irish
Belgian
German
German
Italian

2.3.3 Procedures to ensure uniform phenotyping across the sites

Several processes were put in place to ensure uniform phenotyping across the sites:

i)

Consensus definitions

ii)

Unified CRF and centralised phenotypic database

iii)

Phenotyping manual

iv)

Phenotyping workshops

v)

Evaluation of inter-rater agreement across the sites

These processes are described in more detail in further text below.
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2.3.4 Definitions of pharmacogenomic phenotypes

Seizures and epilepsy syndromes were classified according to the 1989 ILAE
terminology (Commission on Classification and Terminology of the ILAE, 1989), taking
into account clinical information, imaging, and electroencephalography (EEG) findings.
Criteria for IGE (GGE) comprised: “tonic-clonic, absence, or myoclonic seizures with
generalised spike-wave discharges on EEG and no evidence of an acquired cause”
(261). Cases with GTCS or absence seizures alone and a non-informative EEG remained
unclassified. Consensus definitions for the relevant pharmacogenetic categories were
developed by the EpiPGX clinical principal investigators (SMS, JC, ND, CD, HL, AGM)
based on clinical experience and evidence from the literature (Appendix 2). Phenotype
definitions relevant for this work are listed below.

Definition of drug resistance used in this work
The consensus definition of DRE was designed to allow meaningful classification of
cases using medical records as well as promoting harmonisation across several sites
and nations. It is based on the ILAE consensus proposal, which defines drug resistance
as “a failure of adequate trials of two tolerated and appropriately chosen and used
AED schedules (whether as monotherapies or in combination) to achieve sustained
seizure freedom” (26). According to the ILAE definition, individuals with very rare
seizures (for example one seizure in 12 months) may be classified as drug resistant (74)
which could be a disadvantage in the context of pharmacogenomics research where
the intention is to identify biomarkers of clinically meaningful DRE phenotype. Hence,
the clinical principal investigators agreed to use the threshold of four seizures per year
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that is frequently used in pharmacogenetic and pharmacogenomic studies (123, 352,
353). As a result, the EpiPGX consensus definition of DRE was formulated as follows:
“seizures recurring at a frequency of ≥ 4/year over the year preceding the latest data
entry, despite adequate trials of ≥ 2 tolerated and appropriately chosen and used AED
schedules, whether as monotherapies or in combination.”

An AED trial was classified as adequate if it was applied at an adequate dose for a
sufficient amount of time. An AED trial was classified as appropriate if it had been
previously shown to be efficacious, preferably in randomised controlled studies.
Minimum therapeutic doses for an average adult person were defined by the EpiPGX
principal investigators (SMS, JC, ND, CD, HL, AGM, JWS, GJS) based on clinical
experience, the World Health Organization (WHO) defined daily doses (DDD) (371),
and evidence from the literature (Appendix 2). It is important to note that the agreed
appropriate AED daily doses only apply to monotherapy trials and that the list was
used as a guidance rather than a set of strict rules. Clinical judgement was required to
evaluate the adequacy of AED trials in the context of polytherapy, extreme low or high
weight, and for AED trials taking place in an individual’s childhood. Laboratory reports
of AED levels were taken into account if available. If the AED levels were below the
local reference range while the individual was taking a stable dose of the AED and
there were no signs indicating CNS toxicity, the AED trial was considered inadequate.

Individuals with non-epileptic seizures (NES) and those known to be non-adherent
were excluded. Individuals who had undergone epilepsy surgery were classified as
drug-resistant, provided they fulfilled the criteria for drug resistance prior to surgery.
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Definition of drug responsiveness
According to the EpiPGX consensus definition, drug responsiveness was defined as
freedom from seizures for ≥12 months up to the latest recorded visit. This is a slight
departure from the ILAE definition where the outcome of an AED trial is categorised as
“seizure-free” (Category 1 response) if “the treatment results in seizure freedom for 12
months, or for a minimum of three times the longest pre-intervention inter-seizure
interval, whichever is longer” (26). Considering the phenotypic data were collected
retrospectively, not taking into account the pre-intervention inter-seizure intervals, the
EpiPGX definition of remission was thought to be appropriate and in line with other
epilepsy pharmacogenetic and pharmacogenomic studies published in the literature
(352, 353). Inter-seizure intervals are not consistently documented in medical records
and the lack of information could have prevented the classification of cases. The
downside is that some individuals with very rare seizures could have been classified as
responders.

Unclassified cases (undefined response)
An individual remained unclassified if he/she:
1. Was systematically non-adherent to medication
2. Had a history of NES
3. Had one to three seizures in the 12 months prior to the latest recorded visit
4. Had an unknown number of seizures in the 12 months prior to the latest
recorded visit
5. Had only one or no adequate trials of tolerated and appropriately chosen
and used AED schedules
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6. Had newly-diagnosed epilepsy with seizures stopping after introducing an
AED, but not enough time had passed to categorise the outcome as seizurefreedom
7. Was not treated with adequate doses of AEDs in the 12 months prior to the
latest recorded visit (while continuing to experience seizures)
8. There was insufficient information in the medical records to allow
classification

2.3.5 Phenotypic data collection

Medical records were accessed and relevant clinical information was extracted using
the EpiPGX-specific CRF (Appendix 1). The CRF was designed to capture a broad
spectrum of phenotypic data in PWE, including:

1. General information (demographic data, information on DNA collection)
2. Epilepsy diagnosis
3. Comorbidities
4. Neurological examination
5. Seizure types
6. Seizure frequency data and remissions data
7. Non-medical epilepsy treatment (surgery, vagal nerve stimulation)
8. Medical investigations (imaging, electroencephalography (EEG))
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9. Detailed AED history data per AED (maximum dose, serum level if available,
treatment duration, compliance, efficacy and detailed information on adverse
drug reactions, reasons for discontinuation if applicable)
10. Pregnancy outcomes (congenital malformations)
11. Classification of outcomes (pharmacogenomic phenotypes)
Data were entered in the EpiPGX database, developed specifically for the purposes of
the project to improve the homogeneity of phenotyping and data sharing within
EpiPGX (Appendix 4). It is hosted on a server at deCODE and it can be accessed online
by members of the Consortium.

Cases were classified into relevant pharmacogenomic categories (phenotypes) using
consensus definitions (Appendix 2). The EpiPGX data entry manual provided decision
algorithms and guidance on phenotyping and data entry (Appendix 3). Even with all of
this in place, a degree of clinical judgment was required to accurately classify the
cases. Case classifications were entered in a designated section of the EpiPGX
database. This has enabled researchers across the Consortium to quickly identify
informative cases for different analytical efforts.

2.3.6 Inter-rater agreement

Inter-rater reliability was checked across the Consortium and internally at UCL. To test
cross-centre phenotyping consistency, trained fellows at seven EpiPGX sites
independently phenotyped a set of ten anonymised medical records. Over 500
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phenotype items were collected for earch set of medical records. Inter-rater
agreement was checked for the following phenotype items: epilepsy syndrome
diagnosis, seizure types, number of remissions, number of seizures before the first AED
treatment, number of seizures in the last 12 months of follow-up, total number of
appropriate and adequate AED trials, outcome of individual AED trials, number of
failed AED trials, and reported adverse drug reactions to specific AEDs. In addition, we
performed two focussed inter-rater agreement exercises to specifically test the
classification of cases into drug-resistant, drug-responsive, and those for which the
outcome was undefined. The first exercise was performed at the UCL and ULIV sites.
Fifty consecutive cases from ULIV were independently classified by a clinical fellow
from each site. The second exercise was an internal inter-rater reliability test at UCL.
Thirty consecutive cases from each fellow working on the phenotyping task were
independently classified as drug-resistant, drug-responsive, or undefined, by another
fellow. Inter-rater agreement was expressed as percentage joint-probability
agreement, defined as the proportion of the time the raters agree in a nominal or
categorical rating system (372).
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2.4 Results

2.4.1 Assembly of cohorts for inclusion in drug resistance GWAS

Over 12,500 individuals with epilepsy were recruited across the EpiPGX sites. Healthy
controls were obtained from several publically available sources (See Section 2.3.2). As
of October 2015, 9,726 out of the 12,500 recruited participants were phenotyped and
their data were fully or partially entered in the EpiPGX database. The healthy controls
were not entered in the EpiPGX database. Epilepsy outcome information was available
for 4,876 epilepsy cases (2,639 were classified as drug-resistant and 2,237 as drugresponsive). After the review of the phenotypic data, SNP genotyping and imputation,
4,135 epilepsy cases (2,489 drug-resistant and 1,645 drug-responsive) were eventually
available for inclusion in the drug resistance GWAS, in addition to 10,695 healthy
controls. The overview of the cohort assembly for the drug resistance GWAS is shown
in Figure 2.1 and individual steps are described in more detail in further text.
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Figure 2.1: Cohort assembly overview
Recruitment of 12,500 individuals with epilepsy

Medical records accessed by dedicated fellows

Blood sample
collection

Extraction of the diagnostic and AED
treatment information

DNA
extraction

Entry of data for 9,726 cases in the EpiPGX
database (7,750 full phenotypes; 1,976 ‘stubs’)

SNP
genotyping

Long-term outcome available for 4,876 cases
(2,639 classified as drug-resistant; 2,237 as
drug-responsive)

Publically
available
healthy
controls
genotype
data

Imputation and exclusion of
cases that failed the preimputation QC

4,135 cases (2,489 drug-resistant; 1,645 drug-responsive) and 10,695 healthy controls
available for inclusion in the drug resistance GWAS

2.4.1.1

Accessing medical records and phenotyping

As mentioned above, 9,726 study participants were phenotyped as of October 2015.
Medical records were accessed by dedicated clinical fellows and detailed disease and
AED treatment information was extracted using the EpiPGX CRF. The data collected
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prior to 2013 were entered in local databases. At UCL, basic demographic and
diagnostic information was entered in an Excel database, while the AED treatment
details were collected in paper format. In early 2013, the dedicated EpiPGX database
was ready for use, enabling direct data entry. Data collected earlier were either
automatically transferred from the local databases or manually entered in the EpiPGX
database.

The phenotyping process proved to be more labour-intensive than anticipated,
requiring several dedicated full-time fellows to perform this task. For example, a
simple case (two AED trials, no ADRs, no non-medical treatments, pregnancies, or
issues such as non-adherence) required the fellow to fill in 60 to 70 fields in the EpiPGX
database, with an additional seven fields for the classification into the WP-specific
phenotypes. The number of fields that had to be entered increased with every
additional AED trial and in case of complications such as ADRs, teratogenicity, or nonmedical treatments. Many individuals had had in excess of 20 AED trials and some
medical records spanned several decades. For instance, the oldest clinical letter
accessed at UCL was dated June 1933. Such complex cases required as many as 500
fields to be entered, taking several hours to complete.

In addition to extracting the relevant information from electronic or physical medical
records and data entry, the fellows had to judge whether an individual case met the
criteria to fit into any of the relevant pharmacogenomic categories (WP-specific
phenotypes; see Appendix 2). In order to decide whether a case was drug-resistant or
drug-responsive, the fellows followed an algorithm (see Appendix 3), taking into
account the number of seizures in the 12 months prior to the latest recorded visit, the
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number of adequate and appropriate AED trials, non-medical treatments, and
potentially any issues such as non-adherence or NES. Classification of cases by the
person with access to the full medical records ensured all the available information
was integrated in the final judgement, including information that would have been
difficult to capture electronically (e.g. AED dose changes over time, appropriateness of
AEDs for certain epilepsy syndromes).

Since the available resources did not allow for deep phenotyping of the entire EpiPGX
cohort, each centre devised a strategy to maximise the number of cases for inclusion in
individual GWAS analyses. For instance, when medical records were difficult to access
(i.e. not in electronic format), often only basic demographic and disease information
was entered. The Consortium agreed to consider a case fully phenotyped if there was
complete information on at least one AED trial. If this was not true, the entry was
considered a ‘stub’. Out the 9,726 cases entered in the EpiPGX database as of October
2015, 7,750 cases were considered fully phenotyped, and the remaining cases were
entered as ‘stubs’.

2.4.1.2

Classification of epilepsy outcomes for the drug resistance GWAS

The long-term outcome (drug resistance, drug responsiveness) information was
available for 4,876 out of the 9,726 cases entered in the EpiPGX database. Of those,
2,639 were classified as drug-resistant and 2,237 as drug-responsive. The outcome was
undefined for 5,124 individuals which is a significant proportion of the entire sample.
This was most commonly due to insufficient information in the EpiPGX database. Other
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common reasons were NES, non-adherence, and unknown number of seizures in the
12 months prior to the latest recorded visit. The reasons why the outcome remained
undefined were tracked and documented for the UCL sub-cohort (as outlined in
Section 2.4.1.3), but not for the entire EpiPGX sample as this was not part of the
agreed data collection.

2.4.1.3

Phenotyping of the UCL sub-cohort

At UCL, 3,131 individuals with epilepsy were recruited from the epilepsy clinics at
NHNN and their medical records were accessed by dedicated clinical fellows.
Participants for which the diagnosis of epilepsy was not confirmed (64 in total) were
excluded from further review, and the remaining 3,067 participants were phenotyped.
Prior to 2013, the phenotypic data were collected in paper format, with the exception
of the basic demographic and diagnostic information which was entered in an Excel
database and later transferred to the EpiPGX database. Data collected from early 2013
onwards were entered directly in the EpiPGX database. Out of the 3,067 phenotyped
cases, 1,486 were classified as drug-resistant, 577 as drug-responsive, and for 1,004
the outcome was undefined (see Figure 2.2). The reasons why the outcome was
undefined are summarised in Table 2.5.
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Figure 2.2: Phenotyping of the UCL sub-cohort – overview
Medical records for 3,131 participants accessed
64 excluded
(unconfirmed diagnosis)

3,067 phenotyped

1,004 undetermined

1,486 drug-resistant

577 drug-responsive
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Table 2.5: Reasons why the outcome was undefined in 1,004 cases in the
UCL sub-cohort
REASON
Non-adherence to medication
History of NES
1-3 seizures in the 12 months prior to the latest
recorded visit
Unknown number of seizures in the 12 months
prior to the latest recorded visit
Only one or no adequate trials of tolerated and
appropriately chosen and used AEDs
Not treated with adequate doses of AEDs in the 12
months prior to the latest recorded visit (while
continuing to experience seizures)
Newly diagnosed epilepsy where the seizures
stopped after introducing an AED, but not enough
time has passed to categorise the outcome as
seizure freedom
Insufficient information on epilepsy treatment in
the medical records / physical medical records or
parts of physical medical records inaccessible
A combination of two or more of the above

2.4.1.4

NUMBER (PROPORTION)
44 (4.4%)
195 (19.4%)
150 (14.9%)
221 (22.0%)
51 (5.1%)
74 (7.4%)
11 (1.1%)

271 (27.0%)
13 (1.3%)

Inter-rater agreement

Inter-rater agreement was checked across the Consortium for key phenotype items
relevant for several WP, as well as at UCL and ULIV for the classification of DRE and
drug responsiveness. The cross-centre phenotyping exercise started in May 2013.
Trained fellows from seven EpiPGX sites phenotyped ten sets of anonymised notes.
Overall agreement for all phenotype items was 74%. Agreement for classification into
drug-resistant and drug-responsive cases was 76%. Most of the disagreement resulted
from differences in determining whether the outcome was undefined among the
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fellows. An additional source of disagreement was differential classification of cases
where seizure freedom was achieved as a result of epilepsy surgery. These issues were
promptly addressed by the Consortium. Following the cross-centre validation exercise,
a phenotyping workshop was organised in October 2013, providing additional training
for the clinical fellows. In addition, the EpiPGX database entry manual was compiled to
ensure the homogeneity of classifications and data entry.

In December 2013, we performed two inter-rater reliability exercises at the UCL and
ULIV sites focussing on the classification of broad AED drug resistance and response.
For the inter-rater agreement check between UCL and ULIV, fifty cases consecutively
entered in the EpiPGX phenotypic database from ULIV were independently classified
by the Author and the clinical fellow from ULIV (PA). Inter-rater agreement for
classification of cases into drug-resistant, drug-responsive or undefined was 96%. In
addition, we performed an internal inter-rater reliability test at UCL. Four fellows
worked on the phenotyping task at UCL (AA, WS, KH, NS). Thirty consecutive cases
from each fellow (120 cases in total) were independently classified as drug-resistant,
drug-responsive, or undefined, by another fellow. The inter-rater agreement was 93%
to 97%. All the discrepancies resulted from differences in understanding or
interpretation of the recorded information. Importantly, there were no discordances in
classifying the cases as drug-resistant or drug-responsive, but only in establishing the
outcome as undefined. This is comparable with the report by Hao et al. which assessed
the inter-rater reliability of the ILAE definition of DRE. The ILAE definition was applied
to 150 individuals with epilepsy followed-up at a single centre by two independent
raters. Inter-rater agreement for the classification of epilepsy as drug-resistant, drug126

responsive, or undefined was 94% (373). Even though the comparison with the work
by Hao et al. is to some extent limited due to different definitions of DRE, it is valuable
since the EpiPGX definition was based on the ILAE definition, with the same underlying
principles.

2.4.2 Cases available for drug resistance GWAS

After SNP genotyping and imputation, 2,489 drug-resistant cases (out of 2,639), 1,645
drug-responsive cases (out of 2,237), and 10,695 healthy controls were available for
inclusion in drug resistance GWAS (see Table 2.6).

Table 2.6: Cohorts available for inclusion in drug resistance GWAS
Country
UK - London
UK - Liverpool
Ireland
Belgium
Italy
Germany
Netherlands
Total

DRUG-RESISTANT

DRUG-RESPONSIVE

1,163
388
310
196
128
281
23
2,489

450
622
100
94
93
251
35
1,645

HEALTHY CONTROLS
(publically available)

5,272
2,223
1,622
261
1,317
0*
10,695

*Due to the geographic proximity and similar ancestry, Belgian and Dutch samples are
considered to have similar haplotype structure (374, 375), justifying the use of Belgian healthy
controls for both cohorts.
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2.4.3 Demographic and epilepsy characteristics

Demographic and disease characteristics of individuals with DRE and drug-responsive
epilepsy are summarised in Tables 2.7 and 2.8. All parameters are calculated for cases
and controls remaining in the analysis after GWAS QC filtering.

Table 2.7: Demographic and disease characteristics of cases included in
drug resistance GWAS
Parameter
Male gender
(percentage)
Mean age at epilepsy
onset (years)
Proportion of
individuals who
never experienced a
12-month remission
Mean number of
adequate AED trials

DRUG-RESISTANT

DRUG-RESPONSIVE

P-value*

47.5%

49.3%

0.0118

16.3 (SD 13.8)

25.2 (SD 18.1)

P < 0.0001

16.6%

NA

NA

4.3 (SD 2.3)

1.9 (SD 1.3)

P < 0.0001

*Double sided t-test was used to compare means and chi-square test to compare proportions.

Table 2.8: Distribution of epilepsy phenotypes in both epilepsy cohorts
Epilepsy type
Focal*
Focal cryptogenic
Focal symptomatic
Generalised*
Generalised idiopathic (genetic)
Generalised symptomatic
Unknown whether focal or
generalised*

DRUG-RESISTANT
2,077 (85.7%)
1,020 (42.1%)
990 (40.9%)
214 (8.8%)
152 (6.3%)
40 (1.7%)
132 (5.4%)

DRUG-RESPONSIVE
1,179 (72.5%)
831 (34.3%)
321 (19.7%)
274 (16.9%)
220 (13.5%)
7 (0.4%)
173 (10.6%)

*Broad epilepsy type (focal, generalised, unknown whether focal or generalised) was used as a
covariate in GWAS1.
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2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Cohorts for inclusion in GWAS

As of October 2015, the EpiPGX cohort consisted of over 12,000 PWE. In addition, the
Consortium had access to 10,695 publically-available healthy controls. Out of the over
12,000 epilepsy cases in the EpiPGX database, less than 50% had sufficiently well
characterised outcomes to meet the critera for inclusion in the drug resistance GWAS
(2,489 drug-resistant cases and 1,645 drug responders). This was mostly due to the
demanding phenotyping procedures and insufficient information in the medical
records, or the inability to access full medical records. The information on specific
reasons why full medical records were not available was not collected; however, it is
likely that this was often due to the fact that various research groups were using the
notes for their studies and publications, excluding some of the more complex cases
from the sample. Nevertheless, included individuals were representative of the typical
population seen at tertiary centres, with a higher representation of drug-resistant
individuals and fewer responders.

Individuals with DRE and drug responders differed in terms of gender distribution and
some disease characteristics. There was a slightly higher proportion of females in the
DRE cohort in comparison with drug responders. Similar trends have also been
observed in population-based and specialist centre studies of DRE cohorts (79, 376,
377). The reasons for this difference could include substituting efficacious drugs (ike
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valproate for GGE) with less optimal treatments due to family planning (366).
Individuals with DRE had on average tried a higher number of AEDs and had a lower
age at epilepsy onset. A possible reason for the difference in age at onset seen in the
sample could have been recruitment from adult epilepsy clinics at tertiary care
centres. Individuals with epilepsy onset in their childhood are more likely to be under
follow-up at specialist epilepsy centres as adults if they are drug-resistant than if they
are drug responsive. Drug responders are more likely to be either followed up by local
neurologists, or no longer under follow-up and thus not accessible to recruitment
within EpiPGX, skewing the mean age of the DRE cohort towards a lower value.
Younger age at epilepsy onset has been associated with poor prognosis in some
epidemiological studies in children (2, 80, 81), with other studies (especially in adults)
showing either the opposite or no asssociation (36, 44, 56, 59, 66). Where the
association was found, it was most likely driven by different aetiologies encountered in
different age groups. Hence, I did not include the age at onset as a covariate in the
association analysis (I did include epilepsy type).

Individuals with DRE and drug responders also differed in terms of epilepsy types.
Focal symptomatic and focal cryptogenic epilepsy were more common in the drugresistant group, and generalised idiopathic (genetic) in the drug responders group. As
epilepsy type is a consistent predictor of drug response, with symptomatic causes
predicting DRE (17, 44, 57-59), I included epilepsy type as a covariate in GWAS1.

Defining the phenotype is of central importance in GWAS of complex traits, yet this
step often receives little attention (378, 379). Since the accuracy of phenotyping
affects the likelihood of detecting an association, as well as the reproducibility of the
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results, it is important to apply uniform phenotypic criteria to define cases and
controls. As GWAS studies are often conducted in a multicentre setting, there is the
potential for different interpretations of the criteria by individual researchers, leading
to heterogeneity of case classification (380).

Significant efforts were made within EpiPGX to ensure homogeneity of classifications
across the sites and to obtain good quality data despite the retrospective collection,
including the use of consensus definitions, a unified CRF, and evaluation of inter-rater
agreement.

Limitations of the phenotypic work were mostly linked to the retrospective data
collection. In addition, classifying epilepsy cases into drug-resistant and drugresponsive is associated with other challenges which are much more difficult to
overcome. Firstly, in the absence of objective methods, the assessment of seizure
frequency relies on patient reports. The diagnosis and classification of epilepsies,
seizure types, and drug response rest primarily on clinical observations, which may be
subjective and sometimes poorly described in the medical records. Secondly, the
epilepsy course may fluctuate between periods of resistance and remission in some
individuals, posing an issue in the context of a genetic study.

Advantages and limitations of the EpiPGX phenotyping approach are discussed in more
detail below.
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2.5.2 Lessons learnt from phenotyping efforts in EpiPGX

2.5.2.1

Consensus definitions

Agreeing on the consensus definitions for long-term epilepsy outcomes (drug
resistance, drug responsiveness, and undefined response) was the first step to enable
the standardisation of case selection for drug-resistance GWAS.

According to the ILAE definition, one seizure per year is sufficient to classify a case as
drug-resistant. However, the DRE definition used for the purpose of this work requires
a minimum of four seizures in the 12 months prior to the latest documented visit,
resulting in a more stringent drug-resistant phenotype. Extreme phenotypes are often
used in GWAS to increase the chance of detecting a signal, although the value of this
approach in different disorders can be difficult to predict (340). While the seizure
frequency of four seizures over the course of 12 months certainly does not define an
extreme phenotype, setting this limit was helpful to exclude individuals with very
infrequent seizures for whom the AED response can be difficult to judge, especially in a
retrospective setting. This has been illustrated by the ESPERA study which looked at
the applicability of the ILAE definition of DRE. Misclassification of outcomes was much
more likely in cases with fewer than four seizures per year (381). Individuals with
infrequent seizures are more likely to fluctuate between periods of uncontrolled
seizures and remissions (382). Consequently, increasing the threshold to four seizures
per year is expected to result in the exclusion of some individuals with a fluctuating
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course of epilepsy which could potentially be beneficial in the context of a
pharmacogenomic study.

To further improve the selection of cases for this research, special care was taken
when evaluating individuals who underwent epilepsy surgery. If seizure-freedom was
achieved following epilepsy surgery, the individual was still classified as drug-resistant
rather than drug-responsive, provided the DRE criteria had been met prior to the
surgery. According to the ILAE proposal, these cases would have been classified as
drug-responsive; however, this may not reflect the underlying biology as remission is
achieved with surgical intervention rather than pharmacotherapy. Since the main goal
of this study was to examine the genetic basis of AED resistance, it was important to
eliminate the possibility of epilepsy surgery acting as a confounder.

Several measures were taken to make the assessment of adequate AED trials as
uniform as possible. The ILAE definition framework does not provide guidance on the
adequate doses and durations of treatment as this may vary in individuals due to a
range of factors, such as age, weight, liver, and kidney function, as well as any
interactions with concomitant medications (373). An individualised approach is needed
in clinical practice; however, this may be difficult to translate into a set of rules and
criteria for use in research. As a consequence, epilepsy studies rarely define what is
considered an adequate trial (382). Even in pharmaceutical trials of novel AEDs where
establishing drug resistance is extremely important, criteria for past AED trial failure
are typically not defined and the judgement is left to investigators (383-386). In order
to standardise the classification of adequate AED trials for the purpose of this study,
the EpiPGX Consortium agreed on the appropriate minimum daily doses of individual
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AEDs that would likely result in sufficient exposures in an average adult to provide
guidance for the fellows who phenotped the cases.

Uncontrolled epilepsy does not always equal DRE (387). Pseudo-resistance due to
misdiagnosis, inappropriate AED(s), inadequate AED dose, or non-adherence should be
excluded before an individual can be considered drug-resistant (388, 389). Drug
response is also very difficult to judge if an individual experiences NES, especially from
retrospective medical records. There is considerable variability in the approach to
pseudo-resistance across clinical studies in epilepsy. For example, the history of NES is
a standard exclusion criterion in pharmaceutical trials (383-386), but this is not always
the case in other types of studies. It is not unusual to encounter cohort studies
exploring DRE that do not disclose how NES were handled, or whether they were taken
into consideration at all (344, 345, 386, 390). Similar heterogeneity is seen with noncompliance and other causes of pseudo-resistance. Major causes of pseudo-resistance
were taken into account in this work to improve case selection. However, since the
phenotyping was done retrospectively, some causes of pseudo-resistance may not
have been identified. This includes individuals accepting suboptimal seizure control
due to the lifestyle (provided that they were taking sufficient doses) or women
discontinuing valproate due to pregnancy planning and not achieving seizure control
with other AEDs.
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2.5.2.2

Uniform application of the phenotype definitions

Standardised application of phenotype definitions across the sites was achieved by
using a common CRF and a centralised EpiPGX database, as well as inter-rater
agreement checks and workshops. There was continuing cross-site communication and
discussion of difficult cases.

One of the big learnings in EpiPGX was the extent of diversity of practice across
European countries in evaluating epilepsy, from establishing the diagnosis to
evaluating AED treatment outcomes. Standardisation of phenotyping in collaborative
projects is key to overcome this challenge. Similar to EpiPGX, other international
epilepsy genetics consortia (ILAE Consortium on Complex Epilepsies, Epi4k – Gene
Discovery in 4,000 Genomes, EPGP – The Epilepsy Phenome/Genome Project) have
established efficient phenotyping and informatics cores to standardise the
documentation of epilepsy phenotypes across different sites (261, 334, 391). So far,
the main focus of these consortia has been the discovery of causal epilepsy genes
rather than AED treatment outcomes. As defining and documenting the latter in a
consistent manner is more complex than simple disease descriptions, the EpiPGX
Consortium has implemented more extensive and rigorous standardisation across a
broad spectrum of phenotypes than what had been published in the literature before.
For example, checking for inter-rater reliability has not been part of the methodology
in the largest recently published epilepsy genetics studies (102, 261, 335, 392).
However, this could change soon as several consortia are starting to explore epilepsy
treatment outcomes. For example, the Epi4K Project 3 scope of work includes
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exploring the effect of all variants identified as risk factors for epilepsy on the
prognosis, as well as searching for variants affecting AED response independent of
disease susceptibility (334).

2.5.3 Limitations of the EpiPGX phenotyping methods

2.5.3.1

Retrospective data collection

A case-control design with retrospective identification of cases and controls is the
most widely used approach in GWAS investigating the genomic basis of complex traits
(393), including the present work. Retrospective identification of cases enables a much
faster assembly of large cohorts needed for this type of analyses than would be
possible with prospective work. Executing a similar drug resistance GWAS using
prospective case ascertainment would probably not be feasible in a three-year time
frame and it would require significantly larger resources.

While the main advantage of retrospective data collection lies in the ability to identify
large numbers of cases, the main disadvantage is potential selection bias. As PWE were
recruited from specialist epilepsy clinics, difficult-to-treat cases were over-represented
in the overall sample. This could have had a beneficial effect because of the possibility
that using a more extreme phenotype may increase the likelihood of detecting a
genetic association.
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As the outcomes were determined from medical records, the allocation of the AED
treatment outcome status relied on the accuracy and completeness of the records.
Fellows involved in phenotyping (including myself) frequently encountered difficulties
when judging the adequacy and response to past AED trials, especially with older
medical records. At UCL (DCEE), there were noticeable quality differences between
modern medical records and records from two or more decades ago. The most obvious
difference was in the way seizure frequencies were documented, with seizure counts
often missing in older letters. Another common issue, especially with paper records,
was missing letters and reports. All of these issues hindered the classification of drug
response, resulting in AED trials documented as unclassified. As a consequence, the
average number of total and adequate AED trials per individual reported here is most
likely an underestimate. Furthermore, it is likely that a substantial proportion of the
271 UCL cases with undefined response due to insufficient information on epilepsy
treatment would have met the definition of DRE, had that information been available.
The main consequence for the GWAS is reduced power.

2.5.3.2

Subjective reporting of seizure frequency

Some issues in epilepsy treatment practice cannot be overcome by careful
phenotyping and standardisation of data entry. In the absence of objective markers of
seizure frequency, medical judgement of treatment response relies on imperfect
reporting of seizure frequency by PWE or carers. Many PWE struggle to maintain
accurate records of seizures, especially if they are accompanied by impaired
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awareness, or if they occur at night (394, 395). Eyewitness accounts often disagree on
important details of seizure presentation (395, 396). According to a study comparing
patient records of seizures and video-telemetry results, only approximately 40% of
individuals were able to document all seizures accurately. There was low
documentation accuracy for complex focal seizures and nocturnal seizures (395).

2.5.3.3

Manual database entry

Manual transcription of data from medical records may result in errors, either due to
omission, or wrong value entry. It is well known that structured data entry improves
the accuracy of manual documentation (397). Hence, a structured CRF and a unified
database were used to improve the overall quality of the data. The EpiPGX electronic
database generated alerts if inconsistent data were entered or if no values were
entered in the key data fields, prompting the person entering the data to check their
consistency. Despite the risk of human error, classification of cases into pre-defined
pharmacological categories (phenotypes) by the person entering the data was thought
to be more accurate than using computer algorithms. The reason behind this was that
the person entering the data had full access to the medical records, including complex
information that would have been difficult to capture in the CRF or potential
algorithms.
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2.5.3.4

Larger than anticipated proportion of cases with undefined outcomes

Another significant limitation of this work was the unexpectedly high proportion of
cases for which the long-term treatment outcomes were undefined (52.7% of all cases
entered in the EpiPGX database). The most common reason for this was missing
information due to the time and resource constraints that did not allow for deep
phenotyping of the entire EpiPGX cohort. Other reasons why the long-term outcomes
remained undefined in a proportion of cases included unknown number of seizures in
the last year of follow-up, NES, and inadequate AED trials in individuals continuing to
experience seizures.

Complete information on the reasons for undefined outcomes was only documented
for the UCL sub-cohort. The most common reason was insufficient information in the
medical records (27% of unclassified cases). Electronic medical records at DCEE were
introduced in 2007. As a consequence, physical records had to be accessed to obtain
any information recorded prior to 2007. Since physical records are regularly used by
several clinical and research groups, inconsistent availability and missing volumes of
notes were a recurrent issue. Usually two attempts at requesting individual records
were made before the outcome was registered as undefined due to insufficient
information. Since DCEE is a tertiary centre, some PWE may only be referred there for
a single consultation or for diagnostic assessment, after which they continue their
follow-up with local neurologists. In such cases, the lack of follow-up information often
made the classification of response impossible.
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The second most common reason for undefined outcomes was unknown number of
seizures in the last 12 months of follow-up (22%). Since the EpiPGX definition of DRE
requires at least four seizures in the 12 months prior to the last recorded visit,
quantitative (rather than just qualitative) information was needed to judge whether
participants met the criterion. The number of seizures was not possible to assess if the
medical records contained vague descriptors of seizure frequency such as: ‘a few
seizures’, ‘one cluster’, ‘unchanged seizure frequency’, or when the consultant was
unable to judge the nature of episodes. The latter was especially common with sensory
auras. The outcome also remained undefined if an individual had only one to three
seizures in the past year (approximately 15% of the UCL cohort).

History of NES was another common reason why drug response was difficult to judge
(19%). Less common reasons included no or only one adequate AED trial (5.1%) and
inadequate doses of current AEDs (7.4%). AED doses were often inadequate if the
individual was in the process of titration, or if he or she did not follow the treating
neurologist’s recommendation to increase the AED dose.

Several published studies using the ILAE definition of DRE reported the proportion of
cases with undefined outcome. Since the definition of DRE used in EpiPGX was
modified, any comparisons with published data have limited value. In addition, EpiPGX
was not an epidemiological study and PWE were not recruited consecutively. Two of
the identified published studies using ILAE definition were epidemiological studies
assessing the prevalence of DRE (53, 54). In addition, I identified one cross-sectional
study (398), one retrospective study (399), and one study of inter-rater reliability of
the ILAE classification (373). The latter assessed the inter-rater reliability of outcome
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classification in 150 consecutive PWE seen at one centre. The proportion of cases with
undefined response was 27.3% to 29.3% (373). The other four studies are summarised
in Table 2.9. The proportion of cases with undefined response in these studies ranged
from 7 to 37.5%, compared with 32.8% in the UCL sub-cohort in the present study. As
expected, the proportion of cases with undefined response was larger in retrospective
studies.

Only one of these studies reported the reasons underlying the undefined response
category. In 40.2% of participants the response was undefined because they had failed
only one AED; 36.8% were receiving inadequate AED doses for various reasons (refusal
by individual, titration phase, non-adherence, absence of all required information). For
22.5% it was difficult to determine the outcome either because seizure-freedom was
achieved, but the period was insufficient to qualify as remission, or because a new
intervention had just been introduced. Missing information was not a major problem
in this study, with only 0.5% cases for which the available medical information was
insufficient. This is expected considering that only PWE under active follow-up at the
time of the study were selected for the review. The entire cohort was under the
follow-up of two neurologists, ensuring consistent medical documentation (53).
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Table 2.9: Proportion of participants with undefined response in studies
using the ILAE definition of DRE
Study

Design

Ramos-Lizana et
al., 2012 (54)

Prospective, tertiary
referral centre based
study
Paediatric population
Retrospective, tertiary
referral centre based
Adult population
Prospective, multicentre
study
Adults with focal epilepsy
Retrospective, single
centre-based
Consecutive GGE cases
(> 16 years at inclusion)

Kong et al., 2014
(53)
de Zélicourt et
al., 2014 (398)
(ESPERA study)
Gomez-Ibañez
et al., 2017
(399)

Number of
participants

Proportion of participants
with undefined response

508

49/508 (9.6%)

557

209/557 (37.5%)

405

28/405 (7%)

279

52/279 (18.6%)

ESPERA = European Observational study on PWE.

The ILAE and EpiPGX case definitions are based on the same principles, resulting in
similar classification outcomes. Regardless of which definition is used, there is a
significant proportion of cases that do not fit the drug resistance or drug
responsiveness categories (undefined response). The main reasons for undefined
response in the aforementioned publications are similar to my observations in the UCL
sub-cohort. As expected, the proportion of cases with undefined response was higher
in retrospective studies. However, direct comparison of the proportions of each
specific cause may not be appropriate due to the definition differences, as well as
different study designs and populations.

The disadvantage of having a high proportion of cases with undefined response was a
smaller than expected number of cases suitable for inclusion in the GWAS analysis. On
the positive side, exclusion of cases with less than clear outcomes is beneficial in the
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context of a pharmacogenomic study. Exclusion of cases with very infrequent seizures
maximises the chance to identify genomic markers of clinically meaningful drug
resistance.

2.5.3.5

Fluctuating course of epilepsy – consequences for genomic studies

As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, one of the disadvantages of the ILAE definition and any
ILAE-based definition is that it is only valid at the time of assessment. Even though a
significant proportion of individuals respond early and remain in sustained remission,
while others remain resistant, several recent reports suggest that the natural course of
epilepsy is much more complex than expected and that there is often a dynamic
relationship between drug resistance and remission. A proportion of patients have a
fluctuating course, with periods of seizure freedom and relapses (400, 401).
Associating unstable phenotypes with constant genotypes represents a challenge that
is difficult to overcome. In a recent publication, Neligan et al. estimated that
approximately 10% of the epilepsy population follows a fluctuating course (401). In the
study by Brodie et al., following participants for a median of 7.5 years, 16% had a
fluctuating course (28). Several studies have documented (often transient) remissions
of ≥ 12 months in patients who had met various criteria for DRE (79, 376, 377, 382,
402-406). In the study by Callaghan et al., 246 individuals with DRE were followed for a
median of 3.1 years. They estimated the probability to attain a 12-month remission as
5% per year. This percentage was only slightly smaller when only medical treatments
were taken into account. Terminal remissions were mostly observed within the first
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ten years after diagnosis; however, a small proportion of individuals entered a
remission as late as 30 to 35 years into the disease course (403). In a retrospective
study of 187 adults with DRE with a median follow-up of seven years, the estimated
annual probability of achieving a ≥ 12 months remission was approximately 4% (404).
Neligan et al. found that a substantial proportion of PWE who initially achieved
remission subsequently relapsed when followed up for an extended period (406). In
the study by Berg et al., 68% of the individuals who achieved a ≥ 12 months remission
relapsed by the end of follow-up (382). Repeated remissions and relapses were
common. In the study by Callaghan et al., there was a 70% risk of relapse after a ≥ 12
months remission at five years of follow-up (79).

The published literature suggests that remissions in DRE are often not enduring. In the
study by Berg et al., participants experiencing infrequent seizures had a higher chance
to experience remissions, but they were also at a higher risk of a relapse afterwards.
The authors speculated that in these PWE AEDs might have been partially efficacious,
“reducing their break-through seizure rate to such a low point that they experienced 1year seizure-free periods” (382). Assessing AED response in individuals with very
infrequent seizures is challenging. Potentially, these PWE would need to be followed
for several years to determine the outcome with confidence (26, 382).

The issue of fluctuating epilepsy course is not addressed by the ILAE framework or any
other definition of DRE. All definitions used in research are only valid at the time when
they are applied. It is probable that some of the individuals in our drug-resistant cohort
would have achieved remission and that some of the drug-responsive individuals
would have relapsed if they were assessed at a different time point. A solution to this
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would be defining an extreme drug resistance phenotype for the purpose of wholegenome studies. It has been demonstrated that the probability of achieving remission
gradually declines with the number of failed AED trials. After five to six unsuccessful
trials, the probability of a remission is close to zero (49, 78, 79). Thus, one possible
option how to define extreme drug resistance would be as failure of ever achieving a
12-month period of seizure-freedom despite treatment with at least five appropriate
and adequate AED trials. Consensus would be needed on the minimum required
follow-up duration in this context. From my experience with phenotyping, a very small
proportion of cases would actually fulfill these criteria because remissions are
relatively common. Retrospective data collection represents an issue, and potentially
prospective collection would be beter. In our cohort, 421 PWE (10.2% of all epilepsy
cases) had no remissions and only 185 (4.5%) had at least five documented
appropriate and adequate AED trials in addition to no remissions. I have identified six
studies reporting the proportion of PWE who never achieved a 12-month remission.
The proportion was relatively small, ranging from 4% to 35.4% (Table 2.10).
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Table 2.10: Proportion of participants with no 12-month remissions in
cohort studies
Study

Number of participants
Study design
Duration of FU

Brodie et al.,
2012 (28)

N = 1,098
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 7.5 years (IQR 4.7-12)
N = 564
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 7.1 years (CI 5.7, 8.1)
N = 413
Paediatric cohort
Prospective
Median FU 14.8 (range 11.6-17.5)
N = 107
Adult cohort
Prospective
Up to 12 years FU (80% of the cohort had ≥
5 years FU, 35% ≥ 10 years FU)
N = 780
Adult cohort
Median FU 79 months (range 24-252)
N = 180
Paediatric and adult
Prospective
Median FU 5 years (range 2-10 years)

Cockerell et al.,
1997 (41)
Geerts et al.,
2010 (29)
Lindsten et al.,
2001 (48)

Mohanraj and
Brodie, 2006
(43)
Zhang et al.,
2013 (49)

FU = follow-up; N = number of individuals in a cohort.

Proportion of participants
who never achieved a 12month remission

25%

4%

8.5% had no remissions exceeding
3 months

32%

35.4%
20% (13% tried ≥ 2 AEDs and 7%
only tried 1 AED and could
therefore not be classified as drugresistant)

Exploring extreme drug resistance phenotypes in pharmacogenomic studies would be
possible; however, assembling cohorts of sufficient size would represent a significant
challenge, requiring collaborative efforts. Prospective data collection would provide
higher phenotypic data quality.
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2.6 Conclusions

Appropriate selection of cases and controls is the foundation of any pharmacogenomic
research and a key factor influencing the outcomes. Considering the large sample sizes
required for GWAS analyses, phenotyping is a major endeavour in this type of
research, requiring substantial resources and time.

The phenotyping efforts within EpiPGX provided sufficiently large and wellcharacterised cohorts of individuals with DRE and drug responders to conduct drug
resistance GWAS analyses, although the phenotyping methods had several limitations.
Phenotyping long-term AED treatment outcomes proved to be significantly more
challenging than anticipated due to the requirement to integrate complex information
to assign the final phenotypic categories. Challenges were encountered on both levels:
when judging individual AED outcomes, as well as long-term outcomes (resistance vs.
response). The long-term outcomes remained undefined for a significant proportion of
cases, mainly due to missing data in the medical records and the inability to deeply
phenotype all cases.

Agreeing on EpiPGX consensus definitions of long-term outcomes was equally
challenging and the Consortium leaders considered a range of possibilities before
settling on the final definitions. Considering the complexity of AED response, it is not
surprising that simplifying it to a dichotomous variable suitable for a case-control
GWAS approach was challenging. Using quantitative rather than dichotomous
outcomes may be worth exploring in the future.
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The published literature provided little guidance on how to approach these issues in
multicentric studies. The literature review I performed showed that the phenotyping
methods in pharmacogenomics publications are usually not described in detail, so it is
often unclear how the phenotypic categories were defined, how non-pharmacological
interventions were taken into account, whether common causes of pseudoresistance
were excluded, and how the adequacy and appropriateness of AED trials were judged.
This could reflect the fact that implementing strict guidelines is difficult and potentially
so restrictive it excludes high numbers of cases (as was the case in the present work),
so authors may consider it more appropriate to rely on clinical judgement. Some
studies mention AED levels, but these are not relevant for all AEDs (407). Considering
the cost of pharmacogenomic studies and the impact of case selection on the quality
of the results, phenotyping should receive more attention. A consensus on how to
assess the adequacy of AED trials across research studies in epilepsy would improve
transparency and allow for easy comparisons of studies. Further efforts to achieve
consensus on how to define an adequate AED trial, considering multiple factors
simultaneously, are needed. A better understanding of the relationship between the
AED dosage and treatment duration on the clinical outcome would be helpful (389).
According to the ILAE proposal, adequate means application of the AED “at adequate
dosage for a sufficient length of time” (26). Defining the adequate clinical dose range is
challenging, considering the significant inter-individual differences in the doses
required to achieve seizure freedom (408). Some of the inter-individual variation can
be attributed to factors such as age, the presence of hepatic or renal impairment, as
well as the treatment regimen (as monotherapy or combination). For adults, the
WHO’s DDD guideline represents a helpful reference, defining the average
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“maintenance dose per day for a drug used for its main indication” (409). In his
commentary on the ILAE definition, Kwan argues that more work is needed and that
referring to systems like the WHO DDD could be a way forward, but points out that
this only applies to monotherapy (74). Some authors emphasise the importance of a
documented attempt to titrate the AED to reach an adequate dose, especially when
gradual titration is needed to achieve good tolerability (410).

The approach used in EpiPGX proved to be pragmatic and feasible to apply across
multiple sites. Similar approaches could be considered in epilepsy research performed
by multicentre consortia. Several improvements could be made in future studies, such
as using community-based cohorts to access drug responders, and prospective design.
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CHAPTER 3: GWAS

3.1 Introduction

I performed two GWAS analyses to explore the influence of common genomic
variation on drug resistance in epilepsy. In the introductory part of this chapter, I
outline the principles of GWAS design and explain the theoretical background of each
step in a GWAS. The GWAS protocol and settings I used for the purpose of this work
are outlined later on, in Section 3.3 (Methods). Lastly, I report and discuss the results
of both GWAS analyses.

3.1.1 The principles of GWAS design

As explained in Section 1.7.4.3, GWAS examine a genome-wide set of variants to
identify associations with diseases or traits and are especially suitable to detect
associations of variants that are common in a population. A GWAS design includes the
following steps: SNP genotyping, imputation, marker and sample QC, association
analysis, and data interpretation.
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3.1.1.1

SNP genotyping

The first step in GWAS is SNP genotyping using chip-based microarrays to determine
the alleles of, typically, 500,000 to over 1,000,000 SNPs as a surrogate of the total
genomic variation. SNPs represented on commercial platforms are selected using the
following strategies: tagging SNPs (representative of LD blocks) or SNPs equally
distributed through the genome (dispersed approach), or both, to ensure maximally
informative sets (199, 200). The two most commonly used platforms are Illumina and
Affymetrix. Both types of microarrays contain multiple oligonucleotide sequences
flanking selected SNPs that are differentially labelled according to the SNP allele (200).
The Affymetrix platform contains short DNA sequences to detect specific SNP alleles as
spots on a quartz chip (microarray). In contrast, Illumina uses slightly longer DNA
sequences recognising different alleles and a bead-based technology (170). When the
sample DNA is hybridised to a microarray, it differentially binds to the probes
corresponding to the specific SNP alleles present in that sample. The assay produces
two-colour readouts (depending on the SNP allele) for each genomic locus. Intensity
values of the two colours convey information about the ratio between the two alleles
at that locus. Usually, a large number of samples are genotyped in a single study,
allowing normalisation of the intensity values across all samples. When these values
are appropriately normalised and plotted, samples with identical genotypes at an
individual genomic locus aggregate in a cluster. If two different alleles (A and B) exist at
a locus, the samples are expected to exhibit three separate clusters (AA, AB, and BB).
Genotype calls are made by comparing this information with information from a
standard cluster file derived from a representative sample set with known genotypes,
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allowing genotype calls in the studied samples. Implementing an efficient and robust
clustering algorithm is essential for accurate genotyping (411). SNP genotyping using
commercial microarray platforms (Affimetrix, Illumina) is expected to have greater
than 99% accuracy. Reproducibility, expressed as genotype concordance between
replicate studies of the same sample, has been shown to range from 99.4 to 99.9% for
the same laboratory and platform (412, 413).

3.1.1.2

Imputation

Imputation is the process of statistical prediction of genotypes not directly genotyped
in a sample using the haplotype structure of an external high-density reference (414).

The purposes of imputation are:
1. Increased power
By predicting the un-typed SNPs, the number of SNPs available for association
testing increases substantially, therefore increasing the power.
2. Fine mapping
Imputation provides a high-resolution overview of an association signal across a
locus.
3. Combining data genotyped with different arrays
GWAS data sets genotyped with different arrays (common when working with
several batches, or across consortia) can be imputed to the same reference
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panel to provide genotypes for a common set of SNPs across all experiments,
enabling all results to be combined into joint analyses (414).
Commonly used reference panels are the HapMap and 1000 Genomes references. The
most recent 1000 Genomes release includes genomes of 2,504 individuals from 26
populations genotyped for over 88 million variants, including short indels and
structural variants (163, 414). To facilitate haplotype matching, the reference panel
should include haplotypes from the same population as the reference panel. Several
types of software are used for genotype imputation, the most frequently used being
IMPUTE (415), MaCH (416, 417), and Beagle (418). Imputation involves several
computational steps. As the quality of imputation depends on the study and reference
data being on the same physical strand of DNA, aligning the strands is an important
initial step. This is followed by haplotype estimation, also referred to as haplotype
phasing. Haplotypes are estimated at SNPs genotyped (observed) in the study sample.
Next, the phased haplotypes are modelled as a mosaic of those in the haplotype
reference panel. As the reference haplotypes contain the genotypes of SNPs that were
not genotyped in the study sample, this allows the inference of unobserved genotypes.
As the study sample haplotypes may map to multiple reference haplotypes, the
imputed genotypes are assigned a probability score based on the haplotype overlap.
This score can be utilised in GWAS to account for the the uncertainty of imputation.
For each individual, imputation provides a probability distribution of possible
genotypes at each un-typed variant from the reference panel (414, 415, 419, 420).
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3.1.1.3

Quality control (QC) procedures in GWAS

GWAS aim to correlate the phenotype differences with differences in SNP allele
frequencies. The commonly used case-control approach assumes that any detected
allele frequency differences actually relate to the studied phenotype, i.e. there are no
unobserved confounding effects, either directly attributable to the causal marker or
through another marker that is located nearby (157).

The potential to identify true genomic associations in a GWAS depends on the overall
data quality. Association tests are compromised if the genome-wide SNP data have not
passed appropriate QC, potentially leading to excessive type I or type II errors. Sample
identity issues caused by sample handling errors can be detected by comparing genetic
data with clinical and self-reported data (e.g. gender or relatedness). Confounding and
false-positive associations in GWAS can also be a consequence of population
stratification, relatedness, and batch effects (421).

3.1.1.3.1 Marker QC procedures

Marker QC procedures include removing SNPs with excessive missing genotype data,
SNPs with a significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), SNPs with
significantly different missing genotype rates between cases and controls, and SNPs
with a very low MAF (422). In analyses that include imputed data, SNPs with poor
imputation quality measures are also excluded (414).
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i)

Exclusion of SNPs with high missing genotype rates
Poorly characterised markers need to be filtered out from GWAS as
problems with missingness or different missingness rates in cases and
controls may lead to spurious associations. SNPs with excessive missingness
rates or significantly different proportions of missing genotypes in cases
and controls are excluded. Different thresholds are used for this purpose.
The most commonly used standard is to exclude SNPs with more than 5%
missing data across the sample from further analyses. In addition, SNPs
should be checked for significant differences in missingness rates between
cases and controls (195, 422, 423).

ii)

Excluding SNPs with a significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE)
Most human SNPs satisfy the HWE law according to which states that both
the allele and genotype frequencies in a population stay constant over
generations. A SNP satisfies HWE if the ratios of genotype frequencies in
the population are in the right proportion. This can be tested using a chisquare goodness of fit test or the HWE exact test (424, 425). Possible
reasons for a departure from HWE are analytical mistakes, natural
selection, population admixture, inbreeding, and segmental duplications.
Usually, SNPs that significantly deviate from HWE are excluded from
downstream association analyses because this may be the result of
genotyping or genotype calling errors (195, 422). On the other hand,
deviations from HWE can be the consequence of selection associated with
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the disease process, so they can be seen in case samples at loci associated
with the disease and removing these SNPs from further analyses could be
counter-productive. Thus, HWE deviations are only tested for in controls. It
is common to exclude SNPs with the HWE exact test significance values
(PHWE) below 10-4 to 10-7 (423, 426).

iii)

Excluding SNPs with low MAF
If a SNP has a low MAF, this will result in low genotype counts for at least
one of the three possible genotypes in the study population, potentially
confounding the calling process. Normally, SNPs with low MAF are excluded
from downstream analyses as they are more likely to be affected by
genotyping errors and are generally less informative in GWAS (423).
Furthermore, sample sizes would have to be extremely large to identify
associations of variants with very low MAF. Commonly used thresholds to
exclude SNPs with low MAF are 0.01, 0.02, or 0.05, depending on the cohort
size (195, 423, 427, 428).

iv)

Excluding imputed SNPs with poor quality metrics
Imputed SNPs are statistical predictions, not actual observations as the
genotyped SNPs. The certainty of imputation for each imputed SNP is
described by several imputation quality metrics. These metrics are specific
to the software used. Here I am focussing on IMPUTE (imputation software
used in the present work – specifically version 2.3.0) and SNPTEST
(association analysis software used for marker QC in the present work). The
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main imputation quality metrics given by IMPUTE and SNPTEST include the
info score, average_maximum_posterior_call, concord_type0, and r2_type0.
IMPUTE assigns an internal “type” to each SNP. Imputed SNPs are referred
to as “Type 0” and SNPs genotyped in the study data set are referred to as
“Type 2” (415, 419).

The info score is a statistical information metrics capturing the certainty of
imputation. It is based on the population allele frequency and it is
calculated as a function of the observed statistical information on the allele
dosage in the imputed sample and the expected allele dosage (429, 430).
Values range from 0 to 1, with lower values signifying greater uncertainty in
the imputed genotypes and values close to 1 indicating a high certainty. The
genotyped SNPs have info values of approximately 1. According to the
IMPUTE manual, negative info scores may be encountered “when the
imputation is very uncertain”, and the value -1 means the metric could not
be calculated (419). The info metric is often used to exclude poorly imputed
SNPs from downstream association analyses; however, there is no strong
consensus on the exact cutoff value (431). There is precedence for taking
forward only SNPs with info scores of at least 0.3 to 0.9 (428, 431-433).

IMPUTE reports the posterior probabilities of genotype calls. Posterior
probability is the likelihood that an individual carries a SNP genotype, taking
into account all the background (prior) and new (generated during the
imputation) evidence. The values range from 0 to 1. The posterior
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probability of observed (measured) genotypes is 1 as there is no uncertainty
due to imputation (430). The average_maximum_posterior_call is an
imputation confidence score generated by SNPTEST. It is the average of the
maximum posterior probabilities of the imputed genotypes for a SNP across
all samples in a study (434). As with the info metrics, there is no default
threshold

for

excluding

SNPs

on

the

basis

of

average_maximum_posterior_call metrics. There is precedence for using
0.90 as the cutoff (435).

Imputation accuracy (performance) can be assessed using the r-squared
correlation

(IMPUTE

r2_type0)

and

concordance

rate

(IMPUTE

concord_type0) metrics. Both metrics are derived by masking a proportion
of observed genotypes and treating them as imputed (436). The r2_type0
metric is defined as the squared correlation between observed and masked
genotypes at a SNP. Values between 0 and 1 can be encountered, with
higher values indicating better imputation accuracy. There is no agreed
threshold for filtering SNPs on the basis of the r2_type0 metrics; however,
cutoff values between 0.3 to 0.9 have been used (428, 437). The
concord_type0 metric is defined as the concordance between the observed
and masked/imputed genotypes at a SNP. Values between 0 and 1 can be
encountered, with higher values indicating better imputation accuracy.
There is no agreed threshold for filtering SNPs on the basis of the
concord_type0 metrics; however, cutoff values between 0.7 and 0.9 have
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been used (438, 439).

3.1.1.3.2 Sample QC procedures

Sample QC procedures include removing samples with potential identity problems,
samples with excessive missing genotype data, heterozygosity, population
stratification, or relatedness issues.

i)

Checking for potential sample identity problems
Comparing genetic and clinical data can potentially uncover sample identity
problems resulting from sample handling errors. Comparing the reported
gender for each sample with the genotype data (chromosome X
heterozygosity) can identify discrepancies, for example an individual’s
reported gender is female, but genetic data show homozygosity for all
chromosome X markers. In this case, the study record forms and medical
records should be revisited to determine whether there has been a sample
handling error. Another way to check sample identity is by comparing
genotype data with self-reported relatedness between individuals. This is
done by estimating the degree of shared genetic ancestry between
individuals, i.e. computing kinship estimates for every pair of individuals in
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the study (421). This is described in more detail below.

ii)

Sample relatedness
In population-based GWAS using case-control design, all the individuals
should be unrelated. This means that the relatedness between any pair of
samples should not exceed the relatedness between second-degree
relatives. Inclusion of first-or second-degree relatives in the sample might
result in bias as the genotypes shared by the related individuals will be
over-represented, and thus the allele frequencies in the population may no
longer be reflected in the sample (422). Duplicate and related samples
should therefore be removed from the analysis. Using dense SNP genotype
data (excluding sex chromosomes), it is possible to compute IBS (identity by
state), a metric based on the average proportion of alleles in common at
genotyped SNPs for each pair of individuals. Independent SNPs (i.e. those
not in LD) are used for this method. Alleles at each locus are compared
between the two individuals. If two different alleles are possible (A and B),
there are three options: the two individuals have both alleles in common
(e.g. AA and AA; BB and BB; AB and AB), one allele in common (e.g. AA and
AB; AB and BB), or no alleles in common (e.g. AA and BB). The IBS data are
then used to estimate IBD (identitiy by descent), the degree of recent
shared ancestry for each pair of individuals (421, 426). Two alleles are IBD if
they originate from the same ancestral allele. Theoretical values of IBD
across all alleles in a study are 1 for monozygotic twins or duplicated
samples, 0.5 for first-degree relatives, 0.25 for second-degree relatives, and
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0.125 for third-degree relatives. Unrelated individuals share zero alleles IBD
at each locus (421, 422). There is often some variability around these
theoretical values, arising from genotyping errors, LD, and population
structure. In GWAS analyses it is common to remove one out each pair of
individuals with an IBD > 0.1875, which is midway between the expected
IBD for third- and second-degree relatives. Similarly, an IBD > 0.98 indicates
monozygotic twins or duplicated samples (422).

iii)

Exclusion of samples with high or low proportions of heterozygous SNPs
Heterozygosity is the proportion of heterozygous genotypes across all
autosomal SNPs of the sample (423). Excess heterozygosity may point to
sample contamination and low heterozygosity may be an indicator of
hybridisation problems or inbreeding. High heterozygosity outliers (more
than 3 or 4 standard deviations from the sample mean) are usually excluded
from the association analysis (195, 422, 423).

iv)

Exclusion of samples with high missing genotype rates
The missing genotype rate is defined as the fraction of missing calls over the
total number of SNPs per sample. A high proportion of missing data may
indicate hybridisation problems, which can be caused by microarray
malfunction or poor DNA quality (423, 440). It is common to exclude
samples with > 0.05 missing call rates from the association analyses (195,
440).
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v)

Population stratification
The genetic composition (i.e. allele frequencies) varies within and between
populations, irrespective of disease status. Population stratification refers
to the presence of a systematic difference in allele frequencies due to the
diverse ancestry of cases and controls (157). Population stratification is one
of the main sources of confounding in GWAS that explore the association of
SNP alleles with a trait of interest (422). In epidemiology studies, a
confounder is defined as a factor that is associated with both the exposure
variable and the trait, but is not a result of the exposure variable. In GWAS
analyses, the exposure variables are SNP alleles. Confounding occurs when
cases and controls have different allele frequencies attributable to different
population substructure. In this situation, an association signal may arise
because of different allele frequencies between the founder populations
that are differentially represented in the case and control groups and not
because of an association with the risk for the trait under investigation.
Population stratification is probably the most frequently cited reason for
non-replication of GWAS results (157). Since large sample sizes are required
to identify common variants carrying risk for common traits, even a low
degree of population stratification can negatively affect GWAS results (194).

There are various approaches to control for population stratification in
GWAS. When selecting samples for GWAS, careful consideration should be
given to matching the cases and controls according to ancestry, although
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this is not always sufficient (441). The effect of population stratification can
also be reduced by removing the population outliers (422).

The most commonly used methods for identifying and removing samples
with divergent ancestry are principal component analysis (PCA) and
multidimensional scaling (MDS). The relatedness or genetic distance
between individuals in the sample is determined by measuring IBS defined
as the genome-wide proportion of shared alleles (426). Differences in IBS
between pairs of individuals can result from relatedness or from
population-specific genotype frequencies (442). IBS is used to create a
similarity matrix for PCA or MDS. PCA and MDS are multivariate statistics
methods in which each individual is represented by a vector or point in an
X-dimensional matrix and the pairwise inter-individual similarity is indicated
by the distance between two points. The genetic background of an
individual is expressed as a vector of coordinates reflecting the pairwise
inter-individual genetic correlations (443, 444). The first vector represents
the axis accounting for the greatest possible amount of genetic variation in
the data; the second vector represents the axis accounting for the second
greatest amount of genetic variation, etc. (444).

These vectors are commonly used as covariates in the association analysis
to account for population stratification in GWAS, a method established by
The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (195).
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The PCA or MDS output is commonly visualised on a plot where the first
two PCA (MDS) components (coordinates) for each sample are represented
on the X and Y axes. Any outlying samples may be removed at this point on
the basis of visual inspection (413).

Another method of checking for population stratification in GWAS is to
examine quantile-quantile (QQ) plots. In these plots, the observed test
statistics (i.e. P-values generated for every SNP) in a GWAS are ranked from
the lowest to the highest and plotted against a theoretical (such as the chisquare) distribution of values expected under the null hypothesis, i.e. if
there were no SNPs associated with the trait. The plots are expected to
show a diagonal line, also referred to as the identity diagonal line. Since the
vast majority of SNPs tested in a GWAS are not expected to be associated
with the trait, strong deviations from the diagonal line may indicate
undetected sample duplications or familial relationships, population
stratification, or systematic technical bias (191). The deviation (inflation) of
observed statistics from the expected distribution is expressed as the
genomic inflation factor (λ), defined as the ratio of the median of observed
chi-square test statistics and the median of chi-square expected under the
null distribution (431). Genomic control is a method that can be used to
correct for this inflation. When implementing genomic control, the
observed test statistics is divided by λ. There is no universally agreed
threshold for the λ cutoff value. Values below 1.1 have been considered
acceptable in large GWAS (195).
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3.1.2 Association analysis

The most common approach to association analysis is comparison of two groups of
samples: a case group (i.e. the group with a disease/trait under investigation) and a
control group (i.e. the group without the disease/trait). For each SNP genotyped in
both groups, a test is conducted to investigate if the allele frequency is significantly
different between the case group and the control group. The effect size is usually
reported as odds ratio (OR) of two odds: the odds of disease for carriers of a specific
allele, and the odds of disease for non-carriers. In addition, P-value indicating the
significance of the OR is reported. The commonly used statistical methods to examine
dichotomous phenotypes (case-control) are the chi-square test, Fisher’s exact test, and
logistic regression. In logistic regression, the outcome of a linear regression model is
transformed using a logistic function predicting the likelihood of having the disease
phenotype given the genotype status. Often, logistic regression is the selected method
because it allows the inclusion of covariates and can generate adjusted OR as a
measure of effect size (170).

The genotype data used in case-control association analyses can be encoded in
different ways which can influence the statistical power of a test. In allelic association
tests a SNP allele is tested against the phenotype. In contrast, genotypic association
tests use genotypes or genotype categories. In genotype association testing,
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assumptions may be made about the underlying genetic model of inheritance, such as
dominant, recessive, additive, or multiplicative (170, 445).

The bioinformatics software packages commonly used for association analyses are
SNPTEST (415) and PLINK (426). Linear mixed models, such as Factored Spectrally
Transformed Linear Mixed Models (FaST-LMM) algorithm, can also be used. Mixed
model in this context is equivalent to a form of linear regression in which the genetic
similarity between individuals in the study is used as a covariate. The genetic similarity
between every pair of individuals in the study is derived from IBS (explained above)
and captured in the genetic similarity matrix. The advantage of FaST-LMM is the
correction of confounding by population stratification, cryptic relatedness, or close
familial relationships (446).

3.1.3 Correction for multiple testing

It is important to consider multiple comparisons when determining statistical
significance in GWAS. Since it is common to test more than a million SNPs in a single
GWAS, the probability of Type I errors (false positive associations) with a statistical
significance level typical of small studies (e.g. α = 0.005 or 0.001) is high. The most
commonly used solution in GWAS is applying the Bonferroni correction, which means
dividing the conventional P-value threshold by the number of statistical tests
performed in parallel. This approach is conservative and applicable only if the tested
SNPs are independent. For SNPs located in regions with strong LD (LD blocks) that are
not truly independent, it would result in over-correction, increasing the probability of
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Type II errors (false negative results). Since the human genome in Europeans and
North Americans has approximately one million independent chromosomal regions,
the corrected thresholds for an assumed million independent SNPs are α < 5*10-8
(corresponding to α < 0.05) or 1*10-8 (corresponding to α < 0.01). Using these
corrected thresholds may result in substantial Type II error rates if sample sizes are
small, for example in studies of rare disorders (447).

3.1.4 Interpreting results

Association studies using case-control design can produce valid results, provided that
good epidemiologic design practice is applied (191). However, interpretation of GWAS
results can be challenging due to the limited resolution of the SNP genotyping arrays.
The allele driving the association (i.e. index SNP) is not necessarily the functionally
relevant allele. Often, other SNPs in high LD with the genome-wide associated variant
have functional implications for the phenotype. Thus, an associated SNP may point to
the functional allele in the region (haplotype block), or it may be used as a genomic
biomarker for the trait (200). Additional work is usually required to bridge the gap
between finding an associated SNP and understanding how a locus contributes to a
trait. This work may combine fine-mapping of association signals and functional
annotation of variants. Fine-mapping refers to dense genotyping, imputation, or
sequencing of the loci of interest to identify a larger number or all variants in the
candidate region, followed by an association analysis to identify the specific variant
responsible for the association or secondary association signals at a locus. Functional
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annotation refers to identifying SNPs within regulatory elements of the DNA or effects
of SNP alleles on gene expression (448).

More than 90% of the SNPs found to be associated with diseases in GWAS are not
located in protein-coding regions, indicating that they may increase the risk by altering
regulatory elements of DNA elements resulting in gene expression changes (203, 449,
450). Variation in gene expression is an important contributor to disease risk and it has
been shown to be highly heritable (449). Non-coding variants can influence gene
expression in several ways. Variants within promoters or enhancers can influence
transcription (451, 452). Intronic variants can potentially affect alternative splicing and
mRNA stability. Furthermore, variants may affect the expression or function of noncoding RNAs (453). Identifying the genes affected by non-coding variants often
requires considerable effort. Attributing the effect of non-coding variants identified by
GWAS to the nearest gene, while common practice, may not necessarily be
scientifically accurate (454, 455). In certain cases, the answer is provided by
complementary methods, such as eQTL and tissue-specific expression patterns of local
genes (456, 457). An eQTL is a locus that influences the expression level of a gene.
Such a locus can be located close to the gene (cis-eQTL), or far away (trans-eQTL).
Standard eQTL analysis combines a genome-wide analysis of transcript levels in the
tissue(s) of interest with GWAS. Interpretation of eQTL data can be enriched by
incorporating information on epigenetic modifications and analysis of regulatory
networks (449).

As explained above, genomic variants found to be associated with traits of interest in
GWAS are unlikely to be the functional variants (203). SNPs are markers of regions and
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functional variants driving the association may be several thousands of base pairs away
from the associated SNP(s). If the association of the genotyped SNP with a phenotype
is shown to be biologically plausible, the phenotypic association is considered direct. If
a tagging SNP that is in strong LD with the functionally significant SNP shows
statistically significant assoiation with the phenotype, the association is indirect (170).
Follow-up studies are important to explore all variants in complete or near-complete
LD with the tagging SNP to identify potentially functional variants (170, 458).

3.2 Aim

The aim of the present GWAS work was to identify common genomic variants
associated with drug resistance in epilepsy of any aetiology by studying individuals
with DRE, drug responders, and healthy controls. As outlined in Section 1.10, I tested
two hypotheses using GWAS:

Hypothesis 1:
Common genomic variants are associated with drug resistance in common epilepsies.

To test Hypothesis 1, I performed a GWAS analysis comparing individuals with DRE and
individuals with drug-responsive epilepsy (GWAS1).
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Hypothesis 2:
Identified variants are determinants of drug response rather than epilepsy
susceptibility variants.

To test Hypothesis 2, I performed an additional GWAS analysis comparing individuals
with DRE and healthy individuals (GWAS2). If Hypothesis 2 is accurate, the loci
identified in GWAS1 will not be replicated in GWAS2.

3.3 Methods

I performed two GWAS analyses:
a) GWAS1: comparison of individuals with DRE and individuals with drugresponsive epilepsy
b) GWAS2: comparison of individuals with DRE and healthy controls
I performed both analyses following the protocol outlined in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: GWAS protocol
Pre-imputation QC – per genotype data set

Marker QC: genotype rate ≥ 0.90, Sample QC: genotype rate ≥ 0.95, ≥ 0.90 European ancestry

Imputation

Post-imputation marker QC – per genotype data set
r2_type0 ≥ 0.90, concord_type0 ≥ 0.90, MAF ≥ 0.005

Post-imputation sample QC

MDS analysis and removal of population outliers and related individuals

Final marker QC – per phenotype (resistant, responders, healthy)

MAF ≥ 0.01, info ≥ 0.90, average_maximum_posterior_call ≥ 0.97, HWE > 1e-6 (healthy controls only)

GWAS1

Resistant vs. responders

GWAS2

Resistant vs. healthy

QC = quality control; MAF = minor allele frequency; HWE = Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium; MDS
= multidimensional scaling. IMPUTE metrics include r2_type0 and concord_type0. SNPTEST
metrics include average_maximum_posterior_call and info.

3.3.1 Peripheral blood collection, DNA extraction, and SNP genotyping

Peripheral blood samples were collected from all participants. DNA was extracted
using standard procedures and SNP genotyping was performed. The majority of
samples were genotyped using the Illumina platform and a small number using the
Affymetrix platform (for details see Tables 3.1 and 3.2).
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Table 3.1: Genotyping platforms used for epilepsy samples
Country
(Ancestry)

Number of epilepsy
cases (drug resistant
and drug responsive)

Genotyping
platform(s)

UK

2,623

Illumina

Ireland

410

Illumina

Belgium

290

Illumina

Italy

221

Illumina

Germany

532

Netherlands

58

Illumina
Affymetrix
Illumina

Chip(s)
OmniExpress-12 v1.1
OmniExpress-24 v1.1
HumanOmniExpress
Human610-Quad
HumanHap550v3
HumanHap550-Quad
Illumina 1.2M
OmniExpress-12 v1.1
OmniExpress-24 v1.1
Human610-Quad
HumanHap550-Quad
HumanOmni1-Quad
OmniExpress-12 v1.1
OmniExpress-24 v1.1
Human610-Quad
HumanHap300v1
HumanHap300v2
OmniExpress-12 v1.1
OmniExpress-24 v1.1
OmniExpress-12 v1.1
OmniExpress-24 v1.1
Array 6.0
OmniExpress-12 v1.1
OmniExpress-24 v1.1

Table 3.2: Genotyping platforms used for healthy control samples
Country
(Ancestry)

Number of healthy
controls

Genotyping
platform(s)

UK
Ireland
Belgium

5,272
2,223
1,662

Illumina
Illumina
Illumina

Italy
Germany

261
1,317

Affymetrix
Affymetrix

Chip(s)
Illumina 1.2M
HumanOmni1-Quad
HumanHap300v1
HumanHap300v2
Array 6.0
Array 6.0
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3.3.2 Imputation

All genotype data sets were imputed to the 1000 Genomes July 2011 reference using
IMPUTE2 (459) at deCODE.

3.3.3 Sample and marker QC procedures

Pre-imputation QC:
Pre-imputation marker and sample QC were performed separately for each data set at
deCODE using PLINK 1.9 (426) and included the following steps:
1. Removal of markers with < 0.90 genotype rate
2. Extraction of genotypes for 2,766 ethnicity-sensitive SNPs common to all
Illumina SNP arrays
3. STRUCTURE 2.2 software (460) was used to derive European, Asian, and African
ancestry probabilities, with the following Hapmap samples as respective
reference populations: Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria; Japanese in Tokyo, Japan;
Han Chinese in Beijing, China; and Utah residents with ancestry from Northern
and Western Europe
4. Exclusion of samples with < 0.90 European ancestry in individual data sets
5. Exclusion of samples with > 0.05 missing genotype rates
6. Exclusion of samples where gender determined from the genotype did not
match the reported gender
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Array-specific

maps

retrieved

from

the

Wellcome

Trust

website

(http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~wrayner/strand/) were used to update all marker
positions and chromosome numbers to the Genome Reference Consortium Human
Build 37 (GRCh37) and all A/T and C/G markers were removed to avoid strand issues.
The genotypes were then split up according to chromosome arms. Phased haplotypes
were created for every data set using SHAPEIT v2 (461), with the recommended
effective population size setting (11,418) and the 1000 Genomes phase 1 (July 2011)
integrated (v3) map files as the reference. Following the haplotype phasing,
imputation was performed for every data set using IMPUTE version 2.3.0 (414, 415,
462), with the recommended effective population size setting (20,000) and 1000
Genomes phase 1 (July 2011) integrated (v3) genotypes as the reference (163).

I performed additional marker and sample QC as follows:

Marker QC:
I first performed a marker QC for each data set separately based on IMPUTE version
2.3.0 metrics, using the following thresholds:
- r2_type0 ≥ 0.90
- concord_type0 ≥ 0.90
- MAF ≥ 0.005
I then performed a further marker QC for each phenotype group separately (i.e. drugresistant cases, drug-responsive cases, and healthy controls) using the thresholds listed
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below. I used SNPTEST v2 (434) to generate the following metrics: info,
average_maximum_posterior_call, and controls_hwe.
1. Drug-resistant cases:
- MAF ≥ 0.01
- info ≥ 0.90
- average_maximum_posterior_call ≥ 0.97
2. Drug-responsive cases:
- MAF ≥ 0.01
- info ≥ 0.90
- average_maximum_posterior_call ≥ 0.97
3. Healthy controls:
- MAF ≥ 0.01
- info ≥ 0.90
- controls_hwe > 1e-6 (healthy controls only)
- average_maximum_posterior_call ≥ 0.97

Sample QC
As all samples with < 0.95 genotype rate had already been removed at the time of
imputation, I did not perform any additional genotype rate QC.
Using PLINK 1.9 (426), I created a subset of markers independent of each other with
respect to LD using a window size of 150 markers, shifting by 10 markers at a time and
removing one half of every SNP pair with genotypic r2 > 0.4 (PLINK command: --indep-
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pairwise 150 10 0.4). Using this subset of markers, I calculated heterozygosity (PLINK
command: --het) and IBS/IBD (PLINK command: --genome). I then removed:
1. All samples with outlying heterozygosity values (> 4 standard deviations from
the median of the whole sample)
2. Duplicate and related individuals, by excluding one sample out of each pair of
samples with Pi-hat (proportion of IBD) > 0.125
To infer the population structure and detect population outliers, I performed MDS
analysis with PLINK 1.9. I visualised the results in R (463) using the first two principal
coordinates for plotting. I excluded the outliers using visual inspection. In addition, I
performed MDS analysis using EpiPGX samples against the HapMap 3 samples. The
HapMap 3 collection includes 1,301 samples from 11 populations: African ancestry in
Southwest USA, Utah residents with Northern and Western European ancestry from
the Centre d'Etude du Polymorphism Humain (CEPH) collection, Han Chinese in Beijing,
China, Chinese in Metropolitan Denver, Colorado, Gujarati Indians in Houston, Texas,
Japanese in Tokyo, Japan, Luhya in Webuye, Kenya, Mexican ancestry in Los Angeles,
California, Maasai in Kinyawa, Kenya, Toscans in Italy, and Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria
(198).

3.3.4 Association analysis

I performed the single variant association tests using Factored Spectrally Transformed
Linear Mixed Models (FaSTLMM) algorithm for GWAS (446).
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3.3.5 Power and sample size calculations

I performed power and sample size calculations using the Power for Genetic
Association Analysis Calculator (464).

3.3.5.1

GWAS1 power and sample size calculations

I used the following assumptions for GWAS1 calculations: a co-dominant penetrance
model (where two alleles have an equal effect on the phenotype) and a prevalence of
DRE in the epilepsy population of 0.3. As evident from Figure 3.2, inclusion of 2,489
drug-resistant cases and 1,626 controls with drug-responsive epilepsy (control-to-case
ratio 0.65) allows for 80% power to detect variants with MAF ≥ 0.05 carrying a RR of
approximately 1.5, and variants with MAF ≥ 0.2 carrying a RR of approximately 1.2 to
1.3. Please see Section 2.4.2 for details on the sample sizes of both cohorts used for
these calculations.
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Figure 3.2: GWAS1 – minimum detectable RR at P = 5*10-8 for different
power levels

All calculations assume a co-dominant model, prevalence of DRE in the epilepsy population
0.3, number of cases 2,489, number of controls 1,626, and a genome-wide statistical
significance threshold 5*10-8.

— 90% power
— 80% power
— 60% power

3.3.5.2

GWAS2 power and sample size calculations

I used the following assumptions for GWAS2 calculations: a co-dominant penetrance
model, and a prevalence of DRE in the general population 0.0015. The prevalence of
DRE was estimated assuming an epilepsy prevalence of 0.005 in the general population
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(32) and a 0.3 rate of drug resistance (20, 28, 43). As evident from Figure 3.3, inclusion
of 2,489 drug-resistant cases and 10,695 healthy controls (control to case ratio 4.3)
would allow for 80% power to detect variants with MAF ≥ 0.05 carrying a RR of
approximately 1.5, and variants with MAF ≥ 0.2 carrying a RR of approximately 1.2 to
1.3 (Figure 3.3). Please see Section 2.4.2 for details on the sample sizes of both cohorts
used for these calculations.

Figure 3.3: GWAS2 – minimum detectable RR at P = 5*10-8 for different
power levels

All calculations assume a co-dominant model, prevalence of DRE in the general population
0.0015, number of cases 2,489, number of controls 10,695, and a genome-wide statistical
significance threshold 5*10-8.

— 90% power
— 80% power
— 60% power
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For GWAS1 and GWAS2 power and sample size curves see Appendix 6.

3.3.6 Visualisation of results

I used R (463) to generate Manhattan and QQ plots, and LocusZoom (465) to generate
plots of top associated loci.

3.3.7 Interpretation of results

To obtain insight into which genes may account for the genome-wide associations, I
first identified the SNPs in high LD (r2 > 0.8) with the lead associated SNP at each locus
using the HaploReg v4.1 tool which utilises LD information from the 1000 Genomes
Project (466, 467). I used the ENSEMBL Variant Effect Predictor (468, 469) to check for
potential impact of all identified SNPs on either protein structure or regulation of gene
expression.

I prioritised candidate genes on the basis of the following:

-

Proximity (location within 250kb (kilobase) from the lead SNP at a locus)

-

Preferential expression in the brain, based on the gene expression data
available in the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) database (470, 471)
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-

Presence of a missense variant in the genome-wide significant locus, as
annotated by ENSEMBL (468, 469)

-

Observation of a central nervous system phenotype in knockout mouse models,
based on the information available in the Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI)
database (472, 473)

-

Presence of a significant cis-eQTL (Bonferroni corrected P < 8*10-10) in the
genome-wide significant locus, based on the information in publically available
databases: GTEx (470, 471), Brain xQTL (474, 475), and Braineac (476, 477)

To place the results of the present work in the context of the relevant published
literature, I examined the output of GWAS2 for top SNPs identified in both ILAE GWAS
analyses as variants influencing epilepsy risk (261, 262). In addition, I extracted the
results for variants in selected genes that had previously been associated with
resistance to multiple AEDs from the output of GWAS1 and GWAS2. I selected the
genes for which I have been able to identify multiple, rather than single reports (Table
3.3). As discussed in Section 1.8.2, the published literature for some of these candidate
genes may be conflicting, with positive and negative assicociations identified by
different research groups.
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Table 3.3: Genes associated with drug resistance in epilepsy
Gene

Protein

Polymorphisms associated with drug response /
resistance

CYP2C9

Cytochrome P450 2C9
enzyme
Cytochrome P450 2C9
enzyme
P-gp

CYP2C9*2 (rs1799853), CYP2C9*3 (rs1057910)
(274, 278, 279, 281)
CYP2C19*2 (rs4244285) (382, 478)

Sodium voltage-gated
channel type I alpha
subunit; Nav1.1

rs2298771 (479, 480)

CYP2C19
ABCB1
SCN1A

rs1045642 (297, 298)

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Genotyping and imputation

All 16 data sets were genotyped and imputed at deCODE using the 1000 Genomes July
2011 reference. This generated approximately 40,000,000 SNPs per case overall before
QC. The X chromosome was not analysed as SNP data were not available for all
cohorts.
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3.4.2 Cohorts

I studied 14,829 samples in total, including: 2,489 cases with drug-resistant epilepsy
and 1,645 cases with drug-responsive epilepsy from 7 cohorts (Belgium, Netherlands,
Germany, Ireland, UK - London, UK - Liverpool, Italy), in addition to 10,695 healthy
individuals from 6 cohorts (Belgium, Germany, Ireland, UK - NBS, UK - 1958 Birth
Cohort, Italy). MDS analysis suggested that all samples clustered in the European
ethnic origin, as expected (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). On the basis of visual inspection of the
MDS plot (Figure 3.4), I excluded 29 population outliers from downstream analyses. In
addition, I excluded 85 samples due to relatedness and 21 samples due to outlying
heterozygosity values, leaving in total 14,694 samples after QC: 2,423 drug-resistant,
1,626 drug-responsive, and 10,645 healthy controls. Additional MDS plots showing the
distribution of cases and controls for both GWAS analyses are included in Appendix 7.
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Figure 3.4: MDS analysis of cases and controls considered for drug
resistance GWAS

o
o
o
o
o
o

Belgian epilepsy cases
Dutch epilepsy cases
Belgian healthy controls
German epilepsy cases
German healthy controls
Irish epilepsy cases

o
o
o
o
o
o

Irish healthy controls
UK epilepsy cases
UK healthy controls
Italian epilepsy cases
Italian healthy controls
Excluded samples

C1 = principal coordinate 1; C2 = principal coordinate 2. Epilepsy cases include both drugresistant and drug-responsive cases.
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Figure 3.5: MDS analysis of EpiPGX samples included in drug resistance
GWAS and the HapMap population

o
o

HapMap samples

EpiPGX samples
C1 = principal coordinate 1; C2 = principal coordinate 2.

3.4.3 GWAS1 (comparison of drug-resistant individuals with drug
responders)

After application of QC criteria, I included 2,423 cases with DRE and 1,626 cases with
drug-responsive epilepsy in the association analysis. After application of marker QC,
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5,952,081 SNPs remained in the association analysis. I performed association testing
using FaSTLMM. I noted an inflation factor of 1.008, suggesting adequate control for
possible cryptic stratification (see Figure 3.7 for QQ plot).

No SNPs reached genome-wide significance in this analysis. The top associated SNP
was rs2816283 (P = 1.98*10-06) located in an intergenic region at 6p25.3 (see Table
3.3).
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Table 3.4: GWAS1 – top associated loci (none of these loci reached genome-wide significance)
SNP

Cytogenetic
band

Base pair
position

Allele 1,
allele 2

MAF
(minor allele)

Candidate
gene

Annotation

P-value
(FaSTLMM)

OR (95% CI)

rs2816283

6p25.3

1529872

T, C

0.2499 (T)

Multiple

Intergenic

1.98*10-06

0.94 (0.92-9.97)

rs79316678

22q12.1

27786568

A, G

0.0296 (G)

Multiple

Intergenic

4.38*10-06

1.16 (0.84-1.60)

rs4611336

13q31.1

83201920

T, C

0.3104 (C)

SLITRK1

Intergenic

6.03*10-06

1.05 (0.94-1.18)

rs9531372

13q31.1

83197385

A, T

0.3894 (T)

SLITRK1

Intergenic

6.40*10-06

1.05 (0.94-1.18)

rs1683557

2q21.2

134816184

G, A

0.0165 (A)

Multiple

Intergenic

6.71*10-06

1.10 (0.89-1.35)

Base pair position refers to human genome build 37 (GRCh37, hg19). MAF is from all populations from the 1000 Genomes Project. Candidate gene refers to the
most plausible candidate gene attributable to the signal, based on proximity (450). OR (odds ratio) corresponds to allele 2. Annotation refers to type of SNP; nc
transcript variant refers to a transcript variant of a non-coding gene; upstream refers to upstream of a gene.
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Figure 3.6: GWAS1 – Manhattan plot

X-axis shows genomic coordinates, Y-axis shows the negative algorithm of the association Pvalue for each SNP. Each SNP is represented as a dot. The red line shows the threshold of
genome-wide significance.

Figure 3.7: GWAS1 – QQ plot

X-axis shows the negative algorithm of the expected association P-value for each SNP under
the null hypothesis. Y-axis shows the negative algorithm of the observed P-value for each SNP.
P-value refers to single association tests performed with FaSTLMM.
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3.4.4 GWAS2 (comparison of drug-resistant individuals with healthy
controls)

After application of the QC criteria, I included 2,423 cases with DRE and 10,645 healthy
controls in the association analysis. After application of marker QC, 5,919,078 SNPs
remained in the analysis. I performed association testing using FaSTLMM. I noted an
inflation factor of 1.016, suggesting adequate control for possible cryptic stratification
(see Figure 3.9 for QQ plot).

I identified 8 loci with genome-wide significance (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.8).
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Table 3.5: GWAS2 – genome-wide associated loci at P < 5*10-8
SNP

Cytogenetic
band

Base pair
position

Allele 1,
allele 2

MAF
Candidate
(minor allele) gene

Annotation

P-value
(FaSTLMM)

OR (95% CI)

rs75700350

4q31.1

140189612

C, T

0.0529 (T)

MGARP

Intronic

3.52*10-11

1.07 (1.05-1.09)

rs4629621

5p13.2

36426049

T, C

0.1512 (T)

SLC1A3

Intergenic

4,69*10-11

1.06 (0.97-1.15)

rs5765116

22q13.31

45408407

G, A

0.4589 (G)

Intergenic

2.58*10-10

1.03 (0.98-1.09)

rs8127410

21q22.3

47507039

A, G

0.3894 (G)

Multiple
Multiple

Intergenic

1.04*10-09

0.97 (0.91-1.02)

rs150512569

6p21.33

30495053

G, A

0.1032 (A)

Multiple

Intergenic

2.38*10-09

1.04 (0.98-1.11)

rs16927514

11p13

35505321

T, C

0.0280 (C)

PAMR1

Intronic

1.52*10-08

0.94 (0.84-1.05)

rs73999651

2q37.3

238054898

G, T

0.0873 (T)

Multiple

Intergenic

2.48*10-08

0.93 (0.82-1.06)

rs4516077

13q31.2

89193635

A, G

0.4922 (G)

LINC00433

nc transcript
variant

5.59*10-08

0.97 (0.93-1.02)

Base pair position refers to human genome build 37 (GRCh37, hg19). MAF is from all populations from the 1000 Genomes Project. Candidate gene refers to the
most plausible candidate gene attributable to the signal, based on proximity (450). OR (odds ratio) corresponds to allele 2. Annotation refers to type of SNP; nc
transcript variant refers to a transcript variant of a non-coding gene; upstream refers to upstream of a gene.
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Figure 3.8: GWAS2 – Manhattan plot

X-axis shows genomic coordinates, Y-axis shows the negative algorithm of the association Pvalue for each SNP. Each SNP is represented as a dot. The red line shows the threshold of
genome-wide significance.

Figure 3.9: GWAS2 – QQ plot

X-axis shows the negative algorithm of the expected association P-value for each SNP under
the null hypothesis. Y-axis shows the negative algorithm of the observed P-value for each SNP.
P-value refers to single association tests performed with FaSTLMM.
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3.4.4.1

Signal at locus 4q31.1

The top genome-wide association signal (rs75700350) was located at 4q31.1 (Figure
3.10). This signal was centred on the mitochondria localised glutamic acid rich protein
(MGARP) gene. rs75700350 was the only SNP with genome-wide significance in this
region. Usually, associated regions in GWAS are expected to contain a set of SNPs with
varying degrees of association due to local LD patterns (465). Although in 1000
Genomes, there are 34 SNPs in high LD with rs75700350 (467) and 33 of them were
included in the association analysis, none of them reached (or was close to reaching)
genome-wide significance indicating that this hit could be an artefact. rs75700350 was
a Type0 SNP (i.e. imputed and not directly genotyped in any of the data sets). The
imputation quality metrics (info,

average_maximum_posterior_call,

r2_type0,

concord_type0) were satisfactory for all genotype data sets, as well as across the cases
and the controls. That said, GWAS2 included publically available controls genotyped on
different platforms than the DRE cases. In such settings, imputation can introduce bias,
especially if the MAF in the study data differs substantially from the reference (481). In
this case, there was a significant difference between the MAF in the reference (0.0529;
1000 Genomes) and the study data. In some of the data sets including cases as well as
controls, the MAF was as low as 0.007.
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Figure 3.10: Genomic context of the 4q31.1 signal (LocusZoom plot)

Chr = chromosome, cM = centimorgan, Mb = megabase, cM/Mb = recombination rate (shown
as the blue line running through the plot, with peaks indicating the recombination hotspots),
P-value refers to single variant association tests performed with FaSTLMM, r2 = measure of LD.
LD data were taken from the 1000 Genomes project (European population), human genome
build 37 (GRCh37, hg19), March 2012.

3.4.4.2

Signal at locus 5p13.2

The SNP with the second lowest P-value (rs4629621) was located in an intergenic
region at 5p13.2 (Figure 3.11). Two other variants in high LD (r2 > 0.8) with rs4629621
and genome-wide significance (rs4479866 and rs6861831) were found in this region,
as well as several variants with nominal significance and r2 > 0.2.

There are four genes within 250kb of the lead SNP (rs4629621): S-phase kinaseassociated protein 2 (SKP2), RAN binding protein 3 like (RANBP3L), nicotinamide
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adenine dinucleotide kinase 2 (NADK2), and solute carrier family 1 member 3 (SLC1A3).
SKP2 encodes one of the subunits of the ubiquitin-protein ligase complex and has a
role in phosphorylation-dependent ubiquitination. It is a protooncogene, implicated in
the pathogenesis of multiple types of cancer (482, 483). RANBP3L is associated with
bone development and mesenchymal stem cell differentiation (484). The NADK2 gene
encodes a mitochondrial kinase that catalyses the phosphorylation of NAD to yield
NAD phosphate (485). SLC1A3 encodes excitatory amino acid transporter 1 (EAAT1), a
glial glutamate transporter (486). None of the SNPs in the locus has been identified as
a significant cis-eQTL for any of the four genes in the aforementioned eQTL databases
(471, 475, 477). Two out of the four genes of interest (RANBP3L and SLC1A3) are
preferentially expressed in the brain (471). While RANBP3L has not been associated
with any relevant phenotype in animal models, SLC1A3 knockout mice have been
shown to have abnormal kindling responses and seizures (473). Mutations in SLC1A3
have been linked to epilepsy (487), making SLC1A3 the most interesting of the four
genes.
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Figure 3.11: Genomic context of the 5p13.2 signal (LocusZoom plot)

Chr = chromosome, cM = centimorgan, Mb = megabase, cM/Mb = recombination rate (shown
as the blue line running through the plot, with peaks indicating the recombination hotspots),
P-value refers to single variant association tests performed with FaSTLMM, r2 = measure of LD.
LD data were taken from the 1000 Genomes project (European population), human genome
build 37 (GRCh37, hg19), March 2012.

3.4.4.3

Signal at locus 22q13.31

The third top associated SNP (rs5765116) was located in an intergenic region at
22q13.31 (Figure 3.12). No other variants in this LD block reached genome-wide
significance. In 1000 Genomes, there are 16 SNPs in high LD with rs5765116 (467).
While seven of them did not pass the QC and were not included in the association
analysis, the remaining nine were included and they all reached nominal significance.
However, upon close inspection of the LocusZoom plot, the pattern of association for
these SNPs appears atypical, suggesting the possibility that this signal was an artefact.
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rs5765116 was a Type0 SNP (i.e. imputed and not directly genotyped in any of the data
sets). The imputation quality metrics (info, average_maximum_posterior_call,
r2_type0, concord_type0) were satisfactory for all genotype data sets, as well as across
the cases and the controls.

Figure 3.12: Genomic context of the 22q13.31 signal (LocusZoom plot)

Chr = chromosome, cM = centimorgan, Mb = megabase, cM/Mb = recombination rate (shown
as the blue line running through the plot, with peaks indicating the recombination hotspots),
P-value refers to single variant association tests performed with FaSTLMM, r2 = measure of LD.
LD data were taken from the 1000 Genomes project (European population), human genome
build 37 (GRCh37, hg19), March 2012.
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3.4.4.4

Signal at locus 21q22.3

The fourth top associated SNP (rs8127410) was located in an intergenic region at
21q22.3 (Figure 3.13). In 1000 Genomes, there are six SNPs in high LD with rs8127410
(467); however, none of them passed the QC. Two other variants with genome-wide
significance (rs2839104 and rs2839103) were found in this region. These two variants
are not in LD with rs8127410, but they are in strong LD with each-other. Despite the
missing information on SNPs in high LD with the associated variants, it is most likely
that these hits were artefacts. Both associated variants were Type0 SNPs (i.e. imputed
and not directly genotyped in any of the data sets). The imputation quality metrics
(info, average_maximum_posterior_call, r2_type0, concord_type0) were satisfactory
for all genotype data sets, as well as across the cases and the controls.
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Figure 3.13: Genomic context of the 21q22.3 signal (LocusZoom plot)

Chr = chromosome, cM = centimorgan, Mb = megabase, cM/Mb = recombination rate (shown
as the blue line running through the plot, with peaks indicating the recombination hotspots),
P-value refers to single variant association tests performed with FaSTLMM, r2 = measure of LD.
LD data were taken from the 1000 Genomes project (European population), human genome
build 37 (GRCh37, hg19), March 2012.

3.4.4.5

Signal at locus 6p21.33

The next signal (rs150512569) was located in an intergenic region at 6p21.33 (Figure
3.14). In 1000 genomes, there are five SNPs in high LD with rs150512569 (467). These
SNPs did not pass the QC and were thus not included in the association analysis.
Nevertheless, it is very likely that that this SNP was an artefact as it is not supported by
other SNPs with genome-wide or nominal significance.
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Figure 3.14: Genomic context of the 6p21.33 signal (LocusZoom plot)

Chr = chromosome, cM = centimorgan, Mb = megabase, cM/Mb = recombination rate (shown
as the blue line running through the plot, with peaks indicating the recombination hotspots),
P-value refers to single variant association tests performed with FaSTLMM, r2 = measure of LD.
LD data were taken from the 1000 Genomes project (European population), human genome
build 37 (GRCh37, hg19), March 2012.

3.4.4.6

Signal at locus 11p13

The next signal (rs16927514) was located at 11p13 (Figure 3.15). This signal was
centred on the PAMR1 (peptidase domain containing associated with muscle
degeneration) gene (intronic variant) which has so far not been linked to epilepsy. In
1000 Genomes, there are seven SNPs in high LD with rs16927514 (467). Six of them
(rs117711020, rs117145777, rs17726212, rs117054435, rs117524439, rs115838855)
passed the QC and reached genome-wide significance. All these SNPs are annotated as
intronic variants of PAMR1 in ENSEMBL. In addition to PAMR1, there are three other
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genes within 250kb from the lead SNP at this locus: solute carrier family 1 member 2
(SLC1A2), four-jointed box kinase 1 (FJX1), and tripartite motif containing 44 (TRIM44).
FJX1 and SLC1A2 are predominantly expressed in the brain (471), and SLC1A2 knockout
mouse models exhibit seizures, increased susceptibility to pharmacologically induced
seizures, and abnormalities of the hippocampus (473). None of the SNPs in the locus is
a significant cis-eQTL for any of the four genes (471, 475, 477). Considering its function
and expression pattern, SLC1A2 could be a plausible candidate gene, even though all
the significantly associated SNPs are intronic variants of PAMR1.

Figure 3.15: Genomic context of the 11p13 signal (LocusZoom plot)

Chr = chromosome, cM = centimorgan, Mb = megabase, cM/Mb = recombination rate (shown
as the blue line running through the plot, with peaks indicating the recombination hotspots),
P-value refers to single variant association tests performed with FaSTLMM, r2 = measure of LD.
LD data were taken from the 1000 Genomes project (European population), human genome
build 37 (GRCh37, hg19), March 2012.
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3.4.4.7

Signal at locus 2q37.3

The next signal (rs73999651) was located in an intergenic region at 2q37.3 (Figure
3.16). In 1000 Genomes, there are 65 SNPs in high LD (r2 > 0.8) with rs75700350 (467),
58 of which passed the QC and were included in the association analysis. None of them
reached genome-wide or nominal significance. Only one variant in moderate LD (r2 >
0.6) with rs73999651 had nominal significance. Considering that the lead SNP at this
locus was not supported by other SNPs, it is possible that this hit was an artefact,
potentially arising in the course of the imputation. rs73999651 was a Type0 SNP (i.e.
imputed and not directly genotyped in any of the data sets). The imputation quality
metrics (info, average_maximum_posterior_call, r2_type0, concord_type0) were
satisfactory for all imputation batches, as well as across the cases and the controls. On
detailed inspection of the characteristics of this SNP, I noted a significant difference
between the MAF in the reference (0.0873; 1000 Genomes) and the UK controls (0.018
to 0.021).
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Figure 3.16: Genomic context of the 2q37.3 signal (LocusZoom plot)

Chr = chromosome, cM = centimorgan, Mb = megabase, cM/Mb = recombination rate (shown
as the blue line running through the plot, with peaks indicating the recombination hotspots),
P-value refers to single variant association tests performed with FaSTLMM, r2 = measure of LD.
LD data were taken from the 1000 Genomes project (European population), human genome
build 37 (GRCh37, hg19), March 2012.

3.4.4.8

Signal at locus 13q31.2

The final signal (rs4516077) was located at 13q31.2 (Figure 3.17), centred on the long
intergenic non-protein coding RNA 433 (LINC00433) gene (transcript variant of a noncoding RNA gene). In 1000 Genomes, there is one SNP in high LD with the lead SNP
(467). This SNP (rs7491918) also reached genome-wide significance. Apart from
LINC00433, there are no other genes within 250kb of the lead SNP.
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Figure 3.17: Genomic context of the 13q31.2 signal (LocusZoom plot)

Chr = chromosome, cM = centimorgan, Mb = megabase, cM/Mb = recombination rate (shown
as the blue line running through the plot, with peaks indicating the recombination hotspots),
P-value refers to single variant association tests performed with FaSTLMM, r2 = measure of LD.
LD data were taken from the 1000 Genomes project (European population), human genome
build 37 (GRCh37, hg19), March 2012.

3.5

Discussion

3.5.1 Comparison of drug-resistant individuals with drug responders

In GWAS1, I compared 2,423 cases with DRE and 1,626 controls with drug-responsive
epilepsy. To my knowledge, this is the largest GWAS of DRE to this date. The
association analysis did not show a differential distribution of SNPs in individuals with
DRE compared with individuals who respond to AEDs. This study was powered to
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detect variants with MAF 0.05 carrying a RR for DRE of at least 1.5, or variants with
MAF of at least 0.2 carrying a modest RR. The results suggest drug resistance may not
be caused by common variants with modest or large effect sizes, although an influence
of rare variants or variants with small effect sizes cannot be excluded.

It is possible that drug resistance is caused by a large number of variants with small
effect sizes, in line with the so called infinitesimal model. In contrast with the common
disease-common variant hypothesis, the infinitesimal model predicts that many
variants with small effect sizes (RR less than 1.1) underlie the variable susceptibility for
common traits (488). This could possibly mean hundreds or thousands of contributing
loci, with affected individuals carrying an excess of risk variants compared with the
general population (488, 489). Such pattern has been observed in sudden unexpected
death in epilepsy (SUDEP), another severe phenotype associated with DRE. Leu et al.
showed that the polygenic burden underlying SUDEP consists of contributions from
more than a thousand genes (490).

Another possible scenario that cannot be excluded is that drug resistance is caused by
a small number of rare variants (MAF < 0.01) which would not have been identified by
the present analysis. This would be consistent with the rare variant hypothesis,
according to which most of the phenotypic variability in complex traits is due to rare
variants with relatively large effect sizes (491). Since an individual variant explains
most of the risk only in a fraction of cases, the effects of rare variants may not account
for a sufficient amount of the variability in the population to be detectable by standard
GWAS (489).
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Last but not least, it is possible that variants underlying drug resistance are specific to
different types of epilepsy and not the same across all epilepsy types.

3.5.1.1

Limitations

The main limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size. Even though this is
the largest GWAS of this type to date, the sample size is still modest, reflecting the
difficulty obtaining large numbers of cases with well characterised pharmacologic
outcomes. The sample size was insufficient to allow the detection of variants carrying a
small risk for DRE. Furthermore, the small sample size did not allow for analysis of
variants associated with DRE in epilepsy subtypes. Lastly, there is a lack of independent
replication sample.

The analysis used genotype data generated separately on several platforms, which is
normal for GWAS conducted in a consortium setting. To mitigate this, the data sets
were imputed to the same reference using a unified protocol. It is important to note
that the X chromosome was not included in the analysis as the data were not available
for all cohorts. Any potentially significant variants on chromosome X could thus not be
detected.

The limitations associated with case and control selection are discussed in detail in
Section 2.5.3. Due to the retrospective data collection, the classification of cases relied
on the quality of medical records. Since the patients were recruited at tertiary centres,
there was over-representation of difficult-to-treat cases in the overall sample (2,489
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cases with drug-resistant epilepsy and 1,626 cases with drug-responsive epilepsy were
available for inclusion in GWAS1). In a general epilepsy population, one would expect
only approximately 30% resistant cases (20, 28, 43). In addition, it is possible that the
drug-responsive controls were less typical of the general responder population.
Individuals recruited in EpiPGX might have required a longer time to achieve remission,
or suffered relapses, warranting continuous follow-up at a tertiary centre. Individuals
achieving a sustained remission with their first AED trial would be more likely followed
locally and would consequently be under-represented in our cohort. The information
on the time to remission was not available for the cohort of drug responders in this
analysis. Consequently, I have not been able to make comparisons with the published
community-based epilepsy cohort outcomes, or speculate whether the drugresponsive cohort included in GWAS1 could be genetically different from a general
drug-responsive population and whether the analysis could have been affected. The
average number of adequate and appropriate AED trials in individuals with drugresponsive epilepsy was approximately two, which is similar to what has been
observed in another study (81).

The issue of the fluctuating course of epilepsy has been discussed in detail in Section
2.5.3.5. The classification of cases with a fluctuating course of epilepsy poses
challenges with any definition of epilepsy outcomes because the classification is only
valid at one point, and may change at another point in time. It is probable that some of
the individuals in our drug-resistant cohort would have achieved remission and that
some of the drug-responsive individuals would have relapsed down the line, thus
falling into the opposite phenotypic category. As a consequence, both GWAS1 cohorts
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might have included a small proportion of cases with a fluctuating epilepsy course that
may have a different genomic signature than both the drug-resistant and the drugresponsive populations. The extent to which this issue could have affected the power
and the results of GWAS1 is difficult to estimate. The proportion of individuals with a
fluctuating course is estimated at approximately 10 to 15% (28, 401), so there could
theoretically be a few percent of them in each GWAS1 cohort. Fluctuations between
periods of uncontrolled seizures and remissions are more likely in individuals
experiencing infrequent seizures (382). Since the EpiPGX definition of DRE required a
minimum of four seizures in the 12 months prior to the last follow-up, it likely excluded
a fair proportion of such cases. However, this was not the case with the definition of
drug response.

3.5.1.2

Concluding remarks

In conclusion, GWAS1 does not provide a definitive answer regarding the genetic basis
of drug resistance in epilepsy. It is possible that drug resistance is caused by rare
variants or variants with very small effect sizes that could not be detected by this
analysis.

3.5.2 Comparison of drug-resistant individuals with healthy controls

In GWAS2, I compared 2,423 cases with DRE and 10,645 healthy controls. Association
analysis revealed eight loci with genome-wide significance: 4q31.1, 5p13.2, 22q13.31,
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21q22.3, 6p21.33, 11p13, 2q37.3, and 13q31.2. I examined the genomic context, LD
structure, and potential functional significance of these loci using information from
1000 Genomes, ENSEMBL Variant Effect Predictor (468, 469), GTEx (470, 471), Brain
xQTL (474, 475), Braineac (476, 477), and MGI databases (472, 473). Exploring these
resources allowed me to speculate which genes could be plausible candidates at each
locus. More advanced methods like the exploration of chromatin interaction data,
protein-protein interactions, and transcriptome-wide association analysis (262) were
beyond the scope of this work.

All genome-wide significant SNPs were located in non-coding regions of the genome,
which is consistent with GWAS findings in other complex diseases. It is estimated that
approximately 80% of all GWAS signals are located in introns and intergenic regions,
often within promoter or enhancer sequences. Functional variants driving these signals
are likely to affect the regulation of gene expression (492, 493).

The genome-wide significant SNPs from GWAS2 can be grouped as follows:
1. Intronic: 11p13
2. Intergenic: 5p13.2
3. Non-coding transcript variant: 13q31.2
4. Associated variants not supported by other SNPs at the same locus, likely
representing artefacts: 4q31.1, 6p21.33, 2q37.7, 21q22.3, 22q13.31
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3.5.2.1

Signal at locus 11p13

The signal at locus 11p13 was centred on the second intron of the PAMR1 (peptidase
domain containing associated with muscle regeneration 1) gene. PAMR1 has so far not
been linked to epilepsy or neuronal excitation (494). Instead, it has been proposed that
PAMR1 could be a tumour suppressor as it has been found to be frequently inactivated
by promoter hypermethylation in breast cancer tissues (495). Even though the lead
SNP and all the SNPs in high LD with it are PAMR1 intronic variants, this does not
necessarily mean that PAMR1 is the biological candidate. There are known examples of
intronic variants affecting the expression of adjacent genes (496) and there is a
theoretical possibility that another gene within the locus (such as SLC1A2 or FJX1)
could be affected. None of the SNPs in the locus is an eQTL for any of the
aforementioned genes, based on the data available in public databases (471, 475,
477); however, the available information is limited and may be incomplete.

On the basis of its function and expression pattern, the most interesting gene within
this locus is SLC1A2, encoding the excitatory amino acid transporter 2 (EAAT2). Located
in the membranes of astroglia, EAAT2 is responsible for removing glutamate from the
extracellular space at the synapse, allowing timely glutamatergic transmission and
maintaining the extracellular glutamate concentration at low levels to protect neurons
from its toxic effects. Heterozygous Slc1a2 loss of function mutations in mice result in
impaired glutamate uptake and excitotoxicity (497, 498). De novo mutations in SLC1A2
cause EE with onset in the first week of life, multiple seizure types, and profound
learning disability (102, 392). Lower regional content of EAAT2 has been shown in
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dysplastic tissue of individuals with FCD (499). Zhang et al. identified SLC1A2 as a
pivotal gene in MTLE using a systems biology approach focussing on gene coexpression networks. They found low expression of SLC1A2 in individuals with MTLE. In
addition, the authors studied the rat pilocarpne model of epilepsy and showed low
levels of Slc1a2 in the hippocampal tissue after SE. Rats transfected with
pheochromocytoma cells overexpressing human SLC1A2 exhibited reduced seizure
activity and less pronounced neuronal loss, astrocytosis, and inflammation (500).
Combined, these results indicate that genetic variation impacting SLC1A2 expression
could influence disease progression across different epilepsy types by affecting the
glutamatergic pathway. Higher expression of EAAT2 could mean more efficient
clearance of glutamate from the synapse and less excitotoxicity following different
insults (e.g. SE, brain trauma). Existence of variants influencing the regulation of
SLC1A2 expression could be a potential non-specific mechanism underlying drug
resistance in common epilepsies.

3.5.2.2

Signal at locus 5p13.2

The signal at locus 5.13 was located in a non-coding region, within 250kb of four genes:
SKP2, RANBP3L, NADK2, and SLC1A3. Publically available eQTL data do not indicate any
involvement of the variants in this locus in the regulation of these genes in the CNS
(471, 475, 477). However, the available data may be incomplete and potential
influences cannot be excluded.
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Based on its function and high expression in the brain, SLC1A3, encoding the glial
glutamate transporter EAAT1, is the most interesting gene in the region. Since the
reuptake of glutamate via astroglial glutamate transporters is the main mechanism for
terminating excitatory neurotransmission, EAAT1 is critical for the regulation of
extracellular glutamate and excitotoxicity (501), in the same way as the
aforementioned EAAT2. In addition to regulating the extent and duration of glutamatemediated signal, EAAT1 also has anion channel activity preventing further glutamate
release (502-504).

Variation in SLC1A3 (rs4869682 genotype) has been shown to correlate with the risk of
developing epilepsy as a consequence of traumatic brain injury (505). Mutations in
SLC1A3 have been linked to seizures in the context of episodic ataxia and alternating
hemiplegia (487, 506). Jen et al. described a case with a heterozygous mutation of
SLC1A3 and episodic ataxia, focal seizures, migraine, and alternating hemiplegia. The
mutation in this individual resulted in a substitution of arginine for proline at a highly
conserved site in the EAAT1 protein. The glutamate uptake assay showed markedly
reduced glutamate uptake capacity of mutant EAAT1. Insufficient clearance of
glutamate from the synapse can lead to to hyperexcitability, manifesting as baseline
epileptiform discharges and a lower seizure threshold, as well as other paroxysmal
neurologic disturbances, which was clearly demonstrated in this case. The overlapping
clinical features resulting from mutations in proteins important in glutamate release
and reuptake strengthen a role for glutamate transmission in paroxysmal neurological
disorders (487).
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CNVs at the 5p13.2 locus result in complex syndromes that can feature seizures as one
of the symptoms, often in combination with autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) and
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Chromosome 5p13 duplication
syndrome (OMIM #613174) has been described in rare individuals with developmental
delay, behavioural problems, and facial dysmorphism. Duplications of 5p13 described
up to date vary in size from 0.25 to 13.6 Mb and span a variable number of genes.
Clinical presentations are heterogenous and may include epilepsy, ASD, and ADHD
(507-510). The main dosage-sensitive gene driving the phenotype is most likely NIPBL
(nipped-B-like; regulator of the sister chromatid cohesion complex). SLC1A3, commony
included in 5p13 microduplications, likely contributes to the clinical features. Van
Amen-Hellebrekers et al. described a series of four children with very short
duplications of 5p13.2 encompassing only the SLC1A3 gene. The most consistent
clinical findings were developmental delay, learning disability, facial dysmorphism,
behavioural problems resembling ADHD, and autistic features. Interestingly, one of the
cases also had EE with onset at four years of age. They concluded that SLC1A3 might
be a risk gene for ASD and ADHD (511). Locus 5p13-q11 has also been linked to ADHD
in several other studies. The region contains several plausible candidate genes for
ADHD, based on their role in the CNS function and development, SLC1A3 being one of
them (512, 513). Triplications of 5p12-14 region have been associated with epilepsy
and ASD (514, 515).

As detailed above, the region on chromosome 5 harbouring the GWAS signal has
already been implicated in epilepsy, ASD and ADHD. The most interesting plausible
candidate gene within this locus is SLC1A3. Similar to SLC1A2, variants affecting SLC1A3
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could be involved in drug resistance across different epilepsy types by affecting the
clearance of glutamate, the main excitatory neurotransmitter in the CNS. In addition,
connections with ASD and ADHD are particularly interesting because these are
common comorbidities in PWE. Co-occurrence of epilepsy and ASD in children is
estimated at approximately 20 to 25% (516). The prevalence of ADHD in the epilepsy
population ranges from 23 to 40% (517). ASD and ADHD are more likely in children
with DRE than with epilepsy that is easy to treat (518, 519).

The signal at locus 5.13 could potentially reflect a causal variant underlying DRE,
epilepsy, or merely the higher prevalence of behavioural comorbidities in DRE.
Unfortunately, the information on these comorbidities was not systematically
collected in EpiPGX. A confirmation of this association signal in a second GWAS is
important as the next step. In addition, expression data could help determine which
genes are directly affected.

3.5.2.3

Signal at locus 13q31.2

The signal at locus 13q31.2 was centred on the LINC00433 gene (transcript variant of a
long non-coding RNA gene). Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are a type of transcribed
RNA molecules that are more than 200 nucleotides in length and do not encode
proteins. They are believed to have a wide array of functions, including gene inhibition
and gene activation through various mechanisms. They may regulate genes in close
proximity or at a distance from the transcribed lncRNA (520, 521). An example of
lncRNA with a known function is the XIST (X-inactive specific transcript) lncRNA which
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plays an important role in X chromosome inactivation (522). To date, very few lncRNAs
have been characterised in detail. No information is available on the function of
LINC00433. Publically available eQTL data for both associated SNPs at this locus do not
indicate a significant effect on the expression of any genes (477). Nevertheless, it is
possible that variants affecting LINC00433 could result in changes in gene regulation
underlying epilepsy or DRE. Further expression studies could help determine the
function of LINC00433.

3.5.2.4

Associated loci representing artefacts

Associated loci that likely represent artefacts include: 4q31.1, 6p21.33, 2q37.3,
21q22.3, and 22q13.3. Based on the examination of GWAS output for SNPs in high LD
with the associated SNPs at these loci, there is less confidence that these could be true
associations. The cohorts used in this GWAS were genotyped in several separate
batches on different platforms and there is a possibility of imputation artefacts.
Despite the use of stringent marker QC, issues can arise if SNPs in the studied cohorts
differ substantially from the reference. Further work may be required to eliminate
these issues, including repeating the analysis in an independent cohort.

3.5.2.5

Limitations

As mentioned in the previous section, the main limitation of this analysis was the use
of genotype data generated separately on various platforms which may have resulted
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in artefacts despite imputing all data sets using the same reference. As with GWAS1,
the sample size, in particular of the DRE cohort, was modest. As shown by GWAS in
other areas, increasing the sample size usually reveals additional associated loci (220)
and allows the detection of variants carrying small risks. Furthermore, increasing the
sample size would also allow for analysis of variants associated with DRE in epilepsy
subtypes. It is important to note that the X chromosome was not included in the
analysis as the data were not available for all cohorts. Any potentially significant
variants on chromosome X could thus not be detected. Lastly, there is a lack of
independent replication sample.

I used several public databases to prioritise candidate genes at each locus based on the
proximity to the lead SNP, expression patterns, eQTL data, functional consequences of
variants within the locus, and knockout mouse phenotype data. Together, these
resources have provided only limited insight into the potential relevance of the
associated signals rather than allowing definitive conclusions. There are additional
methods that could have provided valuable information, for example taking into
account chromatin interactions data, protein-protein interactions, and transcriptomewide association analysis; however, these were beyond the scope of this work. When
examining the expression and mouse phenotype data, I focussed predominantly on the
central nervous system. Theoretically, genes involved in DRE could be associated with
other organ systems, such as the liver, or the immune system.

Assembling large cohorts of epilepsy cases with well characterised long-term outcomes
represents a challenge even for large international consortia. The EpiPGX definition of
DRE required the availability of sufficient information on individual AED treatment
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outcomes and seizure frequency in the medical records. Due to the retrospective data
collection, complete information was not always available, resulting in a lower number
of cases classified as resistant than what would be expected with less stringent
definitions. The DRE cohort available for inclusion in GWAS2 was thus modest. This is
discussed in detail in Section 2.5.3, together with other reasons for undefined
outcomes. An important part of classifying the cases as drug-resistant was checking for
causes of pseudoresistance, for example NES or poor adherence to medication. As this
relied on the quality of medical records, it is possible that the exclusion of such cases
was not complete. As with GWAS1, the classification of cases with a fluctuating course
of epilepsy represents an additional challenge. It has been shown that individuals
meeting criteria for DRE may achieve late remissions (401, 406), so it is possible that
some individuals in the drug-resistant cohort would have achieved remission with
further drug changes. Since GWAS2 included healthy controls this issue might have
affected it to a lesser extent than GWAS1 which also included drug responders.

Additional efforts and collaboration with other epilepsy consortia will be required to
generate an independent replication cohort.

3.5.2.6

Concluding remarks

GWAS2 revealed several interesting loci associated with the drug-resistant phenotype,
most notably 5p13.2 and 11p13 which both harbour potentially biologically relevant
genes. This includes the genes for both glial glutamate transporters (SLC1A2 and
SLC1A3), responsible for the clearance of glutamate from the synaptic cleft and
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protection against glutamate excitotoxicity. In addition, one of these two loci has been
linked to ASD and ADHD. These are important comorbidities in epilepsy, more
frequently encountered in DRE compared with drug responders. These loci could be
risk factors for drug resistance or epilepsy susceptibility (especially difficult-to-treat
epilepsy). In addition, the locus on chromosome 5 could reflect common
pathophysiological pathways underlying DRE and comorbidities such as ASD and
ADHD. All variants identified in GWAS2 were located in non-coding regions. Some of
them could potentially affect gene regulation. Expression and functional work would
be needed to establish the target genes and the effects of these variants.

3.5.3 Comparison and interpretation of GWAS1 and GWAS2 results

I performed GWAS1 and GWAS2 as two complementary analyses to explore the
contribution of common genomic variation to DRE. I used the same DRE cases in both
GWAS1 and GWAS2. While GWAS1 did not yield any genome-wide significant results,
GWAS2 revealed several interesting associated loci. To get a more complete
understanding of the results, I examined the output of GWAS1 for SNPs with genomewide significance in GWAS2. Similarly, I examined the GWAS2 results for SNPs that had
genome-wide significance in the previously published studies of genetic determinants
of common epilepsies (261, 262).
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3.5.3.1

Comparison of GWAS1 and GWAS2 results

No SNPs reached genome-wide significance in GWAS1 (comparison of drug-resistant
cases with drug responders) and eight SNPs reached genome-wide significance in
GWAS2 (comparison of drug-resistant cases with drug responders). Four out of these
eight SNPs (rs4629621, rs8127410, rs16927514, and rs4516077) showed nominal
significance in GWAS1 (see Table 3.5). None of these SNPs or SNPs in high LD with
them were close to reaching genome-wide significance in GWAS1.
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Table 3.6: P-values from single association tests of genome-wide associated loci from GWAS2 in GWAS1
SNP

Cytogenetic Base pair
band
position

Allele 1,
allele 2

MAF
P-value
(minor allele) (FaSTLMM)
GWAS2

OR (95% CI)

P-value
(FaSTLMM)
GWAS1

OR (95% CI)

rs75700350

4q31.1

140189612

C, T

0.0529 (T)

3.52*10-11

1.07 (1.05-1.09)

8.87*10-01

1.05 (0.99-1.11)

rs4629621

5p13.2

36426049

T, C

0.1512 (T)

4,69*10-11

1.06 (0.97-1.15)

4.73*10-03

1.05 (0.88-1.25)

rs5765116

22q13.31

45408407

G, A

0.4589 (G)

2.58*10-10

1.03 (0.98-1.09)

5.36*10-01

1.01 (0.90-1.19)

rs8127410

21q22.3

47507039

A, G

0.3894 (G)

1.04*10-09

0.97 (0.91-1.02)

3.31*10-02

0.97 (0.86-1.10)

rs150512569

6p21.33

30495053

G, A

0.1032 (A)

2.38*10-09

1.04 (0.98-1.11)

1.39*10-01

1.02 (0.88-1.19)

rs16927514

11p13

35505321

T, C

0.0280 (C)

1.52*10-08

0.94 (0.84-1.05)

2.32*10-02

0.95 (0.75-1.20)

rs73999651

2q37.3

238054898

G, T

0.0873 (T)

2.48*10-08

0.93 (0.82-1.06)

6.79*10-01

0.99 (0.78-1.26)

rs4516077

13q31.2

89193635

A, G

0.4922 (G)

5.59*10-08

0.97 (0.93-1.02)

1.29*10-02

0.97 (0.87-1.09)

Base pair position refers to human genome build 37 (GRCh37, hg19). MAF is from all populations from the 1000 Genomes Project. Candidate gene refers to the
most plausible candidate gene attributable to the signal, based on proximity (450). OR (odds ratio) corresponds to allele 2. Annotation refers to type of SNP; nc
transcript variant refers to a transcript variant of a non-coding gene; upstream refers to upstream of a gene.
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3.5.3.2

Comparison of ILAE GWAS and GWAS2 results

The ILAE Consortium on Complex Epilepsies was established to explore the genetic
susceptibility factors underlying common epilepsies. In 2014, the ILAE Consortium
published a meta-analysis combining GWAS data from 12 cohorts of PWE and
publically available controls. It included 8,696 cases with epilepsy and 26,157 healthy
controls. Analyses were performed separately for three phenotypic groups: all
epilepsies, focal epilepsies, and GGE. Analysis of all epilepsies identified two
significantly associated loci. The first one was 2q24.3, containing the SCN1A gene
encoding Nav1.1. The second hit was at 4p15.1, harbouring PCDH7. Two additional loci
approached genome-wide significance, implicating the golgi integral membrane
protein 4 (GOLIM4) and GABA type A receptor alpha2 subunit (GABRA2) genes (261).
Extended ILAE meta-analysis including all epilepsy cases confirmed two previously
reported associations at 2p16.1, harbouring FANCL, and 2q24.3, harbouring SCN1A,
and led to the identification of one novel genome-wide significant locus at 16q12.1,
harbouring HEATR3 and BRD7 (262).

The original and extended ILAE GWAS (all epilepsies analysis) and GWAS2 all compared
individuals with epilepsy and healthy controls, the main differences being the selection
of epilepsy cases and cohort size. While the ILAE studies included drug-resistant and
drug-responsive cases, GWAS2 included only the former. The original and extended
ILAE GWAS included 10,064 and 15,212 PWE, respectively, compared with 2,489
individuals with DRE included in GWAS2. It is important to note that four EpiPGX
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centres also contributed cases to the ILAE meta-analyses. Consequently, there was
partial overlap between the two studies, with 932 out of 2,423 drug-resistant cases
from the present analysis also included in the ILAE meta-analyses.

I examined the top ILAE and extended ILAE GWAS SNPs from the analysis of all
epilepsies in the GWAS2 output. The comparison of results is shown in Tables 3.6 and
3.7. None of the top SNPs from the ILAE analyses reached genome-wide significance in
GWAS2. The lead SNPs at 2q24.3 (rs6732655 and rs6432877) and 16q12.1 (rs4638568)
reached nominal significance. The ILAE analyses and GWAS2 all included epilepsy cases
and healthy controls; however, the structure of the epilepsy populations in these
studies differed significantly. While GWAS2 included only cases with DRE, the
proportion of cases with DRE and drug responders in the ILAE sample is unknown as
the drug response was not assessed (261, 262). Due to these differences, GWAS2 may
not have been positioned to replicate the ILAE results. In addition, the top associated
SNPs in the ILAE analyses have low effect sizes, with OR ranging from 0.89 to 1.16
(261). Featuring significantly lower numbers of cases and controls, GWAS2 was not
powered to detect SNPs with such low effect sizes. Having said that, the genome-wide
associated SNPs in GWAS2 had similarly low OR. GWAS2 could have yielded different
results because the signal was driven by difficult-to-treat epilepsy or comorbidities
more commonly associated with DRE. These results could support the intrinsic
hypothesis of drug resistance.
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Table 3.7: Comparison of the genome-wide associated variants identified in the ILAE GWAS study of genetic determinants of
common epilepsies (261) and GWAS2
SNP

Cytogenetic
band

Base pair
position

Candidate
gene

Allele 1,
allele 2

MAF
ILAE GWAS
ILAE GWAS
(minor allele) P-value (LMM) OR

GWAS2
P-value
(FaSTLMM)

rs6732655

2q24.3

166895066

SCN1A

T, A

0.22 (A)

8.71*10-10

0.89

1.22*10-02

rs28498976

4p15.1

31151357

PCDH7

A, G

0.46 (A)

5.44*10-9

0.90

6.67*10-02

rs111577701

3q26.2

167861408

GOLIM4

T, C

0.09 (T)

4.42*10-07

1.16

7.76*10-03

rs535066

4p12

46240287

GABRA2

T, G

0.40 (G)

1.71*10-07

1.10

1.56*10-01

Base pair position refers to human genome build 37 (GRCh37, hg19); GOLIM4 = golgi integral membrane protein 4; GABRA2 = gamma-aminobutyric acid type A
receptor alpha2 subunit. MAF is from all populations from the 1000 Genomes Project. Candidate gene refers to the most plausible candidate gene attributable to
the signal. LMM refers to linear mixed-model meta-analysis used in the ILAE GWAS study. OR (odds ratio) corresponds to allele 2. Annotation refers to type of SNP.
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Table 3.8: Comparison of the genome-wide associated variants identified in the extended ILAE GWAS study of genetic
determinants of common epilepsies (262) and GWAS2
SNP

Cytogenetic
band

Base pair
position

Candidate
gene

Allele 1,
allele 2

MAF
ILAE GWAS
ILAE GWAS
(minor allele) P-value (LMM) OR

GWAS2
P-value
(FaSTLMM)

rs6432877

2q24.3

166998767

T, A

0.26 (G)

1.7*10-13

NA

2.82*10-03

rs4671319

2p16.1

57950346

A, G

0.44 (G)

5.44*10-9

NA

9.84*10-02

rs4638568

16q12.1

50045839

SCN3A,
SCN2A,
TTC21B,
SCN1A
FANCL,
BCL11A
HEATR3,
BRD7

T, C

0.09 (T)

4.42*10-07

NA

8.91*10-03

Base pair position refers to human genome build 37 (GRCh37, hg19); SCN1A = sodium voltage-gated channel type I alpha subunit; SCN2A = sodium voltage-gated
channel type II alpha subunit; SCN3A = sodium voltage-gated channel type III alpha subunit; TTC21B = tetratricopeptide repeat domain 21B; FANCL = Fanconi
anaemia complementation group L; BCL11A = BAF chromatin remodeling complex subunit 11A; HEATR3 = HEAT repeat containing protein 3; BRD7 = Bromodomain
containing protein 7. MAF is from all populations from the 1000 Genomes Project. Candidate gene refers to the most plausible candidate gene attributable to the
signal. LMM refers to linear mixed-model meta-analysis used in the ILAE GWAS study. OR (odds ratio) corresponds to allele 2. Annotation refers to type of SNP. NA
= not available.
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3.5.3.3

Exploration of GWAS1 and GWAS2 results for SNPs in genes previously
associated with drug resistance in epilepsy

I examined the results of both GWAS analyses for SNPs in genes previously associated
with drug resistance to multiple AEDs, including CYP2C9, CYP2C19, ABCB1, and SCN1A
(for results, see Appendix 7). None of the SNPs in CYP2C9, CYP2C19, and ABCB1
reached genome-wide or nominal significance in any of the analyses. The lack of
significance in GWAS2 analysis that compared individuals with DRE and healthy
individuals was expected since none of the three genes are considered epilepsy genes.
The lack of any sub-threshold signals of interest in GWAS1 comparing individuals with
DRE and drug responders might be due to the limited sample size. Alternatively, it is
possible that no signal was detected because variation in these genes may only affect
the response to a subset of AEDs. In the case of ABCB1 polymorphisms, published
research has produced contradictory conclusions regarding their relationship with DRE.
The association of ABCB1 polymorphisms with AED resistance remains uncertain (14).
The results of the present work provide an additional insight into the complex question
of ABCB1 involvement in DRE.

Several SNPs within the SCN1A gene reached nominal significance in GWAS2, but not
in GWAS1, including rs6732655 previously identified as an epilepsy risk factor in the
original ILAE analysis. Although these values are not close to genome-wide
significance, they are in line with the published literature linking variation in SCN1A
with an increased risk of developing common epilepsies (261, 262).
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3.6

Conclusions

The main findings of the present GWAS work are:

1. GWAS1 did not show a differential distribution of SNPs in individuals with DRE
compared with drug responders. Hypothesis 1 could not be supported. GWAS1
was powered to identify variants with at least moderate effect sizes; the
existence of common variants with very small effect sizes or rare variants
underlying drug resistance is possible. Factors underlying drug resistance could
also be specific to underlying aetiology.

2. GWAS2 showed a differential distribution of SNPs in individuals with DRE
compared with healthy individuals. Considering the negative results of GWAS1,
Hypothesis 2 can be neither confirmed nor rejected. It is possible that variants
identified in GWAS2 are epilepsy susceptibility variants.

3.6.1 Further work

The present GWAS work can be viewed as the pilot to the more extensive and
methodologically improved analyses that are going to follow.

The current Consortium efforts focus on generating suitable replication cohorts for
both GWAS1 and GWAS2 through collaborations with other epilepsy consortia. Plans
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for further GWAS work predict meta-analyses including both the original and the new
cohorts. As the Consortium GWAS1 did not identify any variants of genome-wide
significance, a meta-analysis approach could help increase the likelihood of relevant
findings. GWAS2 identified several interesting loci that require further exploration.
Performing a replication analysis will help clarify the significance of the identified loci
and hopefully establish whether the less reliable findings were indeed artefacts.
Further marker QC measures may be needed to address the issue of possible artefacts.
Any confirmed variants will require further work to evaluate their functional
significance, for example eQTL analyses.

Generating additional cohorts will also enable the exploration of common genomic
variability in epilepsy sub-types, for example in focal epilepsies. In addition, there is
ongoing NGS work in DRE exploring the contribution of rare variants.

The expertise within EpiPGX and other international epilepsy consortia could be
leveraged to redefine the phenotypes for use in genome-wide studies. As discussed in
Section 2.5.3.5, the DRE definitions used in research do not address the issue of
fluctuating epilepsy course in some PWE, resulting in classification issues and reduced
power. One potential solution currently explored within EpiPGX is to compare
‘extreme non-responders’ with ‘super-responders’. The former could be defined as
individuals failing a minimum of five to six AEDs without ever achieving a 12-month
remission. This is based on the studies showing that the likelihood of remission after
this number of AED trials is extremely low (49, 78, 79). ‘Super-responders’ could be
defined as individuals achieving sustained response with the first adequate and
appropriately used AED. A consensus would be needed on the minimum required follow-up
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period to apply such a definition. Another potential option that could be explored is using
quantitative rather than dichotomous phenotypes (for example proportion of time spent in
remission, number of failed AEDs, etc.). Regardless of the definitions, prospective data
collection would improve the data quality and the outcomes. Large international consortia
have the potential to generate sufficiently large and adequately phenotyped prospective
cohorts.

The genotype data generated for the purposes of the present work have been shared
with other consortia in the field of epilepsy and beyond to contribute to various
research efforts. A proportion of the GWAS data has been included in the Brainstorm
Consortium meta-analysis that explored the shared genetics of 25 common brain
disorders in 265,218 affected individuals and 784,643 controls, as well as their
relationship to 17 phenotypes from 1,191,588 individuals. The analysis quantified the
overlapping genetic risk factors between these disorders (523). Furthermore, the data
will contribute to other cross-consortia efforts combining multi-layered data sets (for
example the work by the ENIGMA Consortium featuring genomic and imaging data
(524)).
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CHAPTER 4: HERITABILITY ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 The principles of SNP heritability analysis

The purpose of SNP heritability analysis is to estimate how much of the phenotypic
variance of a trait can be explained by all the measured SNPs in a data set. This is
fundamentally different to GWAS discovery where millions of SNPs are tested
individually (216).

In a SNP heritability analysis, genetic similarity across a large number of SNPs is
correlated with phenotypic similarity in a cohort of unrelated individuals, each
compared pairwisewith every other individual in the sample (216). The amount of
genomic variation shared by conventionally unrelated individuals is small and highly
variable. However, these small genotype-phenotype association signals are
accumulated using a large amount of information available in a matrix of thousands of
individuals. If randomly selected individuals with similar phenotypic features are
relatively similar genetically, this indicates that the assessed SNPs (capturing the
contribution from causal variants in LD with these SNPs) influence the trait (209).
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The statistical test behind the SNP heritability analysis is linear regression using a
mixed model. Mixed model is implemented for the partitioning of the phenotypic
variance into the variance explained by one or more fixed effects such as individual
SNPs or other covariates and the residual variance due to an unobserved random
effect, usually interpreted as the polygenic contribution to the disease risk (525, 526).
The partitioning is achieved by comparing prediction error against relatedness (526).
Inter-individual phenotype differences are used as the primary variable, and genomic
relatedness as the dependent variable, modelled as a combination of fixed effects
(such as genome-wide associated SNPs identified in GWAS analyses, age, and sex) and
a random effect using restricted maximum likelihood method; REML. This type of
analysis is referred to as genomic relatedness matrix REML (GREML) (209).

The two software packages implementing GREML are Genome-wide Complex Trait
Analysis (GCTA) and LD-Adjusted Kinships (LDAK) (525). Both of them use a two-step
procedure to perform SNP heritability estimation:

1. First, a kinship matrix, also called genetic relationships matrix (GRM) is
estimated from genome-wide SNP data. Each element in the matrix represents
the genetic similarity of two individuals. The main difference between the two
packages is that LDAK calculates a modified kinship matrix in which SNPs are
weighted according to local LD to account for potential biases due to LD. These
biases may arise since the contributions of causal variants to h2 may be
overestimated in chromosomal regions with strong LD and underestimated in
those with low LD (525).
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2. The second step is fitting the kinship matrix in a mixed linear model to estimate
how much of the phenotypic variance is attributable to genomic variation via
the REML method. This is achieved by comparing prediction error against
relatedness (527).

4.1.2 QC procedures in SNP heritability analysis

As is the case with GWAS, the results of SNP heritability analyses depend heavily on
the overall data quality. The QC procedures in SNP heritability analyses are similar to
those in GWAS and aim at excluding suboptimal quality markers and samples.

4.1.2.1

Marker QC procedures

Marker QC procedures include removing SNPs with excessive missing genotype data,
SNPs with a significant deviation from HWE, SNPs with significantly different
missingness rates in cases and controls, and SNPs with a very low MAF (422). Details
are provided in Section 3.3.3.

4.1.2.2

Sample QC procedures

Sample QC procedures include removing samples with potential identity problems,
samples with excessive missing genotype data, heterozygosity, population
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stratification, or relatedness issues. Procedures are similar to those in GWAS (see
Section 3.1.1.3.2 for details); however, controlling for relatedness may be more
stringent in SNP heritability analyses.

When estimating SNP heritability, it is very important to exclude close relatives. If close
relatives are part of the analysis, the phenotypic correlations between them can drive
the estimate of genetic variance, potentially causing bias, for example due to common
environmental effects. Both GCTA and LDAK have a function to iteratively exclude one
sample out of each pair of individuals with genomic relatedness that is higher than a
pre-specified cutoff value, e.g. IBD > 0.05. The function ensures that exclusion is done
in a way to keep the maximum possible number of samples in the analysis (526).

4.1.2.3

Covariates

SNP heritability analyses are sensitive to potential biases due to population structure.
Confounding can occur because individuals who are genetically similar are generally
also geographically close and thus live in a similar environment. Consequently, it is
difficult to ascertain whether phenotypic similarity is caused by shared genetic factors
or by shared environment (528). Thus, it is common practice to include principal
components as covariates in the mixed linear model to capture variance due to
population structure (526).
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4.2 Aim

The purpose of the present SNP heritability analysis was to estimate how much of the
phenotypic variance of drug resistance in epilepsy can be explained by all the
measured SNPs in the data set. As outlined in Section 1.10, the SNP heritability analysis
tests the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3:
Drug resistance in epilepsy has a polygenic inheritance component.

4.3 Methods

I performed the heritability analysis using the same genotype data as in GWAS1
(comparing individuals with DRE and drug responders). I followed the protocol
outlined in Figure 4.1. I used LDAK for the analysis (525).
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Figure 4.1: Heritability analysis protocol
Pre-imputation QC – per genotype data set

Marker QC: genotype rate ≥ 0.90, Sample QC: genotype rate ≥ 0.95, ≥ 0.90 European ancestry

Imputation

Post-imputation marker QC – per genotype data set
r2_type0 ≥ 0.90, concord_type0 ≥ 0.90, MAF ≥ 0.005

Post-imputation sample QC

MDS analysis and removal of population outliers and related individuals (IBD > 0.05)

Final marker QC – per phenotype (resistant, responders)

MAF ≥ 0.01, info (SNPtest) ≥ 0.90, average_maximum_posterior_call ≥ 0.97

SNP Heritability analysis
QC = quality control, MAF = minorallele frequency, HWE = Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, MDS =
multidimensional scaling. IMPUTE metrics include r2_type0 and concord_type0. SNPTEST
metrics include average_maximum_posterior_call and info.

4.3.1 Peripheral blood collection, DNA extraction, SNP genotyping, and
imputation

The methods for peripheral blood collection, DNA extraction, SNP genotyping, and
imputation are described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
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4.3.2 Sample and marker QC procedures

I performed marker and sample QC as for GWAS1 (See Section 3.3.3), with the
exception of controlling for relatedness where I applied a more stringent threshold
than in GWAS1. I created a subset of markers independent of each other with respect
to LD using a window size of 150 markers, shifting by 10 markers at a time and
removing one half of every SNP pair with genotypic r2 > 0.4 (PLINK command: --indeppairwise 150 10 0.4). Using this subset of markers, I calculated IBS/IBD (PLINK
command: --genome). I then pruned one out of each pair of individuals with > 0.05
relatedness within each genotype data set and across the entire sample.

4.3.3 Calculating population axes

Using the genotype data for the subset of independent markers created with PLINK as
described above (after removing SNPs in LD r2 > 0.4), I constructed a kinship matrix
and performed PCA (LDAK commands --calc-kins-direct, --pca). This way I obtained the
principal components (referred to as the population axes).
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4.3.4 Calculating SNP weights and computing kinships

I calculated LD-based SNP weights for all autosomal markers that passed QC (LDAK
command --calc-weights). I then computed LD-weighted kinships (LDAK command -calc-kins-direct) and created a GRM (LDAK command --add-grm).

4.3.5 Estimating SNP heritability

I performed h2 SNP estimation (LDAK command --reml) using the following
parameters:

-

Prevalence (LDAK command --prevalence) 0.3 (proportion of people with DRE in
the epilepsy population)

-

Covariates (LDAK command --covar): gender, epilepsy type (focal, generalised,
unclassified), the first ten components (principal axes) of PCA

It is common to include SNPs that are associated with the trait in question in GWAS as
fixed-effect covariates in heritability analysis (529). As no SNPs reached genome-wide
significance in GWAS1 (comparing individuals with DRE and drug responders), no
individual SNPs were included as covariates.
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4.4 Results

4.4.1 Genotyping and imputation

Genotyping and imputation generated approximately 40,000,000 SNPs per case overall
before QC (for details see Section 3.4.1).

4.4.2 SNP heritability analysis

I included 2,489 cases with DRE and 1,626 cases with drug-responsive epilepsy. After
application of sample QC criteria, 2,254 cases with DRE and 1,501 cases with drugresponsive epilepsy remained in the analysis. After application of marker QC,
5,919,078 SNPs were taken forward in the h2SNP analysis. The h2SNP for DRE was
estimated at 0.22 (SD 0.17). This estimate represents the proportion of inter-individual
variance in resistance to AEDs in PWE accounted for by common SNPs in LD with
causal genomic variants that underlie drug resistance.
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4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Interpreting SNP heritability results in absence of pedigree
studies

As discussed in Section 1.8.2, the heritability (i.e. extent of genetic contribution) of
drug resistance in epilepsy has not been quantified yet. The GWAS approach used in
the present work has provided limited insights into the contribution of common SNPs
to DRE. When comparing individuals with DRE and drug responders in GWAS1, I did
not identify any genome-wide associated common SNPs. In the present SNP
heritability analysis, I explored the joint contribution of all tested SNPs to the drug
resistance phenotype.

The resulting h2SNP estimate of 22% provides the most convincing evidence for the
existence of a polygenic heritable component of DRE to date. The present estimate is
free from confounders arising from shared environment. In absence of conclusive
pedigree studies, h2 of drug resistance in epilepsy is unknown. Consequently, I am
unable to compare the h2SNP estimate obtained in this work with existing h2 estimates.
The relationship between h2SNP and h2 for several traits, including height, has been
explored in large GWAS data sets using GCTA and simulation analyses (216, 220, 530).
h2SNP estimates are expected to be lower than h2. The gap is observed because it is
difficult to capture the additive effects of rare SNPs from GWAS data and because of
statistical “noise” arising from small sample sizes. In addition, h2 can be overestimated
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due to the confounding resulting from shared family environment effects (530). For
height, h2SNP estimates from more recent studies with bigger sample sizes and using
dense genotyping arrays approach h2 (220). Although the data from the present
heritability work do not allow me to estimate the size of the gap between h2SNP and h2,
it is fair to assume that there is a gap between the h2SNP and h2 of drug resistance in
epilepsy. Nevertheless, this result indicates that the contribution of common SNPs
captured on the genotyping platforms is limited. Other genetic contributions may arise
from rare SNPs, CNVs, non-additive genetic effects, and environmental effects.

4.5.2 Limitations

As with GWAS1, the main limitations of this SNP heritability analysis are the relatively
small sample size, under-representation of drug respoders in the sample, and potential
issues with classification of individuals with a fluctuating course of epilepsy. This is
discussed in more detail in Section 3.5.1.1.

The resulting h2SNP estimate is limited by the sample size, as well as the capacity of
genotyping platforms and imputation methods. Using dense genotyping arrays or NGS
data including rare variants and CNVs in larger samples sizes would likely result in
higher h2SNP estimates and potentially predict individuals at risk of DRE. The addition of
gene-gene and gene-environment interaction effects may increase the h2SNP estimate
and allow better prediction of risk (530).
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4.6 Conclusions

To my knowledge, the present work provides the first estimate of the SNP heritability
of DRE to date. The estimate of 22% is modest, but sufficient to conclude that DRE has
a polygenic inheritance component, confirming Hypothesis 3. This estimate reflects
only SNPs tested in this work, but it does not account for the potential contributions of
rare variants or CNVs.

Further work includes refining the SNP heritability estimate by using larger cohorts and
dense genotyping arrays or NGS. Performing SNP heritability analyses for epilepsy subtypes may provide additional relevant insights.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

Over 25 AEDs with different mechanisms of action are currently available for the
treatment of epilepsy, yet in individuals with DRE, resistance occurs to many or all of
them. In some cases, AEDs may not work because they do not target the underlying
pathophysiology (e.g. carbamazepine in Dravet syndrome), in line with the intrinsic
hypothesis of drug resistance. The existence of such examples, however, does not
exclude the possibility of a cross-syndrome component of DRE. Drug resistance is
observed clinically across the entire spectrum of AEDs and epilepsies, regardless of the
underlying aetiology, implying that it could be driven by a non-specific mechanism.

Various research approaches have been used to determine the underlying causes of
drug resistance over the past decades. Clinical predictors of DRE have been known for
decades; however, the genetic factors underlying DRE have proven difficult to identify.
There are no comprehensive pedigree studies of DRE heritability. Numerous candidate
gene studies have been undertaken, but no convincing genetic cause has been
identified yet.

In the present work, I explored the genetic contribution to DRE and attempted to
identify common genomic variants associated with drug resistance in epilepsy of any
aetiology using a large data set of human SNP genotype data. In GWAS1, I searched for
genome-wide significant common SNPs underlying drug resistance by comparing
individuals with DRE and drug-responders. This study did not identify any common
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SNPs associated with DRE; however, this analysis is not definitive and the existence of
common variants with very small effect sizes or rare variants underlying drug
resistance is possible. In GWAS2, I compared individuals with DRE and healthy controls.
This study identified several interesting signals which could potentially be driven by
epilepsy (in particular difficult-to-treat epilepsy) susceptibility variants or variants
underlying comorbidities.

I performed a SNP heritability analysis to explore the joint contribution of all tested
SNPs to drug resistance, showing that DRE has a polygenic heritable component (22%).
This value is modest, indicating other influences, such as that of the environment.
Considering that the GWAS comparing individuals with DRE and individuals with drugresponsive epilepsy did not identify any genome-wide significant variants, but the
heritability analysis using the same data showed a combined effect of all SNPs, it is
possible that drug resistance is caused by a large number of variants with small effect
sizes, in line with the infinitesimal model. Showing that DRE has a heritable component
is important as it provides a rationale for further genome-wide studies. Uncovering the
genetic architecture of drug resistance in epilepsy has the potential to guide the
development of novel therapies and personalised medicine.
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Appendix 5. National and international ethics regulations
relevant for EpiPGX
Country
(EpiPGX
sites)

National Regulations for clinical studies

UK
(EpiPGX sites:
UCL, BHSCT,
ULIV, Imperial,
UGLA)

Local Research Ethics approval under UK clinical research
guidelines and European Clinical Trials Directive
Application through the Integrated Research Application
System (IRAS) which is automatically forwarded to the Multicentre NHS Research Ethics, NHS Research and Development
Committees and MHRA
UK Data Protection Act, 1998
UK Human Tissue Act, 2004

Belgium
(EpiPGX site ULB)

Arrêté Royal instituant les CEM ou Comité d'Ethique Médicaux
Hospitaliers (12 aôut 1994)
-

-

Loi sur la protection de la vie privée (décembre 1992;
Arrêté Royal février 2001) définit, entre autres, les
conditions dans lesquelles des données de santé,
considérées comme sensibles, peuvent être traitées
dans le cadre de la recherche clinique.
Loi relative aux droits du patient (août 2002) consacre
le droit à l'autonomie du patient et définit la
représentation du patient mineur / majeur incapable.
Loi relative à l'expérimentation humaine (mai 2004)
définit le cadre dans lequel toute recherche clinique sur
la personne humaine doit s'organiser.

Loi relative à l'obtention et à l'utilisation de matériel corporel
humain destiné à des applications médicales humaines ou à
des fins de recherche scientifique (décembre 2008) définit la
cadre dans lequel ce matériel peut être prélevé, conservé
(biobanques) et utilisé.
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Italy
(EpiPGX site IGG)

Legislative Decree no.211 of June 24, 2003 “Transposition of
Directive 2001/20/EC relating to the implementation of good
clinical practice in the conduct of clinical trials on medicinal
products for clinical use”.
(Decreto Legislativo n. 211 del 24 giugno 2003 Attuazione della
direttiva 2001/20/CE relative all'applicazione della buona
pratica clinica
nell'esecuzione delle sperimentazioni cliniche di medicinali per
uso clinico)

The Netherlands
(EpiPGX sites:
SEIN, UMCU)

Research is approved under the Medical Research Involving
Human Subjects Act and/or the Embryos Act by an accredited
Medical Research Ethics Committee (MREC) (Medical Research
(Human Subjects) Act March 1, 2006.
-

Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens (WBP) (1
September 2001) [Personal Data Protection Act]
Wet geneeskundige behandelovereenkomst (WGBO)
(17 November 1994) [Medical Treatment Agreement
Act]
Wet medisch onderzoek (WMO) (1Maart 2006)
[Medical-Scientific Research Act]
Gedragscode Gezondheidsonderzoek (19 April 2004)
[Code of Behaviour for Health Research]

The research that will be conducted under this project is
covered by the protocol METC 09-352K: The Genetics of
epilepsy.
Irenland
The World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki 2008,
(EpiPGX site RCSI) the [Irish]
Data Protection Act 1988, the [Irish] Data Protection
(Amendment) Act 2003, the [Irish] Disability Act (2005), the
[Irish] Data Protection Guidelines on Research in the Health
Sector (Data Protection Commissioner 2007), and Human
Biological Material: recommendations for Collection, Use and
Storage in Research (Irish Council for Bioethics; 2005)
Iceland
(EpiPGX site
deCODE)

Samples are kept in the deCODE Biobank, which has an
operation license from the Ministry of Health and Social
Security according to the Act on Biobanks no. 110/2000.
deCODE has a licence Reg. no.134/2000 on the keeping and
utilisation of biological samples in biobanks
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Luxembourg
(EpiPGX site UL)

There are two national commissions in Luxembourg that issue
decrees and guidelines concerning ethical issues. These are
taken into account in biomedicine research performed in
Luxumbourg. The commissions are:
Committée Nationale d’Ethique (CNE, www.cne.public.lu) And
Commission Nationale Pour la Protection des Données (CNPD,
wwwcnpd.public.lu).

Relevant EU legislation and directives
Directive 2005/28/EC or Good Clinical Practice Directive, of 8 April 2005 of the
European Parliament and of the Council, lays down principles and detailed
guidelines for good clinical practice as regards investigational medicinal products
for human use, as well as the requirements for authorisation of the manufacturing
or importation of such products.
Directive 2001/20/EC or Clinical Trials Directive of 4 April 2001, of the European
Parliament and of the Council on the approximation of the laws, Regulations and
administrative provisions of the Member States relating to implementation of good
clinical practice in the conduct of clinical trials on medicinal products for human
use.
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October
1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal
data and on the free movement of such data

International conventions and declarations
WORLD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION DECLARATION OF HELSINKI: Ethical Principles for
Medical Research Involving Human Subjects (Adopted by the 18th WMA General
Assembly, Helsinki, Finland, June 1964, and amended by the 29th WMA General
Assembly, Tokyo, Japan, October 1975; 35th WMA General Assembly, Venice, Italy,
October 1983; 41st WMA General Assembly, Hong Kong, September 1989; 48th
WMA General Assembly, Somerset West, Republic of South Africa, October 1996;
and the 52nd WMA General Assembly, Edinburgh, Scotland, October 2000; Note of
Clarification on Paragraph 29 added by the WMA General Assembly, Washington
2002; Note of Clarification on Paragraph 30 added by the WMA General Assembly,
Tokyo 2004)
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Site

Ethics committee approving the study

UCL

Joint Research Ethics Committee, National Hospital for
Neurology and Neurosurgery and Institute of Neurology,
approval 00/N081
Comité d'Ethique de l'Hôpital Erasme
Ethics Committee for Scientific and Biomedical Research and for
Clinical Experimentation, Instituto Gianina Gaslini
Die Ethik-Kommission an der Medizinischen Fakultät der
Universität Tübingen
Medisch-Ethische Commissie SEIN
Ethikkommission an der Medizinischen Fakultät der Rheinischen
Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn
Research protocol has been approved by Beaumont Hospital
Ethics Committee (study code 02/44, title “Pharmacogenetics of
Epilepsy”)
BHSCT Research Ethics Committee
CCMO / Medisch Ethische Toetsingsommissie (METC) van het
UMCU (study code 09/352, title “The Genetics of epilepsy”,
approval ref: AvG/vb/10/15096
North West 3 Research Ethics Committee, approval ref:
10/H1002/5
North-West Multicentre Research Ethics Committee, approval
ref: MREC 02/8/45
West Ethics Committee, North Glasgow University Hospitals
NHS Trust, approval ref: 02/119(2)

ULB
IGG
EKUT
SEIN
UKB
RCSI
BHSCT
UMCU
ULIV
Imperial
UGLA
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Appendix 6. GWAS1 and GWAS2 power and sample size curves
GWAS1 power and sample size curves

All calculations assume a co-dominant model, prevalence of DRE in the epilepsy population
0.3, r2 of 1.0 between a causal variant and a genotyped marker, and a genome-wide statistical
significance threshold 5*10-8.
Specific parameters:

— RR 2; disease allele frequency 0.1; marker allele frequency 0.1; control to case ratio 0.6
— RR 2; disease allele frequency 0.05; marker allele frequency 0.05; control to case ratio 0.6
— RR 1.5; disease allele frequency 0.1; marker allele frequency 0.05; control to case ratio 0.6
— RR 1.5; disease allele frequency 0.05; marker allele frequency 0.05; control to case ratio 1
— RR 1.3; disease allele frequency 0.1; marker allele frequency 0.1; control to case ratio 1
— RR 1.3; disease allele frequency 0.1; marker allele frequency 0.1; control to case ratio 1
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GWAS2 power and sample size curves

The following assumptions were used for all power calculations: a co-dominant model,
prevalence of DRE in the epilepsy population 0.0015, r2 of 1.0 between a causal variant and a
genotyped marker, and a genome-wide statistical significance threshold 5*10-8.
Parameters specific to individual calculations:

— RR 2; disease allele frequency 0.05; marker allele frequency 0.05; control to case ratio 3.3
— RR 1.5; disease allele frequency 0.1; marker allele frequency 0.1; control to case ratio 3.3
— RR 1.5; disease allele frequency 0.05; marker allele frequency 0.05; control to case ratio 3.3
— RR 1.2; disease allele frequency 0.1; marker allele frequency 0.1; control to case ratio 3.3
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Appendix 7. MDS analyses of cases and controls included in
GWAS1 and GWAS2

MDS analysis of drug-resistant cases and drug-responsive controls
included in GWAS1

o

Drug-resistant epilepsy cases

o

Drug-responsive epilepsy controls

C1 = principal coordinate 1, C2 = principal coordinate 2.
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MDS analysis of drug-resistant cases and healthy controls included in
GWAS2

o

Drug-resistant epilepsy cases

o

Healthy controls

C1 = principal coordinate 1, C2 = principal coordinate 2.
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Appendix 8. GWAS1 and GWAS2 statistics for SNPs in genes previously associated with drug resistance in
epilepsy
Gene

SNP

Base pair
position

Chr

Allele 1,
allele 2

MAF
(minor allele)

P-value
(FaSTLMM)
GWAS1

OR (95% CI)

P-value
(FaSTLMM)
GWAS2

OR (95% CI)

CYP2C9

rs9332104
rs9332108
rs2253635
rs1799853
rs4086116
rs17443251
rs10509679
rs4918766
rs2475376
rs7897079
rs2153628
rs4917639
rs12569850
rs9332168
rs9332169
rs9332172
rs9332174
rs17110288
rs1856908
rs9325473
rs1057910
rs1934967

96698690
96699980
96700537
96702047
96707202
96707890
96708226
96711884
96712400
96720518
96723424
96725535
96727160
96731292
96731310
96731788
96732097
96732599
96732731
96734582
96741053
96741426

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

T, C
T, C
C, T
C, T
C, T
T, C
G, A
G, A
A, G
A, G
A, G
A, C
A, G
C, T
A, G
A, G
A, G
G, A
T, G
G, A
A, C
C, T

0.2165 (C)
0.0724 (C)
0.3766 (C)
0.1213 (T)
0.1939 (T)
0.1232 (C)
0.1734 (A)
0.3692 (A)
0.1573 (A)
0.2163 (G)
0.2163 (G)
0.1940 (C)
0.1734 (G)
0.2166 (T)
0.0726 (G)
0.1946 (G)
0.2166 (G)
0.0726 (A)
0.3758 (T)
0.0726 (A)
0.0726 (C)
0.2157 (T)

8.57*10-01
9.42*10-01
2.12*10-01
4.23*10-01
5.46*10-01
4.25*10-01
8.82*10-01
6.37*10-01
6.99*10-01
8.18*10-01
8.18*10-01
5.65*10-01
8.75*10-01
8.59*10-01
9.25*10-01
5.63*10-01
8.59*10-01
9.25*10-01
2.54*10-01
9.25*10-01
9.25*10-01
3.72*10-01

1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
1.01 (0.99-1.04)

2.90*10-01
3.38*10-01
4.67*10-01
2.69*10-01
7.72*10-01
1.99*10-01
9.01*10-01
7.35*10-01
9.09*10-01
2.75*10-01
2.75*10-01
7.54*10-01
9.02*10-01
2.50*10-01
3.20*10-01
6.92*10-01
2.50*10-01
3.15*10-01
4.81*10-01
3.11*10-01
3.15*10-01
3.47*10-01

0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.98-1.01)
0.99 (0.98-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.98-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.98-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
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CYP2C19

rs1934968
rs9332214
rs9332217
rs9332220
rs9332222
rs9332227
rs2298037
rs9332238

96741817
96743108
96743228
96743943
96744064
96745180
96746078
96748492

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

A, G
T, C
A, C
G, A
G, A
T, G
C, T
G, A

0.1101 (A)
0.0726 (C)
0.0726 (C)
0.1939 (A)
0.1220 (A)
0.0726 (G)
0.1732 (T)
0.1940 (A)

7.95*10-01
9.25*10-01
9.25*10-01
5.80*10-01
3.99*10-01
9.25*10-01
8.52*10-01
5.74*10-01

1.00 (0.97-1.04)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.95-1.02)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
1.00 (0.97-1.03)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)

8.80*10-01
3.20*10-01
3.15*10-01
7.08*10-01
3.23*10-01
3.14*10-01
8.87*10-01
8.14*10-01

1.00 (0.98-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)

rs12768009
rs6583954
rs7916649
rs4388808
rs7068577
rs17878673
rs4304697
rs7088784
rs4244285
rs12571421
rs35390752
rs12767583
rs4494250
rs12772672
rs4641393
rs1322179
rs10509678
rs10786172
rs11592737
rs1322181
rs4917623

96525865
96534263
96534584
96536056
96536708
96539144
96540889
96541373
96541616
96541982
96543823
96547463
96563757
96566889
96567386
96575242
96576190
96581094
96603414
96609064
96609568

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

G, A
C, T
G, A
A, G
C, T
A, G
G, A
A, G
G, A
A, G
T, G
C, T
G, A
A, G
C, T
C, T
A, C
A, G
A, G
G, A
T, C

0.1511 (A)
0.1534 (T)
0.4417 (A)
0.1767 (G)
0.2185 (T)
0.0695 (G)
0.0695 (A)
0.0715 (G)
0.1511 (A)
0.1512 (G)
0.1511 (G)
0.1511 (T)
0.3423 (A)
0.1510 (G)
0.1512 (T)
0.1511 (T)
0.0692 (C)
0.3423 (G)
0.2189 (G)
0.4420 (A)
0.4809 (T)

5.27*10-01
4.51*10-01
9.63*10-01
8.06*10-01
7.60*10-01
8.00*10-01
8.15*10-01
8.75*10-01
5.27*10-01
5.00*10-01
5.27*10-01
5.27*10-01
4.85*10-01
5.32*10-01
5.06*10-01
5.27*10-01
7.53*10-01
4.77*10-01
8.43*10-01
8.81*10-01
6.68*10-01

1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.01 (0.96-1.05)
1.00 (0.96-1.05)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.97-1.05)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)

8.64*10-01
9.42*10-01
2.56*10-01
8.37*10-01
3.87*10-01
4.28*10-01
4.43*10-01
4.63*10-01
9.94*10-01
9.96*10-01
9.79*10-01
9.67*10-01
1.53*10-01
9.64*10-01
9.94*10-01
9.84*10-01
4.59*10-01
1.50*10-01
3.92*10-01
2.36*10-01
2.51*10-01

1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.98-1.01)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.01)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
312

ABCB1

rs17878382
rs12779363
rs12268020

96610631
96612040
96612371

10
10
10

T, C
G, A
C, T

0.0692 (C)
0.2191 (A)
0.2189 (T)

7.53*10-01
8.28*10-01
8.43*10-01

1.01 (0.97-1.05)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)

5.76*10-01
4.26*10-01
4.00*10-01

1.00 (0.98-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.01)

rs17149699
rs4148751
rs4148750
rs1922243
rs4148740
rs2373588
rs10280101
rs10225473
rs7787082
rs2032583
rs2032582
rs4148739
rs11983225
rs11760837
rs10274587
rs10248420
rs2235040
rs12668877
rs3789246
rs7795817
rs12720067
rs4148737
rs4148736
rs10276603
rs6961419
rs4148735

87141751
87143153
87143275
87143504
87152103
87153160
87153585
87154646
87157051
87160561
87160618
87161049
87161520
87163016
87164483
87164986
87165750
87167004
87168027
87169037
87169356
87171152
87171383
87171527
87172136
87172881

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

C, T
T, C
T, C
C, T
A, G
G, A
A, C
A, G
G, A
A, G
A, C
T, C
T, C
T, C
G, A
A, G
C, T
C, T
C, T
C, T
C, T
T, C
G, A
T, C
T, C
C, T

0.0367 (T)
0.0364 (C)
0.0370 (C)
0.0370 (T)
0.1283 (G)
0.0325 (A)
0.1287 (C)
0.1286 (G)
0.1615 (A)
0.1289 (G)
0.4532 (A)
0.1289 (C)
0.1289 (C)
0.1289 (C)
0.1289 (A)
0.1615 (G)
0.1289 (T)
0.0186 (T)
0.0186 (T)
0.0187 (T)
0.1277 (T)
0.4168 (C)
0.4169 (A)
0.1286 (C)
0.4167 (C)
0.4167 (T)

9.67*10-01
9.29*10-01
9.71*10-01
9.71*10-01
7.46*10-01
6.12*10-01
6.97*10-01
7.39*10-01
8.65*10-01
6.85*10-01
2.16*10-01
6.85*10-01
6.85*10-01
6.85*10-01
6.85*10-01
9.18*10-01
6.85*10-01
2.39*10-01
2.40*10-01
2.24*10-01
8.35*10-01
4.86*10-01
4.96*10-01
7.33*10-01
4.95*10-01
5.04*10-01

1.00 (0.95-1.06)
1.00 (0.95-1.06)
1.00 (0.94-1.06)
1.00 (0.94-1.06)
1.00 (0.96-1.03)
1.02 (0.96-1.08)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
1.01 (0.99-1.04)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
0.95 (0.88-1.03)
0.96 (0.88-1.03)
0.95 (0.88-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.03)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)

4.93*10-01
4.37*10-01
4.66*10-01
4.88*10-01
7.69*10-01
2.62*10-01
8.25*10-01
8.07*10-01
4.50*10-01
8.66*10-01
7.00*10-01
8.66*10-01
8.66*10-01
8.66*10-01
8.73*10-01
4.23*10-01
8.73*10-01
6.64*10-01
6.57*10-01
6.32*10-01
7.16*10-01
4.67*10-01
4.53*10-01
8.35*10-01
4.63*10-01
4.69*10-01

1.01 (0.98-1.03)
1.01 (0.99-1.04)
1.01 (0.98-1.03)
1.01 (0.98-1.03)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.02 (0.99-1.04)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
0.99 (0.96-1.03)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
0.99 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
313

rs2235046
rs2091766
rs2235013
rs2235035
rs2235033
rs1128503
rs10276036
rs12704364
rs6961665
rs1922240
rs1922241
rs868755
rs2235023
rs11975994
rs4148734
rs1202170
rs1202169
rs1202168
rs1202167
rs1024409
rs2235015
rs10259849
rs2520464
rs10280623
rs10264990
rs1202180
rs1202179
rs1989830
rs1202175
rs1202172

87174066
87174504
87178626
87179086
87179143
87179601
87180198
87181175
87181418
87183354
87185894
87189930
87190452
87192731
87193597
87195106
87195850
87195962
87197059
87198367
87199564
87200842
87201086
87202544
87202615
87203840
87204279
87205663
87209150
87210974

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

T, C
C, T
C, T
G, A
A, G
A, G
C, T
C, T
C, A
T, C
G, A
T, G
C, T
G, A
G, A
C, T
T, C
G, A
C, T
G, A
C, A
C, T
C, T
T, C
C, T
C, T
C, T
A, G
G, A
C, A

0.4545 (T)
0.3856 (T)
0.4834 (T)
0.3147 (A)
0.4834 (G)
0.4382 (A)
0.4381 (C)
0.4833 (T)
0.4832 (A)
0.3138 (C)
0.3146 (A)
0.4233 (T)
0.0783 (T)
0.4374 (G)
0.2910 (A)
0.4783 (C)
0.4371 (C)
0.4370 (A)
0.4371 (T)
0.3768 (A)
0.2058 (A)
0.4150 (C)
0.0187 (T)
0.1980 (C)
0.2929 (C)
0.4370 (C)
0.1957 (T)
0.3324 (A)
0.3467 (G)
0.3432 (C)

6.40*10-01
8.34*10-01
8.07*10-01
8.54*10-02
8.07*10-01
8.54*10-01
8.32*10-01
8.25*10-01
8.50*10-01
1.04*10-01
8.19*10-02
5.36*10-01
9.04*10-01
8.89*10-01
3.44*10-01
8.95*10-01
9.38*10-01
9.15*10-01
8.73*10-01
2.04*10-01
9.27*10-01
3.70*10-01
8.72*10-01
9.16*10-01
5.22*10-01
1.79*10-01
2.00*10-01
2.11*10-01
2.23*10-01
2.64*10-01

1.01 (0.98-1.03)
1.02 (1.00-1.04)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.02 (1.00-1.04)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.02 (1.00-1.04)
1.02 (1.00-1.04)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)
1.00 (0.96-1.04)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.03 (1.00-1.05)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
0.95 (0.88-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.03)
0.98 (0.95-1.00)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.03)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.96-1.01)
0.99 (0.96-1.01)
0.99 (0.96-1.01)
0.99 (0.96-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)

5.97*10-01
7.81*10-01
8.11*10-01
4.46*10-01
8.12*10-01
4.07*10-01
4.01*10-01
8.08*10-01
8.08*10-01
4.46*10-01
4.83*10-01
6.90*10-01
2.49*10-01
4.26*10-01
3.45*10-01
8.28*10-01
4.34*10-01
4.54*10-01
5.03*10-01
9.75*10-01
7.43*10-01
4.03*10-01
5.96*10-01
8.67*10-01
5.90*10-01
9.09*10-01
9.16*10-01
9.39*10-01
9.17*10-01
9.52*10-01

1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.97-1.04)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
314

rs4148733
rs1202185
rs1202184
rs1202182
rs1202181
rs12535512
rs1858923
rs17149792
rs2214104
rs2188525
rs3213619
rs4728709
rs17149810
rs17328288
rs28381787
rs4148731
rs4148730
rs28381780
rs28381779
rs28381775
rs17328447
rs28381767
rs10231033
rs10276499
rs10264856
rs17250003
rs17149840
rs2214101
rs2188532
rs10275831

87213232
87213384
87213901
87215304
87216150
87220334
87221216
87224251
87224429
87224772
87230193
87233602
87233989
87237187
87237759
87239329
87239351
87246595
87246983
87247873
87260146
87260242
87261580
87261736
87262581
87262723
87262943
87269497
87273134
87275107

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

A, G
C, T
C, T
G, A
G, A
T, C
A, G
C, T
A, G
C, A
A, G
G, A
C, T
T, C
C, T
G, A
A, G
A, G
G, A
T, C
T, C
G, A
A, G
T, C
G, A
A, G
G, A
T, C
C, T
C, T

0.3422 (G)
0.3416 (C)
0.3429 (C)
0.1431 (G)
0.3418 (G)
0.4990 (C)
0.3418 (G)
0.3419 (T)
0.4350 (G)
0.4739 (A)
0.0235 (G)
0.0390 (A)
0.0389 (T)
0.0389 (C)
0.0621 (T)
0.0621 (A)
0.0390 (G)
0.0390 (G)
0.0232 (A)
0.0232 (C)
0.0391 (C)
0.1264 (A)
0.0232 (G)
0.0391 (C)
0.0391 (A)
0.0233 (G)
0.0626 (G)
0.0626 (C)
0.0391 (T)
0.0233 (T)

4.49*10-01
2.31*10-01
1.94*10-01
2.31*10-01
2.19*10-01
8.80*10-01
2.22*10-01
8.68*10-02
6.00*10-02
4.58*10-01
4.58*10-01
7.96*10-02
7.90*10-02
3.59*10-01
3.56*10-01
6.06*10-02
6.06*10-02
3.47*10-01
8.22*10-01
6.84*10-02
3.30*10-01
3.30*10-01
7.77*10-02
7.39*10-02
7.35*10-02
3.28*10-01
7.38*10-02
4.73*10-01
3.25*10-01
7.68*10-02

1.01 (0.98-1.04)
0.99 (0.96-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.96-1.01)
0.99 (0.96-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.94 (0.88-1.01)
0.93 (0.88-0.98)
0.92 (0.88-0.98)
0.92 (0.87-0.98)
0.93 (0.89-0.97)
0.93 (0.89-0.97)
0.92 (0.87-0.97)
0.92 (0.87-0.97)
0.94 (0.87-1.00)
0.94 (0.87-1.00)
0.92 (0.87-0.97)
1.00 (0.97-1.04)
0.94 (0.87-1.00)
0.92 (0.87-0.97)
0.92 (0.97-0.87)
0.94 (0.88-1.01)
0.93 (0.89-0.97)
0.93 (0.89-0.97)
0.92 (0.87-0.93)
0.94 (0.87-1.01)
0.92 (0.88-0.97)
0.92 (0.87-0.97)
0.94 (0.88-1.01)

5.56*10-01
9.54*10-01
7.66*10-01
9.49*10-01
9.26*10-01
9.57*10-01
3.51*10-01
4.18*10-01
4.70*10-01
2.16*10-01
3.99*10-01
3.90*10-01
3.88*10-01
1.82*10-01
2.10*10-01
3.52*10-01
3.65*10-01
1.66*10-01
2.45*10-01
3.76*10-01
1.61*10-01
1.61*10-01
3.99*10-01
2.79*10-01
2.88*10-01
1.59*10-01
3.81*10-01
1.31*10-01
1.94*10-01
3.86*10-01

1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
0.98 (0.95-1.00)
0.97 (0.95-1.00)
0.97 (0.95-1.00)
0.97 (0.95-1.00)
0.98 (0.96-1.00)
0.97 (0.95-0.99)
0.97 (0.95-1.00)
0.99 (0.95-1.02)
0.99 (0.95-1.02)
0.97 (0.95-0.99)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
0.99 (0.95-1.02)
0.97 (0.95-0.99)
0.97 (0.95-0.99)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
0.98 (0.96-1.00)
0.98 (0.96-1.00)
0.97 (0.94-0.99)
0.99 (0.95-1.02)
0.98 (0.96-0.99)
0.97 (0.95-1.00)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
315

SCN1A

rs10267099
rs12539395
rs28746492
rs6951067
rs6957599
rs17250255
rs17328880
rs7796247
rs6465118

87278760
87279856
87287880
87288324
87315881
87322386
87323145
87324386
87330423

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

G, A
C, T
A, G
T, C
G, A
A, G
C, T
G, A
G, A

0.0624 (G)
0.0391 (T)
0.0233 (G)
0.2413 (C)
0.0626 (A)
0.0233 (G)
0.0626 (T)
0.0233 (A)
0.0392 (A)

3.16*10-01
7.15*10-02
7.66*10-02
7.14*10-02
7.53*10-02
2.90*10-01
2.91*10-01
7.53*10-02
4.33*10-01

0.99 (0.96-1.01)
0.93 (0.89-0.97)
0.94 (0.88-1.01)
0.93 (0.89-0.97)
0.94 (0.88-1.01)
0.92 (0.87-0.97)
0.92 (0.87-0.97)
0.94 (0.88-1.01)
0.92 (0.88-0.97)

8.95*10-01
2.90*10-01
3.86*10-01
2.90*10-01
3.81*10-01
1.41*10-01
1.26*10-01
4.34*10-01
1.84*10-01

1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.98 (0.96-1.00)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
0.98 (0.96-1.00)
0.99 (0.95-1.02)
0.97 (0.95-0.99)
0.97 (0.94-0.99)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
0.98 (0.96-1.00)

rs10208529
rs4989185
rs55722221
rs4849269
rs4849266
rs4849264
rs4849265
rs4849268
rs4849267
rs4849262
rs4849260
rs4849263
rs1813502
rs10497275
rs552878
rs10497276
rs16851356
rs577306
rs565348
rs10182473

27786188
10123918
101611283
114486907
114455116
114454908
114455006
111694330
114469325
114452256
114449695
114454721
166846016
166846730
166853054
166857000
166860634
166871905
166873299
166873723

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

A, T
A, T
G, C
T, C
C, T
T, G
T, C
G, A
A, T
G, A
T, C
A, T
G, A
A, G
T, C
C, A
T, C
C, A
A, C
T, C

0.2774 (T)
0.2025 (T)
0.1355 (C)
0.4422 (T)
0.4424 (C)
0.4422 (T)
0.4423 (T)
0.2931 (G)
0.1285 (T)
0.4219 (A)
0.3738 (C)
0.4102 (T)
0.4190 (A)
0.1354 (G)
0.2901 (C)
0.1355 (A)
0.1348 (C)
0.3032 (A)
0.3016 (C)
0.2713 (C)

7.24*10-01
5.04*10-01
3.90*10-01
1.93*10-01
2.13*10-01
2.26*10-01
2.36*10-01
3.84*10-01
7.49*10-01
9.05*10-01
9.34*10-01
9.40*10-01
6.98*10-01
2.25*10-01
9.19*10-01
2.40*10-01
2.58*10-01
7.81*10-01
7.97*10-01
6.16*10-01

1.00 (0.98-1.03)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.01 (0.98-1.05)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)
1.01 (0.97-1.04)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)

2.09*10-01
2.83*10-01
3.11*10-01
1.54*10-01
1.58*10-01
1.76*10-01
1.79*10-01
1.88*10-01
2.67*10-01
6.47*10-01
8.81*10-01
9.10*10-01
5.65*10-02
5.29*10-01
3.11*10-02
5.27*10-01
3.94*10-01
3.36*10-02
2.40*10-02
9.14*10-01

0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.01)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
316

rs498631
rs1020853
rs10208532
rs536744
rs478389
rs1834840
rs692995
rs2298771
rs6732655
rs2126152
rs6432860
rs6731591
rs538921
rs13421166
rs1461193
rs1542484
rs3812718
rs3812719
rs1972445
rs922224
rs16851382
rs545331
rs10930201
rs10930202
rs10188577
rs4667866
rs4667867
rs7609055
rs16851400
rs11674130

166877177
166879782
168818426
166881890
166882828
166885720
166885949
166892788
166895066
166896143
166897864
166898249
166903188
166903756
166904346
166905375
166909544
166909559
166910209
166911912
166913475
166913962
166915335
166915605
166915897
166916033
166916043
166916253
166919528
166919643

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

C, T
G, T
C, T
T, C
A, G
C, T
C, A
C, T
T, A
G, A
G, A
T, C
A, C
C, A
G, A
A, G
C, T
C, A
G, A
G, A
G, A
G, A
C, A
T, C
T, C
A, G
A, G
T, C
T, G
A, C

0.4194 (C)
0.2711 (T)
0.1414 (T)
0.3571 (C)
0.4512 (G)
0.1414 (T)
0.3008 (A)
0.4181 (T)
0.2200 (A)
0.3013 (A)
0.0352 (A)
0.3017 (C)
0.3017 (C)
0.3017 (A)
0.1922 (A)
0.0353 (G)
0.3017 (T)
0.3017 (A)
0.4379 (A)
0.4379 (A)
0.3018 (A)
0.4379 (A)
0.4379 (A)
0.1614 (C)
0.2665 (C)
0.3017 (G)
0.1361 (G)
0.3615 (C)
0.1355 (G)
0.3017 (C)

7.03*10-01
6.26*10-01
9.44*10-01
7.31*10-01
6.67*10-01
6.41*10-01
2.31*10-01
5.68*10-01
5.86*10-01
5.67*10-01
5.67*10-01
3.71*10-01
2.20*10-01
5.65*10-01
5.65*10-01
8.47*10-01
8.45*10-01
5.39*10-01
8.45*10-01
8.44*10-01
4.53*10-01
9.28*10-01
5.30*10-01
2.65*10-01
7.72*10-01
2.40*10-01
5.30*10-01
7.25*10-01
2.07*10-01
2.18*10-01

1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.03)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
0.97 (0.91-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.01 (0.99-1.04)
0.97 (0.91-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)

3.84*10-02
6.65*10-01
9.06*10-01
2.63*10-02
4.62*10-02
1.29*10-02
5.99*10-01
1.16*10-02
1.22*10-02
1.16*10-02
1.16*10-02
7.80*10-01
6.31*10-01
1.21*10-02
1.21*10-02
3.52*10-03
3.46*10-03
1.07*10-02
3.46*10-03
3.40*10-03
5.49*10-01
1.16*10-02
1.02*10-02
4.49*10-01
1.13*10-02
4.79*10-01
1.02*10-02
6.37*10-03
4.72*10-01
4.43*10-01

1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.01)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.97 (0.94-1.01)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.00 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.01 (1.00-1.03)
1.00 (0.98-1.00)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
317

rs2217198
rs1841548
rs7607455
rs1427651
rs557222
rs492299
rs13397210
rs12998913
rs1824549
rs11692675
rs1020852
rs2169312
rs12613942
rs484926
rs11884723
rs497594
rs13004083
rs580041
rs498918
rs12469308
rs10930204
rs535533
rs12999167
rs666833
rs533202
rs515090
rs16851582
rs7593275
rs4233806
rs6746010

166919976
166920430
166920752
166920813
166920909
166921698
166922028
166922755
166924971
166926428
166927659
166927896
166933023
166937584
166938268
166941773
166945367
166950510
166951160
166953372
166955439
166959505
166969347
166982290
166983181
166986354
166989841
166991386
166996841
167004057

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

G, A
A, G
T, C
T, C
G, A
A, G
C, T
T, C
T, G
T, C
C, T
A, G
A, C
G, A
C, T
A, G
A, G
C, T
G, A
C, T
T, C
T, C
C, A
C, T
A, C
T, C
A, G
G, T
A, G
A, C

0.4437 (A)
0.1355 (G)
0.1360 (C)
0.3365 (C)
0.2005 (A)
0.2153 (G)
0.1360 (T)
0.1355 (C)
0.3731 (G)
0.2669 (C)
0.2005 (T)
0.1363 (G)
0.3367 (C)
0.3605 (A)
0.2774 (T)
0.2003 (G)
0.1013 (G)
0.0497 (T)
0.1941 (A)
0.1366 (T)
0.2931 (C)
0.3738 (C)
0.4219 (A)
0.4102 (C)
0.4422 (A)
0.4423 (T)
0.4424 (G)
0.1285 (T)
0.4422 (G)
0.1921 (C)

6.82*10-01
5.59*10-01
5.69*10-01
2.31*10-01
9.01*10-01
9.19*10-01
5.59*10-01
1.98*10-01
6.71*10-01
7.62*10-01
5.39*10-01
3.71*10-01
2.48*10-01
4.63*10-01
4.86*10-01
6.01*10-01
9.25*10-01
3.87*10-01
5.88*10-01
8.49*10-01
8.40*10-01
5.42*10-01
6.55*10-02
5.11*10-02
1.05*10-01
1.10*10-01
9.56*10-01
7.40*10-01
8.67*10-01
8.95*10-01

1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.01 (0.98-1.03)
1.01 (0.98-1.03)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
1.01 (0.98-1.03)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.01 (0.99-1.04)
0.98 (0.95-1.01)
0.99 (0.96-1.02)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
0.99 (0.97-1.01)
0.99 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
1.00 (0.98-1.03)
1.01 (0.99-1.03)
1.04 (1.00-1.08)
0.97 (0.94-1.00)
0.97 (0.94-1.01)
0.97 (0.94-1.01)
1.00 (0.93-1.08)
1.01 (0.95-1.07)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)
1.00 (0.97-1.02)

9.21*10-01
5.77*10-01
6.20*10-01
4.15*10-01
7.78*10-03
1.20*10-02
5.85*10-01
5.24*10-01
9.89*10-01
3.02*10-03
5.91*10-01
7.58*10-01
4.99*10-01
6.08*10-01
2.99*10-03
9.07*10-01
4.61*10-03
2.62*10-03
1.07*10-02
5.74*10-01
5.75*10-01
3.00*10-01
5.22*10-02
9.27*10-03
1.32*10-02
1.48*10-02
3.63*10-01
4.11*10-01
5.11*10-01
5.14*10-01

1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.00)
1.00 (0.99-1.00)
1.01 (0.99-1.02)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.01 (1.00-1.03)
1.00 (0.98-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
0.98 (0.97-0.99)
1.00 (0.98-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.00 (0.99-1.02)
1.02 (1.01-1.03)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.02 (1.01-1.03)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
0.99 (0.98-1.00)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.98-1.00)
1.02 (1.00-1.03)
0.98 (0.97-1.00)
0.98 (0.97-1.00)
0.98 (0.97-1.00)
1.01 (0.98-1.05)
1.01 (0.98-1.04)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
1.00 (0.99-1.01)
318

rs6749736

167004685

2

A, G

0.2303 (A)

8.16*10-01

1.00 (0.98-1.03)

8.38*10-01

1.00 (0.99-1.01)

319

